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ABSTRACT 

In"othis .thesls, the relationship between economic integration 
f 0 ~ " 

~ransition amon~ the Fin~ish Sami is examined from historical, theoretical, 

and empirical perspectives. By paralleling Finnish and Sarni societal dev

elopment, the ~~ergence of Finnish domin~nce a;d its changing manifes~a.t~ons 
amon~ J'he S,ami is explored: The importance of post-var developments i~ 
established, and factors generating transition during this period are dis

cussed in tletail. finlandIs position in t~ world econamy is shown to have 

restr~cted state management of internal development, and policie~ to imp!ove 

nation~l economic stability are' examined as' agents in the transformation of 

northern incorne structures. This process of transformation i5 substanti~ted 

, empirically thrcugh a discu·s·hon of the Lokka reservoir project and its 

impact" on local populations. The trensition from a natural ta a wage 

economy is shown to have entailed the loss of a distinctively Sami mode of 
~, --~ . -----. 

production. The implications of this 10ss are used ta evaluate the reiation-

ship between economic integration and cultural transition. 
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RÉsUMÉ 

Cétte thèse examine la relation entre l'intggration ~conomique et la 
, '1> , _ 

transiti6n culturelle des Sami finlandais, dans des perspectives 

historiques, théori~ues et empiriques. Une mise en parallèle du 

développement des sociétés finlandaise et Sami permet a'explorer, le 

début de la domination finlandaise et ses diverses manifestations chez 

les Sami. L'importance des développements depuis la Deuxième Guerre 

monç.~,~e est établie et les causes de la transition pendant cette periode 

sont traitées en detail. La position de la Finlande dans l'économie 

mondiale est reliée. à l'attitude de l'Etat envers le développement 

intérie~. Les politi~ues visant à amélio~er la stabilite economique 

nationale influenc~nt dorenavant la tr~nsformation des structures 

économiques de la Laponie. Ce processus de transformation est analysé 

de façon empirique dans une discussion du projet hydro-électrique de 
~ 

Lokka et de ses consequences pour la popUlation locale. Il devient clair 

que la transition d'une économie naturelle à une économie de salariat a 

déte~iné la disparition d'un mode d~ production distinct propre au Sami. 

L'etude des 

la relation 

différents'a~s de cette disparition sert ainsi à évaluer 

entre l'intéJ;ation économi~ue et la transition culturelle. 
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tissa tu~tmuksessa tarkastellaan historialliselta, teoreettiselta ja 
1 • 

emp1iriselti{ pohjalta ta~oud~11isen yhdentymisen ja kulttuurin muutoksen 

suhdetta Suomen saamelaisvaestôn keskuudessa. Suomalaisten hallitsevaa 

asemaa ja sen ilmenemismuotojen lisaantymista saamelaisessa yhtelskunnassa 

tutkitaan vertailemalia suomalaista ja saamelaista yhte1skunnallista kehitystl 

• seki tutkimalla suomalaisessa yhteiskunnassa tapahtuneiden"muutosten vaikutusta 
t> 

saamelaiseen yhteiskuntaan. Sodanjalkeisen ajan kehityksen tarkeys osoitetaan 

ja tarkastellaan yksityiskohtaisesti tekijoita, jotka aiheuttivat muutoks1a 

tins aikana. 

Suomen asema maailman taloudessa on rajoittanut valtiovallt vâikutus

mahdolHsuuksia maan sis~Hseen kehitykseen ja menettelytal;>oja e istaa kansal-
'" 

lista taioudellista tasapainoa tutkitaan tekijoina Pohjois-Suomen tuloraken-

teeh muuttumisess~. Tama muutosprosessi on tOd~stettu empiirisesti tutk~lla 
.tokan tekoallasprojektia ja sen vaikutuksia paikallisvaestoon. Tutkimuksessa . 

~ kay ilmi, ettK siirtyminen luo~taistaloudesta palkkatalouteen on aiheuttanut 

tunnusomaisen saamelaisen tuotantomallin hàviamisen. Taioudellisen yhdenty-

misen ja kulttuurin muutoksen valista suhdetta tarkastellaan taman tuotantomal-

,~ lin haviamisen aiheutiamti~ vaikutuksien avulla. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION TO THE RELATIONSHIP ~~TWEEN ECONOMIC 

INTE~RATION AND CUL~URAL TRANSITION 

Introduction and Research Question 

Recent interest in the Sami of northern Finland has followed attempts 

to incorporate Laplarid's resources into the national economic structu~e. 

Though this process of incorporation is not new, the extent of. such 

penetration has recehtly changed, and so has the unquestioning belief in 

its propriety. 

In the past, territorial expansion was seen as a key to the social 

and econom~c advancement of Finnish society. Early penetration of the 

north led to the absorption of some Sami, but this was not essential to 

the achievement of Finnish objectives. Initially, the indigenous popula-

,tion could adapt to changes by retreating or making other alterations 

within the±r existing lifestyle. As Finnish exp~sion continued, however, 

the pressures placed on the Sami accumulated and the scope for their 

adjustment to assertions of Finnish dominance diminlshed. 

In the post World War II era, the process of expansion has been 

perpetuated, but its foeus has s~ifted from territorial-extension to 

intensive development. Through the former, northern areas were claimed 

by nation states and the indigenous population was tenuously included ~n 

the national sphere of interest. d h · V"" . -Un er t ese c~rcumstances, Sam1 1n-

habitation secured claimS to sovereignty over the nortb, but the. social 

1 1 
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and economic structures of this group remained different (from those of 

the dominant Fi~jSh culture. with the onset of intensire develop~ 

this si~uation began to change rapidly. Expansion of th's type focused 

2 

on the use of northern resources in accordance with, the needs of national 

development strategies. To achieve this, the distincti é social and 
~ 

edonomic p,ractîces of the Sarni ~ould no lonser be toler ted and tbus, the 
o 

prevailing natural economy was supplanted by the wage aonomy of Finnistf 

society at large. It is the disruption associated wi h this transition 
1 

which has aroused widespread concern for the future f the indigenous 

population. 

By the late 1960s, Othe Finnish Sami had beg to employ growing 

support from acadernic and public circles, in att mpts to defend their 

distinctive culture. Indigenous organizations egan to lobby for reforms 
~ 

which would assure cultural preservation, but their progress in thfs 

regard did litt le to alt~r the process of e onomie integration. Thus, 

despite their increasing solidarity, the ami remaine~ vulnerable to a 

powerful integrative force and cultural trans~tion continued. 

With the prospect of total integ ation into the Finnish socio-

economic system a very real one,'the foeus of the Sarni movement on 

cultural solidarity and preservation must be re-evaluated. To do SOt 

however, the relationship between eeonomic integration and cultural 

~ra~ion ~ust rirst be understood. 

theS1S seeks to examlne. 

It ois this relationship, w~ch this 

1 
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Literature Review ~ 

Until relatively recently, tlie study of culture and cultural transition 

was es~entially the domain of anthropologists. Within this field, defini-

tions of culture have been both plentiful and varied, but according to 

Keesing (1914) a basic division can be made between those theories which 

are ideational (e.g. Geertz 1964, Goodenough 1971, Schneider 1968 etc.) and 
" 

those which view cultures as adaptive systems (e.g. Megger~, 1971, Rappaport 

1971, Service 1968 etc.). It is aspects of this latter perspective that 

cultural geographers have adopted and developed, by relating man and culture 

to the natural environment (cf. Spencer and Thomas 1969). 
f\ -

InitiallS. work in this discipline foeused on examining culture and 

c~lture change according to ecological concepts. By the 1930s however, 

means for studying these phenomena had diversified and the concept of 
o 

-
acculturation was gaining in popularity. The central idea of this approach 

to cultural transi"t"ion was that cpanges in cultures arise from:~-Ontact vith 

other cultures (cf~ Hiebert, 1976:417). Growing interest"in this concept 

coincided with an upsurge of interest in minority cultures. ~d it occurred 

at a time when interdisciplinary studies were becoming more co~op. Under 

these circumstances; geographieal examinations of ,minority cultures and 

their transition developed eloser links with work 'in antqropology and 

political economics. but seldom with both. 

With cultural geography rooted in anthropology, strong ties between 

the two fields were easily and rapidly established. Studies of cultural 

transition focùsed on human adaptation to changes in the natural environ

ment and to ~ose ensu~ng from contact with other cultures. 1 The ability 

II< 
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--'. of Sorne groups to eneroach succesflfully on the terri:tory of' others was 

explained through the concept o:f-:,t:cultù.r~l dominance", 'which postulated 

that the cultural system which can Most effectively exploit the ~nergy 

resources of a given environment will tend ta expand at the expense of 

less effective'systems (cf. Sahlins and Service 1960:75). 

This concept .has been used extensively explain the histbry of 

northern indigenous populations, but the c cept itself has rarely bean 

explored. Instead, the examination of focused on the 

,! ways in 

changes l.n 

. 
een manifested, and on the resultant 

In general literature (e.g. Graburn and 
/ , 

Strong 1913, Wonders 1976 etc.), predilect ion for this appr'bach is often 

-
illustrated through ~ dîscussion of the impact of expanding taxation, ." . 

/ 

trade a~d religion on indigenous populations. Similarly, more specifie 

works, such as "Consequences of Economie Change in Circumpolar Regions" 

(MüTIer-Wille'et al. 1978), concentrate on eliciting change-inducing 

factors and the adaptations ~hich they demand of minority cultures • 
...:-;-" , 

Tr~nsition' among the se northern peoples is also studie~ according to 

sing e parameters. Such indices of culture change iqclude transformation 
. . . .. ) 

'.;~ of ocial orgaqization (Ingold 1979); declining transhuma,nce (Whitaker . 
) 56); acculturàtio~ (Anderson 1958, Asp 1966); and technology (Linkola 

/ 

/ 1973, Pelto 1973). 

Although Many of these authors are anthropologists and sbciolagists 

according ta international divi~ons of academic disciplines, their work 

coincides closely with the fieid of c~ltural geography in Canada. As 

such, the se studies provide an acc~rate reflection of the main perspectives 

which cultural geographers use in dealing with the subject of minoritr 

1 
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1 d t • ".. 3 ' .. cu tures an helr trans~tlon. Through wprk of thlS klnd, a vide body 
l> t' ~ . '.&~" ... : .. 

, .... !r'V"":~'" .oC '-.!.'f:'<l,"'" 

of a;rliterature has beell produèed to prov:I;lTh hl~tbr'lca;t and empirical 
, . ':':'ii 

documentation or ·:éhanges in traditional cultures of the·p,orth. The value 

ot this infor~ion' is indisputable, but thelt-~I rite still gaps in the 

'" 
'literature. Most important is the sparsity of theorétical work ta exp);ain 

the emergence of dominance and t~e origin of change motivating factors. 

Failure to place minority cultural transition in the context of national 

and international development has meant that knawl7dge of the consequences 

of change has not been paralleled by an understanding of their causes. 

Where geographic studies have develape~ links with political ~conomy, 

the investigation of factors generating dominance has been more common. 

Mucn of this work has sought to explain the relationship between developed / 

and under-developed areas. In doing so, economic, cultural and locationai , , 

factors have been examined as central ta the establishment of the: dominant-

subservient relations associated with unequal development. The relevance 

of these studies to minori.ty culturâl transition stems from the tendel1cy 

for indigenous popUlations to inhabit are as of 'low development 1. 

One-of the Most common conceptual toois for explaining inequality 

has been the center-periphery or metropolis-hinterland relationship. The 

pOI'itical and economic dominance of central areas has been used br Seèrs 

(1979), to explain underdevelopment in Europe, and br Chorney (1977), and 

Goni:!~ (1972), to explain inequalities in a Canadian context. In a large 
, , ( \ 

segment of gèographical literature, dominance has been attr~buted to 

location, but in most studies of comparative developroent, primacy has 

Men ~ given to economic relations which are commonly disc;ussed within a 

colonial fraroework. Accordingly, underdev~loproent 15 seen as a product of 

1 
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servitude associated with colonial status. This theme has been expounde~ 

upon by Emmanuel (1972), who locates the mechanism of unequal development 

in une quaI exchange. Another variation of this idea is found in Hechter's 
. , 

work:On internal colcinialism (1975), in which dominance in ecc:momic 

relations is casually liQked to cultural dominance to explain regional 
'. - \ 

inequalities within n~t~bns. ~ 

• • il • 
Although the ~ntr1cac1es of these authors' arguments have led to 

controversy between them, and among others, the ce~tral analytical theme 
, 

of all their works is the same. In each case, the relative economic 

backwardness and special problems of the periphery are due to its exploited 

relationship with the cénter (cf. Lovering 1978:55). The similarity in 

themes permits a basic criticism of aIL of th~re studies: it i5 the failure 

to aCknowledge, the exi~tence of inequaliti~~riithin both central and 
~, J 

peripheral regions. By locating the mechanism ~f exploitation in inter- l • 

regional relations, the.disparity withi~ regions i8 obfuscated; along 

with the basic exploitative relation which exists between social classes 

~at aIl geographic levels. 

If this weakness is re~ognizèd, however, a discussion of relations 

between central and peripheral areas can provide valuable insights into 

the evolution of regional underdevelopment. Where these areas are largely 

inhabited by indigenous cultures, such a discussion can also help to 
~, . 

clarify the manner in which the current situation of indigenous populations 

has developed. Unfortunately, this type of examination has rarely been 
• 4> 

'appÜed to studies of northel'n culturalJ minorities. In North American 

literature, the gap has been narrowed by Usher' s work (1972, 1976), w}:ich 
/ 

relates the class system and met ropolit an_ dominance to northern develop-

i -
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ment in Canada, ,and by Brody' s study (1977) of industrial impa.ct in thè 

Canadian north. In the ·Fenno-Scandian context, discussions which rèla.te 

development-..,,:I;Reories t6 examinations of transition -among minority' cultures 
'-\, . 

are also uncommon. Notable exceptions include the Proceeding~ of the 8th 

Conference of Nordi~ Ethnographers/AntÎhropologists (Sandbacka 1977). which 

examinés cultural imperialism and cultural identity; and the work of Snell 
.' "--- . 

and Snell (1975)" where assimilation and ethnie activism are seen, in 
'\ 

,relation to large-scale processes in the encompassing nation. 4 

The body of English literature which deals w~th the province of 

Lapland and with the Finnish Sami focuses on topical and regi?nal studies. 
, / 

It is comprised~larg@1y of regional overviews in the form of descriptive 
. 

accounts, and very specifie studies based on empirical research. In the 

former category, Nickul (1952) and Itkonen (1951) provide good reviews of 

Sami contact,history in Finland and of indigenous econo~ic aetivities and 

social relations. Exarnples of more specifie investigations include pop-

ulation development in northern Finland (Naukkarinen 1969); tourism in 

Lapland (He~e 1910 ),,; souree~ of incorne in tJi!.e "Sami Area" of Finnish 

La,Pland5 (Siuruainen 1976); reind:eer husbandry' (Aikio 1978, Lenstra 1978); • 
" 

and agriculture (Varjo 1971, 1914). Sueh work provides a well-rounded 

picture of the social and economic situat,ion of ~e Finnish Sami, but 

makes little the~retical evaluation. 6 This thesis will attempt to add an 

element of explanation to existing descriptions of cultural transition 

among the Finnish Sami. 

.... 
1 
i 

1 
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Methodology 
)" 

The current status of' literature related ta the Finnish Saini maltes a 
1 

study of the relationship between their cultural transition and economic 

integration not only feasible, but also warranted: -~h·pr~viding ~uch a 

~tu~, this thesis will examine the proces5 of acculturat;~n-by placing 

the situation of the Sami -in the broader context of development in 

Finland. The underlyinglogic of this approach is that an understanding 

of what has motivated Finnish encroachment on the Sami, i5 a prerequisite 

j 

to locating the generators of transition related to cultural interaction. 

As this suggests, the focus of this work i5 not the intricacies of the 

Sami culture. Instead, emphasis is placed on th~ way in which external 

factors have affected changes in the indigenous society. '-

The .. ,ooncentration on economic integration is derived from the theore-

tical premise that the characteristics of culture are conditioned by 

material circumstances; particularly by economic organization. In other 

words, the manner in which people secure their subsist~nce will influence' 

their form of social,organization. Accordingly, culture may be defined as " 

being comprised of a formative economic base and'a supportîve social 

str llcture. 

This definition gives rise ta several other theoretical issues which 

will be examined in this thesis. First, it must be expected that changes 

in the economic base will influence the direction in which cultural 

transition proceeds. Second, in dealing with acculturation, changes in a 

minority culture must be related to the p~esence of a more dominant group. 

Third, given the importance of economic arganization, it is likely that 

~ 
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• cultural dominance is the product of affiliation with the ~ontemporary , 
. . 

"hegemonic system". This term will be used 1;hroughout the thesis to incH-

cate th~ mode of production which has characterizeli the world economy in 

various hi~torical periods. Finally, cultural transition must be seen as 

an ortgbing ~rocess, for as the hegemonic system changes~ the manifestations 

of dominance and their impact on 'minority cultures will also change. 

To evaluate these theoretical expectations, this thesrs has the 
; 

fOllowing objectives: 

1) ta illustrate the manner in which cultural transition has been 

an ongoing process; , 

2) ta examine the emergence of cultural dominance and to illustrate 

its relationship to affiliation with successive hegemonic systems; 

3) to illustrate and examine the relationship between changes in the 
h-

hegèmonic system and changes in the nature of cultural transition 

among the Finnish Sami; 

4) to illustrate the relevance of these factors and processes of 

cultural transiticm to the situation of the Finnish Sami at both 

national and local levels. 

To achieve these Objectives, the body of literature which deals 

specifically wÎth the Finhish Sami has been complemented by works whieh 

help to place Sami development in context with that which occurred at the 

national and international leveis. These warks include general histories 
1 
of Finland (e.g. Wuorin(1965), as well as more specifie historie al 

accounts such as Punti~s study (1975) of Finland's political developmept. 

The importance of the post-war era as a turning point in the history of 

,bath Sami transition and FinniSh development in the north makes this time 
" 

( 
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period the focus of this the sis • In ~lorin~ the hierarchy o'f factors 

é' \ 

which h~ve in'fluenced Finland' s' management of northeri'l development and 

Sam.ï' a'ffairs duri'ng thÎB era, literature vhich d.iscusses the internationali-
, , 

zation of capitalism (e.g. Pallciix 1975) and the t'ole of the stat.e 

-(e.g. Gough 1979, Harvey 1978) will ~e d.rawn ,upon. 
1 

Pr:ima.ry sources for this thesis are mainly employed in' the case study, ~. 
,- , , .. ' . 

which examines economic integration and cultural 

reservoir area of central Finnish Lap1and. 

transition within the L0Itf'" 
Much of this materi&! conai't S 1 

, '" 
of raw data proffered by Hann~ Mlikinen and MatH Luostarinen. They co'l ected 

this data during th: summer of 1978, by conducting in-depth interviews vith 

the former inhabitan both Lokka and Porttipahta reservoh areaa. Al .. 

theugh their research ts focused on the social impact of man-made , 

- ,lakes (cf. Asp ~ al. 1981, Luostarine~ and Màkinen ~979, 1980), t:heir data 

Blse had potential as a means of illustratirig the process of economic integra-

tion. Ta examine tli"U>process and its re1ationship to cultural transition, 

the fçrmer' inhabitants of the- Lokka area have been organized on the basis 

of ethnicity, and the information which they provided has been analysed 

accordingly. Ethnic categories have bean devised wi th the assistance of 

Pekka Aikio, and information used ta determine the ethnicity'-:.ol' _ f9lj1ler inhab
\ 

primary information hàs péen collected through interviews conducted in and 

around the case study area during the summer of 1980. 

• 
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Thesis Ors:anization 

Thr0ugl\ the combine.tion of' all of this material, the relationship beheen \, 
f 

economie integration and cultural transition will be examined tram 

historieal, theoretical and empirical perspeèt,ives. The second chapter 

'" ' 

.... 

1 
provides a historical review of tliis relationship and ia de-signed to esta- 1 

, 1 

blish the "manner in 'which cultural transition has been an on~':-:-------~-

This chapter shows ~hat the sam~~~tuted tvo ' 1 

---- " 1 

s,eparate cul\ura~ ~~, and, that the do~nance of the latter only 

emerged when thèl.T society became affiliated vith the prevailing hegeménic 

~ system. The ev~lution of this dominance and ite impact on the Sami are 

- -~__t~aced ac;cording to the succession of such systems, and the importance of 
~~---------------- - -----developments i~ -theP?st-war_.e.!"!L~tablished. 

~._~-~ " 

To understand the significance of this period and toa.ppraiSetne -- ----
o 

future prospects of the Sami culture, the nature .of the currently dominant 

,ecanonrlc- ,rstem mUst be intr;duced. This is. d,~i,n the third chapter/ 

through a brief discussion of the characteristics and fontradictions of 

state-monopoly capitalism. - In -t.his -wa:y,- the hierarchy of factor's which '" . - ~ima;tely influence the process of cultural transition among the Sami will 
I~------~ , 

be presented and discussed. 

The fourth chapter buÏlds on the understanding of these factors. It 

demonttrates how Finland!s Tale in the international division" o"f labour 

has affected, and cont inues to a:ffect, the evolut ion of\ the Sami socio-

economic situation by plaei-n~rictions on the state's management of 
~ .. - --------- -- -------

regional disparities. ". Development policies which have promoted La.~land!s 

integr~tion lnto the nation~l ~conomy are examined as agents of cultural 

~--
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" transition; and the indigenous response to this \ incorporation la ~iseussed. 

An app'reciation o-r the impact of both this integrative process and the 
t' 

Sami movement to ensure cultural preservation, will permit a respon~ to 

the question cf whether or not economiè integration does in, fact preclude 

-------turther cultural transitioth--------- , 

" ' -----------------
----------

( 

~-rrr-the fifth chapter, the processo0f' advanced cultural transition ia 

l' 

scale. The basic. themes of this thesis are reasserted' 

through a historie al review of the Sarni situation in the Sompio regiol\, of 
.. ..1..! • 

Finnish Lapland. This is fol'lowe~ by a di~cussion of the Lokka reservoir 

project" whicb is presented as an exemple of the expansion and integration 

which has oC'currèd under state-monopoly capitalism. Through an examination 

of its impact, this projec,t is shown to be an agent which has accelerated 

economic integration and the cultural transition which it entails. 

As a WhOl~, this thesis will explore the relationS}lip between economic 

integration and cultural transition through the coÏnbina-t;ion of' historieal, 

theor-etieal and emp'ïrical approaches. This, composJe perspective ahould, 
. 

ccntribute to a more accurate understa.nding cf culture change, particularly 

that. which ha.s occurred ~ong the. Finnish Sand. 

fi 

.:. 

- \ ---- -.-----
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NOTES: Chapter l 

1. These studies often concentrated on changes resulting from the 
penetration of one closed cultural system 'by another culture. . 

13 

'> 2. Ip this study the term "minority culture" refers to the autochthonolls 
pop\llation of a gi ven area: spec ificallY, the Sami of Fihland. 

~ 1 

3. In Finland the subject matter of cultural geography--r{ usually dealt 
with in anthropology departments. For this reason, a Canadian-e.uthored 
study of the Finnish Sami must recognize, and use, sources which might 
officially be termed anthropological. 

4. Jarvikoski (1979), and Massa _ (1980), examine the situation of' Lapland -
as a region, by applying theor-ies of political economy. 

5. The "Sami Area" of Finnish Lapland comprises the communes of Utsjoki, 
Inari, Enontekio, and the northern part (Sompio) of Sodankylë.. Thi S 

area is il~ustrated in Fig. 8. 

6. ~ is possible that my failure to discover studies of this type is 
the product of limited proficiency in the JFwnish language. Discussions 
with Finnish geographers suggest, however, that there is a genuine lack 
of theoretical applications to stu~ies in cultural geography. -0 

7. The interplay between social and economic organization, as weIl as the 
importance of environmental factors must be acknowledged, but for the 
purpose of this thesis, attention will focus on the influence of economic 
structures. ~is c09centration is the product of attempts to deal with 
the most basi~ gene:tl8.tors of transition, ood to overcome existing 
emphasis on th~ social attributes of culture. 

\ 
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\ 
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- CHAPTER TWO 

THE HISTORICAL EVOLUTION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION AND CULTURAL TRANSITION 

To understand the current position of the Sami in Finl~nd, some 

knowleclge of the historical processes which have generated this situation 

J is essential. This chapter will provide such information through an 

examination of the relationship between economic integration and cultural 

transitlon. By reviewing the history of Sami culture change according to 

changes in the hegemonic system, the importance of efonomic organization 

as a conditionmg element of culture will be e'stablished. 

The di vlSion of hlstory accordlng to perlods in which partlcular 

economlc systems have experlenced world hegemony further clarifiés the 

lmportance of economlC organization in cultural transition. This approach ~ 

makes it possible to establlsh that Finnish dominàncE;! over the Sami has 
Cl 

not always existed in Finland, but that ~lt emerged with Finnish integra-

tion into the world economy.' By briefly examining successive hegemonlc 

" systems and their influence on Finnish society, changiI}g manifestations of 

Finnish dominance over the Sami cau be understood. This permits an accurate 

port rayaI of the breakdown of the Sami culture, and of indigenous integ:ra-

tion into Finnish social and econo~ic structures. In doing so, the manner 

in which cultural transition has been an ongoing process will be illustrated. 

An understanding of this proces,s will clarify "the critical importance of 

post-World War II developments to the future of the Sami culture, and will 

make a more detailed discussion of the contemp_prary Sami situation possible. 

14 
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Prehistory: Localized Socio-Economie Systems 

Before the importance of econom1C integration to the emergence of Fitmish 

dominance and Sami cultural transition can be substantiated, the existance 

of a period of soéio-economie isolation in Finland must first be estab-

lished. The following examination of Finland's prehistory will do 50, by 

showing that the Finns and the Sarni originally constituted two distinct 

and essentially self-contained cu~ture~re inter-c~ltural contact did 

oeeur, it was not characterized by dominànt-~u~~ervient relations: cul~ural 
:; 

equality prevailed. By comparing this situation with that which 'developed 

after Finnish society became affiliated with the world economic system, the 

importance of econornic integration will become clear. 

As 1n Many discussions of prehistory, attempts to establish the 

origins of the population of present-day Finland ha~e aroused considerable 

controversy. Efforts td determine the origin of the Sami have met with 
~ 

difficulties in the correlation of archaeological and linguistic groups; 

and the searcity of prehistoric skeletal remains has added to prevailing 

t
. . 2 

uneer alntles. Work in these fields may ultimately clarify the questio.n 

of human origin, but the generally accepted contention that the Sami vere 

among the early inhabitants of Fenno-Scandia prov~des an ade~ poin~ , , 

of departure for this study. Although the identity and distribution of 

Sami predecessors remains somewhat obscure, the presence of the Sami in 

what is today Finland ean be historically identified from about 2000 B .. e. 
1 

(Fig. 1; Carpelan 1975:12, cf. Kert 1973:83).3 

Insufficient information makes it difficult to draw precise conclu-

Bions about the early movements of th~ Samit It has been aseertained, 
, 
~ 

1 
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'however, that they had deve,oped a socio-eeonomic system based On close 

affinity with the northern environment as early as two thousand years 

ago. Subsistence was maintained through a seasonal rotation of livelihoods 

which focused on fishing in the spring and summer, and on hunting and berry 

picking in the autumn. 4 During the winter people tended to congregate in 

villages or 'sEd', which constituted the fundamental element of the , ' 
authentic Sami social order. Under this 'siid' system~ each village 

controlled specifie qunting and fishing areas which were exploited c01lee-

tively; allocations being made on the basis of family size and on the 

productiveness of e~ch area' s natural resources. Thel?e' questions of 

territorial and economic organizat ion, and other matters of common interest, 
o 

were dealt with by a 'siid council' comprised of representatives from 

every 

while 

famil~ in the A: (Vorren 1969: 116, 

each family was an independent productive 

8iuruainen 1916:11). Thus, 

unit, the maintenance, of 

individual subsistence was assured through the coll~ctiv~ organization of 

the communal production system. 

As the structure of the 'siid' suggests, early Sami social organiza-

tian served to ensure that exploitation of the natural environment would 

J 
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be controlled. Human survival dep,ended on maintaini:ng the subsistence< 

economy: social structures were established'to preserve this formative 

~ 1 

economlC base of the culture. This intimacy of the Sami lifestylê with 

. nature waS strongly reflected in shaministic religious prac:ices of the 

pre-Christian era. The reality of Sami dependence upon nature was rein
'l< 

forced through animalistic religious practices which ascribed ominous 

powers to the forces of nature; and so fostered respect for the determi-

. 5 nant elements of subslstence. 

Under this socio-economic system the~~' established inde pendent 

fi-'-''''''. ( 
administrative 'and juridical' units which; combined with associated 

ideologies, made the society essentially self-contained. Although the 
1 

system incorporated small-scale trading and inter-siid marriages. they 
> 

remained localized in terms of energy utilization and exploitation of 

6 other natural resources. By maintaining a productive, system based on 

nomadic subsistence, the fundamental characteristics of the Sami culture 

were preserved through ~everal centuries of internaI societal ~ution. 

When the Finns began to occupy present-day Finland about two 

\thousand y~ars ago, they practiced a mobile and rather disorganized ------_.-
pattern of land use and occupancy. This lifestyle was b~sed on the sub

sistence activities of hunting;' fishing and gathering (Siuruainen 1978:67-

68). Gradually. 'slash and burn' cultivation and cattle rearing were 

developed; land was cleared and permanent dw~llings were established. As 

subsistence farming came to dominate the economic system of the Finns, a 

'form of social orgaaization which recognized the concept of property was , 

introduced. to fad,litate and perpetuate this type of production. Although 
_ .... 14.~ " .li" < 

distinctive communities and tribes emerged and became involved in limited , 

\ 

" \ 

" , 
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.~, trade, these developme~ts did not alter the mode of production or ~he 

social structures vhich supported it. The localized character of the 

society" vas maintained. 7 

18 

Early Finland vas characterized by localized subsistence, but the 
" 

/ orientations and organization bf related economic activities differed 

significantly ~etveen the Flnns and the Samit While both societies 

concentrated on internaI self-sufficiency a certain degree of inter-

cultural contact was inevitable. When the Finns first arrived north of 

" the Gulf of Finland, the entire country vas probably dominated by sparse, 

though videly dispersed, Sarni 'siid settlements'. As the. Finns became 

increas ngly sedentary however, population growth necessitated territorial 

expansion and the st-i were forced to~e.t or be absorbed (ltkonen 

1951: 3;). ~ 

Most of the indi •• ::ms population chose_the first alternative and the 

inherent rnobility of theii lifestyle facilitated the move to uninhabited 
" . 

regions vhere traditional socio-econornic practices could be continued 

(Fig. 2). Although Finnish folklore recounts that the Sami vere forced 

from their fishing places and homes vith occasional violence (Tegengren 

1960:82), it ~s likely that the early retreat of the Sami vas based on 

natural resource requirements rather than physical conflict (cf. Siuruaihen 

1976:19, Itkonen 1951:34). 

While early contact vas most clearly manifested territorially, it' also 
j 
took place within the realm of trading. According to Tegengren (196o:~o), 

it may have been tne prospect of expanded.fur trade which prompted the 

initial settlement of the Finns •. Regardless of the se possible intentions, 

early 'trade vas limited by the retreat of the Sarni and overshadoved by the 

1 
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Sources11-f11l 1960J1e. Vorren& Manker 19621174, NlCkul 1952:13& 19771138 

expansion of subsistence farming. ~us, although contact did oceur-in a 

number of forms, it ~as characterized by cultural equality and not by 1 

dominant-subservient relations. Inter-cultural contact did not signi~i- ~/ 

cantly alter the elemepts of localized subsistence production which formed 

the basis of distinct Finnish and Sami socio-economic systems. 

equal- cultures, 

which 

DeiLocalization of Socia-Economie Systems 
1 

that Finland was once CO~d of" two distinct - but \ 

beeomes possible to appreéiate the importance of changes 

resùlt of Finnish integration into the world-economy. 

I-
I 
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This se~tion diséusses the brea.kdown o'f Finnish society 1 S self'-sUfficiency 

and examines the internal transition which accompanied incorporation into 

the Swedish Empire. ,By understanding how the Finnish economic system 

changed, the new needs of the society and their impact on inter-cultural , 

relations~can be understood. It was the requirements of this new economic 

situation that. prompted Finnish penetration further north and created the 

o ,ba~for Finnish dominance over the Sami. 

~I By the end of the lOth century, Finnish society based on subsistence 

\ 

produb~ion had become st~ble and the provinces of Finland Proper (Varsinais 

S~omi), New Land" ('uusima~'}, Hame and -Kare~-ia (Kar-jf{~), had b~come well . . 

established. Socia} organization had evolved accordingly to include 

provincial cooperation in matter~of defense and religion. 8 While this 

marked the extent of social development in Finland, the concentration of 

settlemEmt close to shipping routes promoted contact with traders from 

neighbourini territories. These lines of communicà~ion had begun to 

influence e~onomic life and social attitudes in Finland (cf. Juva 1968 :20). 

This external influence represent.ed the first penetration of the localized 
. 

Finnish sOèio-economic sYEi,tem, and it prepared the way', for further under-.. 
mining of self-suffic~ency. As contact with Finland increased, the area 

. \ . 
became important ta neighbouring federai kingdoms.which were struggling 

for ,supremacy in trading opera.tions around the Gulf of Finland. This. 

placed FinlandIs population in àn extremely vulnerable position, and to 

avoid conflict from'all sides, alliances vere established. The Finns of 

southvestern Finland and Hame sought the protection of Sweden, vhile the 

Karelians turned to'Russia ror similar support (Juva 1968:20). 

, 
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1 
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To the Finns this new alliance meant inclusion in the Swedish 

pOlitical system, but more importantly, it stimulated the emargence of 

economic and social distinctions within Finnish society. While farmers 

retained control of the :Land they cultivated, provincial leaders were 

distinguished through their admittance ta a rising nobilityj other leading 

members of society were rewarded with appointments to the Finnish see in 

Tur~u (Juva 1968:21). As,Finl~nd's econorny diversified, social stratifica-
." , .» ... 

tian increased and bartering and trade begap ta supple~ent subsistence 

activities. The establishment of small trading4.centerfi in the south 

fortified Finland's affiliation with Sweden, permitt,ed involvement in the 

Baltic, trade, and offered a growing market for farm produce. 

, This gradual de-localization of Finnish society le~rther impetus 

to the expansion of a ~orthern fur trade and legitimized taxation of the 

Sami. Even though taxation had been practiced sporadically prior ta 

Finland'S incorporation with Sweden, it was only under this new form of 

socio-economic organization that such activities received official 

sanction. 10 By the 12th century the Bircarls (Pirkkalaiset}~ - from thè 
, J' 

borders of Satakurita and Hame - had established themselves as tradérs and 

tax collectors' in the north, and in 1277 they vere granted the exclusive e 

right to deal with the Sami (Nickul 1952:6). These privileges were 

further entrenched in documentation fram 1328 vhich st~pulated that 

"no one was allowed to hinder the <Sami> in their hunting, or molest the 

Bircarls who visited the <Sami>" (Collinder 1949: 16). 
,1 
t 

While sueh assertions of power marked th~ formal incorporation of 

the Sami into the Svedish-Finnish socio-economic system and indicated the 

growing dominance of the latter, ~heir impact remained essentially latent. 

-1 
t 
1 
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As the Finnish society developed and expanded, the S4mi continued théir 
~ ~. 

retreat toward the north where conditions allowed them to maintain their 

traditional subsistence activities and the associatêd form of social 

organization. Where taxation was unavoidable the Sami practieed appease-
, , 

.~ent, usually through payment ~n kind. This perpetuated an atmosphere of 

peaee which was conducive to the continuation of their distinctive life-

style. At times the remoteness of the Sami area allowèd taxation to burgeon 

from the form of a bribe to plundering, but experience soon taught the Finns 

that such e~tortion had negative repercussions on·the profitability of 

trading (Nickul 1952:7, Tegengren 1960:82). 

Affiliation with Swedish hegemony created new linkages in Finnish 

economic organization: de-localization transformed the economy and the 

social,structures which it generated. Inherent in this transformation was 

the ascription of power to the external monarchy of Sweden and the emer-

gence of internaI social and economic differentiation. For the Sami the 

transition in Finnish society was manifested Most strongly in the growing 

presence of the :sirca:r:ls who acted, in~sponse to ehanging needs, as 

emissaries of a distaQt but powe:f~l socio-economic order. This form of 

encroachment made it necessary for the Sami to gradually supplement their 

initial response of retreat with appeasement. While this reaction resulted 

in the intensification of inter-cultural contact and introduced an unprece

dented element of complexity into the indigenous soeio-economic system, it 

&lao allowed them to continue their subsistence activities. These changes 

provide the first indication of emerging Finnish dominancè. and the Sami 
~ 

respOnse iHustrates the manner in which their cultural transition p~oceeded. 

~, 

i' , 
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Cultural Transjtion Puring the Age of Mercantilism 

Through the development of ties with Sweden, Finnish society exchanged 

self-sufficiency for a place in the world eCGnO~. ,. As these ties were 

being established, declining feudalism was slowly giving birth to mercan-, 

tilism. Thus, even though Finnish society had adopted elements of feudal 

economic and social organization, it was during the mercantilist era that 

Finnish integration into the world economy was first complete. This section 

will 'examine developments in Finnish society which were' directly related to 

involvement in the mercantilist system. By establishing the centrality of 

trade, the need for territorial expansion and intensified cQRtact with the 

Sami will becom~ clear. It is this dependency of mercantilism on t~ading 

networks and partners that explains the changing manifestations of Finnish 
• 

dominance over the Sarnia 

B,y the end of the 16th century, FinlandIs political ties with Sweden 

had solidified and elements of Finnish society had become weIl integr~ted 

11 with the prevailing mercantilist system. Ties with the commercial 

~ehters of Tallinn, and especially Stockholm, had stimulate~ the growth of 

towns along the southwestern coast of Finland (Kaukiaihen 1971:118). The 

rising importance of trade was further reflected in the diversification of 

commercial activities and in increased social stratification. Of the 

mercantile b~dy which comprised the dominant element of urban society, the 

rnérchants of the Swedish commercial community were a~cribed the greatest 

power, followed then by the lower-ranking burghers of the Finnish cOmmercial 

community, and finally by the artisans (Nikula 1966:189). Regulations 

governing membership in these groups were complex and spheres of interest! 
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were clearly delineated: the Swedish merchants concentrated on foreign 
_"::...-.--..--- ------

-. -trade,-;-vhiie~the- Finnish burghers were primariJ:y engaged in trade condu.cted 

at fairs in the interior. In a similar way, the prestige and functibns of 

the artisans' Vere organized according to the apprentice, journeyman and . 

--
master hierarchies of their réspective'guilds (Wuorinen 1965:46). 

These nev divisions in Finnish society reflected the need for a form 

of social organization which would support and perpetuate mercantilism. 

This ty-ye 'of internaI reinforcement was a1so provided through the close 
* 

relationship between economic prominence, social recognition andpolitical 

influence. Those who benefited môst from an economlc system based on trade 

were frequently ascribèd power which would enable them to maintain that 

system. As such it was common for representatives of the merchant body ta 

. . , d ' , 12 be act1ve part1c1pants ln local government an 1n the execut10n of the law. 

The important position of this small segment of Finland's population was 

further evidenced by their status as one of the four estates which mad~ up 

the Finnish Diet. 13 

\" .. -- --

As this form of social organization within Yinland's growing urban 

sector secured the position of'mercantilism, the spread'of ~elated economic 
'" 

practices promoted $imilar social transitions among the" rural population. 

The expansion of burgher networks prompted farmers to diversity 'their 

productive activities in a vay which allowed limited participation 1n 

trading. 14 In accordance with the merc~ntÙist legislation of the early 

17th century, aIl ~rading was confined to legal markets of towns and in 

time, excursions to these centers were incorporated into the lifestyle of 
" 

rural inhabitants (Aunola 1965:163). In many instances trading became 

[ 
\ 

intimately tied with the payment of taxes and - as the church became better ~ 
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established in rural areas - these dealings werE otten organize~ to 

coincide vith important religious occasiorts. 15 Thus, although subsistence 

tarming re~ined the'mainstay of much of'Finland's population, the changes 
- .-

in social and economic needs,resulting from integration into the mercantil-

ist system, were felt ~hrough the growing importance of trade and thé , 

exp~ing role of the' church. 

For the Sami, the impact 9f these transitions ~n Finnish sociéty 

vasclosely linked to the territorial expapsion which occurred.simultane-

ously. Fol-loving the Peace Treaty of Tâyssinâ (1595) between Russi~ and 

Sweden (Fig. 3), a border survey va.s conducted vhich left Ke'mi Lapland as 

• a common_ t~rritory betveen t1iese tWQ countries (HaVUkkala 1964:8). In 
• c ... 

~ 

recognition of this non-aligned area.'~ pOlitical"significance, the Svedish 

King, Karl IX,' began ta institute a large-scale settlement program through-

out the region. These plans vere first manifested in 1613 vith the issuing 
(' . ~ ~ 

l' of a statute refèrred to as the 'Kalmar Poster'. The creation and distribu-

tion of this' poster opened up much Sami-occupied land to settlement by 

promisfng broàd liberties to people vho move~ to Lapland from western and 
Ji , 

lover-northern regions of the Svedish Realm. Under the incentives of tax 
1, 

exemption for at least fifteen year's, and lifelong ex~lusion from con-

scription, Finnish settlement experienced a rapid period of territorial 
." " ~ ~ 1 

expansion (Havukkala 1964:9, Siuruainen 1916:19). 
-

Throughout this initial settlement period, recognition of Sami rights 

to the use of natural resources vas reflected in the establishment of a 

'Lapland Border' (Fig. 2). In addition, 'slash and burn' cultivation vas 

prohibited and settlers' hunting rights vere restr'icted to an area vithin 

:five kilometers of their homes (cf. Nickul 1952: 10). Formal co'mp.lain:ts 
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-. 

regarding 'violations o~ these ordinances were forwarded to the king and 
/ 

ta the courts where territorial and land utilization rights were consis-

tently verified. This political and legal support ~or the Sami may' 

indicate 'recognition o~ property rights, but it is likely that economic 

considerations also lay behind these actions. Sami tax payments in furs 

and fish were o~ considerable value to a system based on, trading"",-
... , • ...1 .. ~ .. -

To Finnish authorities the payment of taxes was.indicative o~ a simple 

• 
reciprocal agreement: the right to land utilization in return for a part. of 

the procE!eds. For the Sami, however. the price of rights retention réac4ed 

exorbitant proportions as settleme~~ expanàed. The indeterminate nature 

of national boundaries in t~e nol'th meant that many Sami were subjected to 

taxation by severai states simultaneously (Fig. 4). Subsequent e~~orts to 
.. ;f~ ~ t 

• 1 
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Sourcel Nckù 1977, 304 

, 
meet growlng demands resulted in a decline of natural resources. This 

trend was compounded by settler dependency on hunting, fishing and~' 

expanSlon of the fur trade; all of which severely dlminished the resource 

base of tradltional Sami subsistence. 

These pressures on the Sami were the product of Flnnish society's 
c.~" 

attempts to satisfy the needs of mercantilism: taxatlon provided commodi-

ties for trade and settlement expansion provided new links in trading 

networks. In meéting these needs however, the formative economic base of 

/ the Sami culture was directly affected. The decline of natural resources 

. . 
associated with Finn~sh expanSlon, demanded that the Sami intensif y the 

level of their natural economy without increasing ecologicâl damage. This 

adaptation came about through the gradual incorporation of reindeer herding 

~ 16 
into the seasonal pattern of the prevailing subsistence economy. By 

practising a form of herding whi6h did not necessitate fodder production, , 

7 
the Sami maintained a reliable food source vithout relinquishing their 

lifestyle based on nomadic subsistence. Although this marked the retention 

.-1 

\ 

1 , 
1 
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of a.distinctive Sami culture, the change in economic organization had 

been required because of changes in the economic system of Finnish society. 

The success of reindeer herding did not eliminate inter-cu~tural 

contact; as conflict continued other adaptations to Finnish penetration 

were prevalent. The majority of the Sami retreated further into the 

wilderness, while others succurnbed to rnounting pressures by adopting 

agriculture and a sedentary existence. For a time many of this latter 

group ma~ntained a semi-nomadic lifestyle by continuing traditional summer 

migrations (Siuruainen and Aikio 1977:34). 

When taxation was converted to monetary payments in 1695, the threat 

of acculturation grew because the Sami were obliged to deal with burghers 

who would take responsibility for payment of their taxes. This threat 

was further magnified by the fact that such dealings commonly Occurred in 

parish centers where indigenous contact with missionaries - ,who were intent 

on cortverting them to Ch~istianity - was intensified (Nesheim 1969:100). 

Such attempts only becarne 

the out ward acceptance of 

truly ~ective in the late 16006, but even then 

Christia~ beliefs was eounteracted by Sami re-

liance on traditional religious practices in their everyday activities 
. 

(Siur?~inen and Aikio 1977:23). 

In spite of vulnerability to missionary ~~l an~to the exi~ncies of 
\ 

taKation, the Sami did not have to make trwo critiaal adjustments. It was 

not compulsory for th~m to become wage earners, and the; were not obliged 

to yield up ownership of the land. This allowed the Sami to retain control 

over the means of production and to thereby preserve a distinctive, socio-

econsmic system. Thus, ~lthough the incorp~ratio~ of Finnish society into 

the mercant,ilist system led to the emergence of new forms of territorial 

1 
~ 
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and socio-ec9,nomic dominance, the Sami culture did not disappear. 

Instead, it continued the process of transition through the acceptance of 

reduced autonomy and the diversification of' subsistence activities. 

Cultural Transition With the Emergence of Capitalism' 

~ring the 18th century, the world economy experienced a vacillatory 

transition toward a new mode ~f production. The emergence of capitalism 

was marked ~ the growing concentration of production in factories, and 

by changes 1n the social relations which govern~d production. Society 

,became d~vided according to those who owned and controlled the means of 

production, and those whose only possession was their labour power. Under 

, capitalism, labour itself became a commodity. 

For the Sami, this transition within Finnish society was of latent, 

but crucial importance. The system of wage labour was in direct conflic~ 

with the communal organization of indigenous subsistence production: the 

spread Of~ wage economy was a direct threat to the economic base which 

gave form to the Sami culture. Due to the time lag between developments 

in rinnish society and their impact on the Sarni however, the repercussions 

of the transition toward capitalism only began to affect the Sami wh en the 

rirst phase of capitalist development was corning to an end. This time 

lag will be illustrated through the following discussion çf emerging 
7 < 

Finnish capitalism and parallel developments among the~. ~n the pro-

cess, the centrality of changing economic needs ta changes in the manifes-

tations of Finnish dominance over the Sami, will be reasserted. Where new 

~ 
1 
1 
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demands induced the alteratian af indigenaus economic organization, Sami 

cultural transition will be shawn ta have occurred. 

By the end of the 18th century, Finland had become weIl established 

as a province of Sweden, and an order of nObility and the Diet of Finland 

had been operative for almost a century. The population in the south was 

sedentary and the societrhad evolved to incorporate organized education, 

religion, and law into its culture. In addition, the concept of land 

ownership - including distinctions betveen Crovn and private land - had 

gradually become clarified and adopted. These advances in 'civilization' 

were the product of transitions within the economic system vhich gave form 

to Finnish society. 

By the mid-1700s, the investment of surplus capital in Ianded property 

was joined by small investments in nascent industrial enterprises. In 

compliance vith new government expectations, sorne merchants began to assist 

in the drive ta estab1rish domestic industry: they pravided capital, pro

cured raw materials, and sold finished products (Nikula 1966~19~. To 

establish enterprises requirin~ large amounts of capital and invOlving 

greater risk, investors tended ta combine their resaurces. This and inter-

class marriages led ta the concentration of capital assets. Although in-

vestments of this sort vere often prampted by the potential for improved 

trading, the establishment of early industry marked the emergence of a'new 

class which instigated the transition of ecanomic organization in Finland. 

Bartering vas replaced by monetary exchange and labour for wages was 

provide by rural migrants who ?ad been uprooted by insuff.icient inheri-

tance divl 'ons and pressures of taxation. When the remnants of the guild 

system were abolished in the 18608, artisans who had been displaced in t 
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competitive str~ggle between handicrafts and new induatry also- joined the 

rank. of ~ groving vage labour for." (Wuorinen c;;65:4~. llandel 1970: 

35). _ \ 
\ -

These developments wèr~_characteristic of contemporary tr~itions 

mu of the, world. 17 In Finland, hOwever, the disruption resulti~t\from 
, 

organization vas exac~rbated by major 

In 1809, almost a c ury of military unrest between Sweden and Russia w s 
------ ' 1 

terminated with the cession of Finland and the Swedish-settled Âland Islands 

to the eastern power. At this ~t ime, international instability and a respect 

for Finnish resistance to annexation led Russian auth~ies to solicit 7--- ~ , 
Finnish cooperation through assurances of political autonomy and privileged 

, .. . 18 
status w~thln the Emplre. 

Despite these appeasements, however, the transition to Russian rule 

significantly undermined the already faltering mercantilisme When St. 

~ ~étersburg (Leningrad) replaced Stockholm as the principal market for 

Finnish products, the ship~wning burghers of the coastal towns were 

unable to maintain their dominançe as middlemen to the sarne extent as 

during the per'iod of alliance with Sweden (Jutikkala 1958: 102) • Mercan-

tile organization was further disrupted when export trade in eastern . 
Finland became the ~omain 'of farmers travelling with their-produce, Russian 

back pedlars, and illicit traders who br~ed authorities for frefdom of 

action (Jutikkala 1958:102). The abrogation of restrictions 0Jfrural trade 

in 1879 marked the official acceptance of changes already effected, and led 

ta-an upsurge in commercial activity throughout the countryside, As the 
1 

mercantilist system collapsedj , the nascent capitalist economy continued to 

gain strength. The spread of stores ascribed mbney with a neV importance 

- - ---~ . .J 
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and the increased value of timber provided valuable opportunities for 

~age employment in for~stry. To those who vere already established on 

farms this wage labour represented an additional income source; for others 

it acted as an incentive to further settlement. 

Conversion to Russian rule stimulated economic liberalization in 

Finland, but it took time for these new practices to aehieve tHe prominence 

which could directly challenge the subsistence economy of the Sami. 

Devèloprnents of the 1800s did, however, make way for this çhalle~~e by 

redùcing Sami control over their traditional lands, and by asserting the 

power of Finnish society's political and legal institutions. In the 

confusion surrounding the transfer of Fi~land to Russia, responsibility for 

Sami affairs vas reassigned; the Sarni could no longer defend their territor-

ial rights through legal appeals (cf. Siuruainen and Aikio 1977:20). 

Consequently, what had once been exclusive Sami rights gradually became 

ascribed to the Finns as well. 

As the implications of this development were realized, Finnish 

settlement expanded we~l beyond the Lapland Border which had previously 

safeguarded Sami land use and occupancy in the north. This penetration 

underrnined the subsistence economy of the Sami by intensifying competition 

for natural resources, and by introducing the concepts of private property 
\ 

and ~ndividual economic initiative. Declining fish and game rese~ves had 

the Most immediate effect on the Sarni. In response to groving ecological 

imbalance they altered their pattern of nomadic subsistence: making fishing 

excursions to the coast of the Arctie Ocean in summer and herding reindeer 

on the ·tunturi" during the winter (Siuruainen 1976 ~ 48) • This cultural 

, transition re:flleeted externally induced changes in economic organization. 

\ 
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Although this adaptation successfully relieved environmental 

implementaiion was short-lived. Through a series of 

political an le gal actions, the Sami lost claim to their porthem home

land and wer \ forced ,to make further changes in the 'economic system which 

~ 
gave sh~~t their culture.' These changes marked the beginning of Sami 

integration in~o the economic structures of Finnish society. 

Th. ~a • '01; ~:;;;;;~tence va. for.told in 1852, vhen the 

northern ntier between Russia-Finland and Norway was closed and the Sami 

right to rnational land utilization was retracted. 19 This border 

subvention of Sami land rights, but this 10ss vas not 

made expli .i,.t until 1886. At this time, pa st guarantees to the Sami were 
1.' 

rescinded J-trhrough the Forest Act which declared t.,hat aIl land with undocu-

mented ownership was offici,lllly the property 0ithe Crown. The transition 

which was predestined by these two developments began ta take shape in 1889, 

when the border between Russia-Finland and Swed n was also closed. With 

their means of production - the land - under external control, the Sami .-
lost the power of self-determination. 

Through the closure of northern frontiers, seasonal migrations were 

first curtailed and then prohi9ited. With the option of retreat eliminated, 

Sami transhumance was replaced by a more sedentary existence (Fig. 5) . 
.t 

Indigenous attempts ta preserye Sbme elements of their traditi~mal lÏfe-

style while adjusting to new concepts of ownership, led to~ the adoption of 

semi-nomadic;: reindeer herding and the establishment of permanent, but not 

continuously occupied, dwellings. The anticipated viability of this 

compromised lifestyle was soon confuted by constant appropriation of 

reindeer s\l.mmer pastures for ,cattle grazing. The conflicts which ensued 

1 
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led to~ncreased interaction between the Sami and the Finns while reassert-

ing the dominance of the ~~tter. In time,animosity gave way to coopèration 

and as the Sami adjusted to their change in circumstance. many began to 

abandon aIl but the vestiges of transhumance; establishing themselves near , 

the Finns or on Crown lands as tenant farmers (Siuruainen 1976:66),~ 

Whether this transition was stimulated by desires for material goods or by 

a diminishing resistance, it effectively drew the economic activities of 

the Sami into closer alignment with those of the ,Finnish settlers. 

The trend toward permanent_settlement among the Sami became even more 

dominant after 1898, the sy~tem of reindeer herding was changed from 

one based on family units rganized on a district basis (~kul 
',-

1952:36, cf. Itkonen 1951:40-41). This was instigated"by Finnish settle~ 
'-~ 

who believed that the problems of simultaneous involvement in reindeer ~ 

herding and farming could be alleviated through the reorganization of 

herding and the incorporation of'paid herders (H~lle 1966:10, Siuruainen . . ~ 
1976:20 and 59, Siuruainen and Aikio 1971:31). 

Q 

The involvement of ~nnish settlers in what had become a distinctly 

Sami livelihood, furt~ increased the degree of' mergence in northern 
f 
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economic activities. This vas not, hovever t the product of inter-cultural 

compromise~ it was a new manifestation of Finnish dominance over the Sami. 

The introduction of wage labour reflected the spread of capitalist rela-

tions of production, 1lut it was the more geheral imposition of'Finnish 

organizational structures that forced the alteration of the Sami economy. 
, 

With no possibility for retreat and with Finnish authority so strongly 
« 1 

asserted, the only course for sueh change was tovard the. adoption of Finnish 

economic praetices. This move toward economic i7,ation conditioned the 

cultural transition among the Finnish Sami • . ---------
During the 19th century, government authorities did not implement a 

concerted settlement program, but other developments vithin economic and . 
pOlitical spheres had a gradual, and ultimately profound, impact on the , 

Sami population. By the end of the 1800s the area of eoncentrated Sami 

settlement tad diminished ta proportions comparable ta those of the present 
• 

(Siuruainen 1976: 19) . Related soc ial and economic chanl?;es were equally 

1 
acute in the;ir impact. Permanent settlèments vere adoptee! by most indige-

nous people and their traditional livelihood of reindeer herding had been 
" 

converted to a sys,tem that vas dev:ised by, and for, the dominant Finnish 
, f 

'culture. This trànsition from the sharing of nat~ral resources to a social 
• < 

order based on land oW1:l.ership allo.wed the acquisition of Sami territory by 

out,siders and led ta a ~Clical decline in the authentic Sami economk 

system. The usurpation of f~nd forced some Sami to participate in the wage' 

ecdnomy, and as their involvemèht incr~ased, traditional land use tended 

te diminish. For most, however, acculturation tQ6k the- form of eco~omic 

diversification which continued ta focus primarily on subsistence activi-

ties. ~ile this.permitted the retention of sorne control d1èr the means of 
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production and facilitated the maintenance of a modified cultural 

solidarity, any 1egal rights to these enqs had been irrevocably transformed 

into concessions bestowed by the go vern ment of the dominant society. 

Cultural Transition Under Monopoly Capitalism 

As preceding sections have i11ustrated, changes in Finnish society were the' 

product of changes in the form of economic organization. Where these 

changes came ta a1'-fect the economic ba.se of the Sam;, ind; genollS cnl t.;G 
transition ensued. Ey the 1ate 18008, the scope for S~mi adju8tment to 

such externally induced changes had become severely limited and develop-

ments in Finnish society became increasingly influential irt determining the 

course of Sami cultural transition. At about the same time, Finnish 

capitalism was entering a new phase. Under monopoly capitalism the creation 

of new industries and growing international interaction led to increased 

concentration of capital; solidifying the dominance of the capitalist mode 

of production in Finl~nd. The entren'chment of this form of economic 

organization affected the, Sami both directly and indirectly. The first, 

through the simple diffusion of Finnish economic practices, and the second, 

through 1ron1C po~itical devel~pments which facilitated'capitalist expansion 
1 

in the north. The impact of both sources of inf~uence will be clarified by 

first examining the d~velopment of,Finnish society during this period. 

Aga~nt_ it is these developments which conditioned the nature of cultural 

tranèition among the Finnish Sami. 

... 
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Throughout the latter half of the 19th' cent).lry, Finland remained a 

predominantly agrarian country, but developments within the ur~an sector 

reflected a growing commitment to the evolving capitalist system. By the 

18709, legi9lation had begun to reduce institutional and structural 

barriers to the expansion of industry. Under a new program of èconomic 

liberalization Finland experienced a period of rapidly accelerating indus
\ 

trialization. 

Much 0Df the early impetus for the growth of industry ~àme fro~ 

foreign entrepreneurs and financiers who sought to capitalize on ~he high 

potential for market 8~pansiefi in Fin:taITd.8:fJ.a for export penetra~ion into 
, '! 

Russia (Âstrom 1958:110). Under these incentives, foreign capit~l entered 

the textile and engineering industries and contributed ta the ektablishment 
1 

1 
of a transportation and communication infrastructure. By the ~nd of the 

/ 

century, however, Russian protectionism, combined with Fînnisp acquisition 

of faltering enterprises, led to reduced foreign interests ~d allowed the -: 

Finns to gain greater control over the~r ecoQo~ (Raumolin 1979:165). 

Despite these changes, FinlandIs econ~ic development was ~erpetuated by 

Russian and British ~nds for Finnish products and, sUbsequently, through 

continuous capital imports (cf. Kiljunen 1979:280-283). 

Throughout this period of indust~ialization, the forestry sector of 

the Finnish economy remained in a position of dominance: without forming an 

externally controlled enclave. It achieved this distinction largely 
-

because the forests were owned by the peasantry (Fig.- 6), but also because 

the urban, Swedish-speaking élites, retained their traditional control 

over investment and dev~lopment within this sector. ~The success of 

forestry reinforced the high social and economic status of this segment 
, 
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of the population, -whÏle creating à multiplier effect which expanded 

rural demand for the products of domestic industries. 

As the process of indust'rialization progressed, the inequality 

inherent 1n a system based on owners and vorkers began to mold Finnish 

society. Distribution ~ benefits deriv~d from economic expansion became 

increasingly distorted in favour of the former and distinctions in social , 

standing and regional prosperity continued to viden. Th~ concentration 

of industry in southern urban centers stimulated disprop~tional increases 

of lrealth ~ithin this area. At the same time, profits fl"om industrial 

production accrued to 'factory owners, while the wages of workers remained 

constant: even within wealthy regions, social divisi~ns between the pro

pertied and working classes became the central character~ic of social 
~ 

organi~at ion. This social and geographical concentration of>èe,pital was 
- , 

" 
epitomized by the worki'ngs of the forestry industry. Although timber and 

its ownership vere widely distributed, contl"ol of the industry la.y in the 

hands of the few who owned wood processing plants and organized exports. 

The large profits deriv~d from the se activities reverted to the owners, 

. r , 

....~ -
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who commonly resided in southern urban centers. "l'he claim to· these 

profits 'lias not based on labour, but rather J, on the possession o~ the 
~, 

means of production. 

Within rural area', similor .ocial disti~~~~b~~~S----~--r--
nev market forces dissolved the Q.ld-œ-de-rof rank and estate; replacing it ~ l" 

wJth- one-- ilf whrêh the la:e:-~~flict of interest 5 betveen landovners and 1 

the ~andless became increasingly apparent (Kirby 1978: 18) • As. productivity 

increased in response to growing demands for agriculturaJ. produce and . 

timber, freehold farmers sought to expand their profits through grea.ter 

~xploitation of their tenants. These changes in agriculture were compound-

ed by the modernizat .ion of culti vat ion methods, which reduèed labour 

demands. This further undermined the security of the landless population 

while increasing the economic gap between them and the peasant farmers 

(Skrubbeltrang 1963: 178-119). At the -turn of the century some of the 

pr;ssures of rural over-population were relieved through emigratien te 

nort~ern 'uninhabited' areas, southern cities, and overseas. Still, the 

inequalities remained a.s p.rt of the revolutionary ferment whlch eventually 

fostered Finland' s Ci vil War of 1918. 

When the First, World Wa.:ç broke, out, markets in the west vere rendered 

virtually inaccessible to Finland. The resultant declines in industriaJ. 

output led to large-sc ale layoffs which contributed to gro\o1ing unrest 

arnqng the country's lower classes. When the Russian Empire collapsed in 

1917, Finland teok advantage of the ensuing confusion - and a growing 

. '" 
nationalÏat m«;)vement - to establish political independence. Although much 

of the country shared a desire for political reorganization, opinions 

about the appropriate direction for change vari~d widely. This meant that 

1 
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Senate to gain pover over the newly 

soon erupted in internaI èonflict. The working class 

contested bourgeois authority because they saw it as a means of' e~suring', 
n> 

their subordination. This, com'bined vith the instability of' the preceding 

years, made the working class desperate' to use the revolu'hionary situation 

" • 

in a- way which would alter their d.rcurnstances and provide grea~er .sec ur it y 

-ror the future (Kirby ,1978:35, cf. Rasila 1969:134-135, c-r. Puntila 1975). 
'f) - -

Finlandis bitter class var of 1918 vaS short",-but it laft deép scars in the 
/ 

l ' • 20 country s soc~al fabr~c. 

By thwarting the vorking class uprising, Finnish national unity and 

independence were solidified, but more importantly, Finland' s commitment 

to the capitalist system was reaffirmed. A government which shared thi5 

commitment was established to lead an independent Finland; its first task 

being the alleviation of' the pro}üems which the achievement of independence, 
., 

had helped to create. In addition to the instabilitl.a:rising from Finland's 

adjustment to a new pOlitical situation, the repercussions of economie 
\ 

isol,ation dùring World War l contin~ed in the f,m ~~. food shortages and le 

severe. unemployment. Under these c~rcumsta.nces, ~vernment pOlicy· sougbt .. 
'il 

to increase self-sufficiency through Finnish control and util~zation of 
, II~ ~" 

natural resources. To improve the employment situati~n and to rE!duc~ 

.. rural discontent, a large-scale a.gricultural reform. was a1;50 introduced 

(Raumolin 1979: 165). 

The implementation of such pOlicies began with ·the~re_ation of a 
) i 

Government Settlement Board, which vas equipped with state funds to 

finance land aqu-isition br the 'lan~ess. In 1918, t'h~j:av for the Redemp-
o / 

tion of Leas7hold" Properties ~s brought, into force granting fanners,. 

/ 
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crofters and leaseholders the right to purchase their land or dvelling 

sites, vhere these vere 10cateJ on private lands (Siuruainen 1978:74-75, 

Skmbbeltrang 1963: 180). Further legislative- modifications, combined 

vith increased agricultural research and the propagation of ne_v farming 

techniques, reinforced the agricul t ural sector. This created a firm basis 

for the expansion of rural settlernent. Through increased self-suffie iency 

and the establishment of customs protection for domestic production, 

F ' d . d ' • l 21 lnlan surv~ve the Depresslon years comparatlve y unscathed. 

Finnish society successfully accommodated growing populations through 

a period of polit ical and economic instability, but in doing 50, the Sami' 

culture was further undermined, The civil War had established the domi-

nance of the capitalist class within Finland; thus, it was this representa-

t ive group of Finni sh soc iety wi th which the Sami had to deal most closely. 

The interests of this group were in direct contradiction with those of the 

Sami, and this, combined wi th power, made them a threat to the indigenous 

culture. 

This threat began to materialize through a senes of politi~al 

developments which vere rooted in .he inequality bred by monopoly capital-

ism. Before the First World War, the widening of divisioRS between the 

propertied and warking classes had aroused discontent, and fostered 

sympathy for socialist revolution. At this time, Finland granted asylum 

ta Lenin, who later reciprocated the support through the Treaty of Tartu 

in 1920. This treaty granted Finland the northern region of Petsamo. 

Ironically, the development of this are a firmly established the dominance 
c 

of the capi talist fuode of product ion afong the Sami. 

~ 
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The acquisition of Petsamo opened a nev era of northern development , . 
and this are a became the focal point of Finnish capitalism's expanding 

needs and aspirations. By 1929, an Arctie highway betveen Rovaniemi and 

Liinahamari (Petsamo) had been completed. The northern terminus of this 

, route had been transformed from a fjshing village into a deep harbour, '\ 

providing Finland with a continuously ice-free port on the Arctic Ocean-

(Hustich 1~51: 2) • Other ne.., roads vere constructed in forests vhose 

timber yields vere transported to sa1rJ!llills at the mouth of the Kemijoki, 

and the Canadian Nickel Company opened mines in the Petsamo Mountains. 

The creation of numerous jobs }n forestry, mining and fishing added in-

~entive to northern settlement, while the expansion of transportation and 

communication networks stimulatœd tourism and the subsequent growth in 

tourist facilibies. 

The devel.opment Ibf commercial and industri5:actiVity in the north, 

eombined with a rllpi(l influx of people from the so th, securely established 

a wage economy in LaWland. This transition perpetuate the cyclical de

'cline in the sOcio-eJonomi~em of the Sami which had begun earlier -

through the usurpation of indigenous land rights. With the penetration of 

capitalism bath land and labour became commodities; this further intensified 
, 

the mergence of production modes in the north. As Sami and Finnish life-

styles became increasingly similar, perceptions of Lapland as an enclave 

occupied by a distinc"t cultu,ral group were gradually 'replaced by the con-

ception of Lapland as a region characterized \i. a distinctive eombînati,on 

of economic activities. 

At the same time as this new concept of regionalism bdgan tG take 

root, \lould-be benefactors in southern Finland founde,d a 'Society for the 
j 

1 
1 
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Promotion of Lappish Culture'. This group expressed its intentions as: 

"furthering the intellectual and material enrichment of the <Sami> along 

authentic Hnes and promoting knowledge of past and present, conditions 

in Lapland" (Nickul 1910:247-248, as quoted in Siuruainen 1976:23).22 

While this development indicated an awareness of the Sami statua as a 

threaten~d minority, it was not within the interests of it'S promoters to 

preserve the economic base which was fun dament al to the maintenance of 

• 
true cultural differences. Thus, while the expansion of capitalism 

brought with it the recognition of Sami social attributes, it a1so subtly 

ensured continued acculturation and economic integration by further under-

mining the remnants of the indigenous popu1ation t s tra~itional mode of 

production. Once again, changes in the social and economic manifestations 

• of dominance were matched by Sami adaptations, but the scope for a transi-

r 
tion that would allow for the retention of cultural distinctions had been 

significantly reduced. 

Cultural Transition Under State-Monopoly Capitalism 

After the Second Worrd War, the evolution of Finnish society toward a new 

phase of capitalism became increasingly apparent. The basic relations of 

production remained unchanged, but the role of the state in' this produc-

tion grew considerably. This expansion of state functions was the product 

of attempts to deal with the inherent contradictions of capitalism (see 

Chapter three), but in Finland, the process ",as accelerated and directed 
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by the repercussions of war. By examining these repercussiona, -the,. 

development of regional economic pOlarization and the need fo~e 

intervention in Lapl~d 1 S economy will be explained. As the folloving 

pages will show, government strategies for northern development complèted 

Laplandls integration into national economic structures. In the process 

any remaining basis for the cultural distinctiveness of the Sami was 

eliminated. 

FinlandIs preoccupation with settlement and economic expansion 
./ 

abruptly when the Winter War began in 1939. Before Finlancl had tru 
1""'- • 

adjusted to the repercussions of a subsequent treaty, the Cont nuation 

War (1941 -44) had already begun. Although Finland retained independence 
4 

throughout the Second World War, its essence was considerably transformed 

by the conditions of the 1944 armistice prOffered by the U.S.S.R. 
l , 

To appease initial Soviet demands, Finland was obliged to disarm.or 

expel 1;he German troops occupying much of Lapland. Limited time for 

negotiations to this end rendered discussion useless and 50, Finland 

arbitrarily negated aIl agreements with Germany, and full-fledged war 

followed. By April of 1945 most of the German troops had retreated but 

their withdrawal was accompanied by almost complete devastation. 

With the war finally over and the first condition of the armistice 
ç 

with the Soviet Union satisfied, Finland vas le~'to cope with the remain-

i~g requirements of the peace treaty. Th€ Petsamo district in the north, 

some districts in the northeast, and the Karelian Isthmus in the southeast 

were-~eded to the U.S.S.R. and a Soviet milit~ry base was establÏshed in 

fo~ala (Porkkalan vuokra-alue), west of Helsinki, 23 In addition, Finland 

was compelled to pay var reparations totalling $300 million, in the form of 
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d t 'f' d " 24 pro uc s specl le by the Sov1et Unlon. These demands focused on engi-

neering products whieh the poorly industrialized Finnish econo~ had no 
/ 

capacity to produce, and a strict schedule for their delivery vas estab

lished whereby all indemnities would be paid within six years. 25 

While these peaee conditions dictated a transf9rmation of the Finnisb 

economy, they a1so influenced the political forum responsible for strategies 

to satisfy awesome post-war demands. In 'addition to the basic stipulations 

of the peace agreement, Finland was obliged to suppress all organizations of 

the extreme right, to legalize the activity of the Communist Party, and to . 
convict war-time political leaders as war criminals. 26 These developments 

signified a considerable break frOID Finnish politics of the inter-war period 

(Raumolin 1979:168). 

The havoc and destruction of war combined with the harsh conditions of 

peace_'çreated a state of exigency within Finlapd. Immediate action was 

needed on several domestic fronts. The war indemnity industry required 

massive expansion and innovation in pre-war production facilities, while 

the need for expediency meant that post~war irldustrialization was concen-

trated in southern Finland. In this region, an urba~ized labour force and 

a relatively well established industrial infrastructure already existed. 

The fact that Finland's industry vaS protected by the framework of a closed 
} 

c • 
economy offered potential for the development of greater diversification 

and self-reliance. To establish the\new industries required for war repara-

tian, however, financial credits were obtained from the west. This, 

combined vith the western orientation of the dominant fore&try industry, 

marked the beginning of ~ kind of Qqpendent integratio~ into the inter-

national economy. 

1 
! 
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While the state incurred debts to transform the nation's industrial 

structure and so satisf~ external demands, Finland's forestry ind~stry 

experienced a period of unprecedented expansion by providing wood-based 
'" 

products essential to reconstruction efforts throughout post-war Europe 

(Fig. 7; Raumolin 1979:169). By the time war reparation payments {ere 

completed, the forestry industry had achieved such prominence that it was 

able to lobby successfully for the establishment of an open economy. 

While this developme~t~improved the competitive position of forestry 

exports on the international market, limited diversification of Finland's 

Fig. 7- Expona end IfT1)Of"ts of venOl.l1l cornrnodlhn n 1946"(11 mlllOnS of ,~) 
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economy meant that domestic industries were unable to compete with the 

influx of imports. Eventually Finland became characterized by an economy 

in which the mass-production and standardized forestry industry was ex-

porting capital, while the most technically advanced sectors vere reliant 

on fo~eign technical inputs and investments (Kiljunen 1919:294-296). As 

this dependent and specialized economy evolved, the state vas forced to 

intervene directly ta diversify industrial production and to lessen exter-

nal trade and industrial dependence. In doing 50, hovever, short-term 

~deficits,vere fi lIed by importing foreign capital and, as a result, a 

disadvantageous position in trade was compounded by additional financial 

obligations. Even more restrictive va& the fact that these foreign 10ans 

imposed ~onditions directly on Finland's economic policy (Kiljunen 1979: 

293). AlI of the se deve10pments tied Finland inextricably to tqe inter-

national economy: the maintenance of dependent integration being assured 

through reliance on the performance of a single export vhich vas vulnerable 

to fluctuations in international demand. 

Throughout the post-war period, the groving importance of external 

factors in economic considerations inevitably placed restrictions on 

Finland's internaI development. The los~ of Petsamo and the videspread 

destruction in Lapland eradicated aIl northern advancements o~,the inter-

var years, and the decision to concentrate post-var industrialization in 

southern Finland effectively eliminated any po~ential for ~estoring the 

economic situation of the north. These circumstances predestined the 

polarization of regional roles iti the national' economy; a development which 

vas accelerated by bringing Lapland into the thralldom'of southern society. 

To meet the growing needs of forestry and industrial produc~ion, the water-

~ 

! 
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ways and forests of the north were exploited to provide the necessàry 

power and raw materials (Asp and Jârvikoski 1974:4-6), Thus, while the 

south did its utmost to contend with the difficulties of war reparations 

and national exports, the north was incorporated into national post-war 

policies by providing land, employment, and food to refugees. and through 

the supply of hydro-electricity and timber to the rapidly industrializing 

south. 

Lapland' s economy became lncreasingly dependent on state sponsored 

programs for infrastructural reconstructlon and for agricultural subsidies. 

The rationàlization of forestry and the modernization of farming led to 

the disruption of Lapland' s delicately balanced commitment to di versified 

economlc activitles. The result was massive emigration to communal and 

national centerp unable to accommodate increased populations. To counter' 

net population losses - both national and regional - the state implemented 
J 

a growth center pOlicy which 'tended to ascribe small areas wlth a vastly 

disproportional share of an entire region's socialo, economic, and cultural 

amenities (Varjo 1978:83). In the name of rationality and efficiency 
, 

this process systematic~lly depri ved Lapland' s peripheral areas of their 

limi ted but· essential ~irvices; thereby further undermining the northern 

economic structure. 

Finland's attempts to avoid peripheralization ln the international 

capitalist system led to Lapland's integration as a periphery of the nation-

al economy. To Lapland as a whole, this integration meant the replacement 

of a distinctive economic structure by one which was dependently tied to 

that of southern Finland. To the Sami, this change marked the elimination 

of any economic,basis for cultural distinctiveness. 
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cultural t~nsition 
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This climactic period of Sami bega.n vit1> "thek 
Such a. move re-e~ation from Lapland during the Second 'World Wa • 

asserted Sami vulnerablity to the actions of Finnish so "et y, vhi1e at the 

sa.me time forcing their exposure to different lifesty1es (cf."Nickul 1950: - "~ 
~). Thi~, combined with state sponsored settlement and reconstru~ion 

~, 
programs of the post-war era, resulted in further acculturation. Although 

the Sami did retain intangible elements of their traditional culture, the 

compromises required by the exp,ansion of the dominant society pla.ced them 

1n a position of economic ambiva1ence. 27 This becarne particularly obvious 

when growth center policies were implernented. To continue their involve, 
ment in a natural economy, the Sami were required to reduce their dependence 

on 'commodities, services, and benefits to which many had become a.ccustomed. 

On the other hand, attempts to secure even- minimal accesS to such amenities 

frequently led to the 10ss of any remaining economic independence. 

many 

As ~ami p~oductive activities became indistinguishab{:,from those of 

Finns in the north (Fig." 8), even the vestiges of an economic basis 

for cultural distinctiveness were lost. Under the pressures of a.dvanced 

capitalism which characterized, the post-war era, culturai transition amang 

the Sami involved full integ~ation 'into Finnish economic structures. This 

loss of the Sarni culture's formative economic base necessarily adds a new 

dimension to the concept of Sarni cultural identity and to questions related 

to its preservation. 
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NOTES: Chapter II 

• 
1. In the discussion of prehis.tory, the term "Finland" refers t~ the 

area of present-day Finland. In the historical perspectiv~-this 
term is used in reference to the àrea Iabeled "Finland" durl.ng the 
time pariods baing discussed. 

51 

2. A useful summary of inter-disciplinary studies of Sami or~g~n ia 
provided in Nickul (1977, xi-xiv) while Kert (1973); Lundman (1946); 
and Allison (1953) provide Iinguistic, anthropometric and generai 
analyses respectively. 

3. Kivikoski (1967) provides a detailed study of prehistoric archaeo
lngical discoveries in Finland. This work sheds light on questions 
related to the identity of Sami predeces,sors, but its complex~ty lies 
beyond the scope of this work. 

4. While this was the generai pattern of subsistence, particular groupa 
of Sami established variations which were more ciosely attuned to 
their respective envir6nments. In ~ickul (1977: 1-44), six different 
seasonal rotations are discussed in detai1. 

5. Siuruainen and Aikio (1977:22-23) and Karsten (1955) provide more details 
on the nature of.traditionai religious practices. The application of 
rituals ta hunting and other elements of daily life is described in . 
Severin (1973). 

6. Pelto (1978:30) defines loo.alization as "dependence on energy and 
other resources which are not transported across the boundaries of the 
delimited ecosystem." 

7. Early Finnish society was characterized by numerous important tribal 
distinctions; the discussion of which lies beyond the scope of this 
work. The important point here is that the Sami represented a group 
which was socially and economically distinct from aIl components of 
Finnish society. 

8. The expansion and development of Finnish tribes and tribal"centers 
throughout the Middle Ages, is described in Jutikkala (1952:301-3~2). 

9. The natur~of trading conflicts during this period iB briefly examined 
by Juva (1968:20). 

, . 
10. The earliest record of1taxation is found in the hi~tory, written by 

Alfred the Great, King of Wessex, 850-899 A.D.,' where the "Kvaener" 
(Kainulaiset) are reputed to have collected taxes for personal profit 
around the 8705 (Itkonen 1951:34). 

, . 

, 

! , 
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11. It is important to note that the gradual nature of transition led 
consistently to time lags between parti~1 and univers aI adoption of 
changes. Thus, while some members of Finnis~ society were integrated 
in the prevail~ng hegemonic system, the vast majority of the population 
maintained an agricultural lifestyle dominated by tribal or parish 
organizat ion. 

12. The role of Finnish merchants and their involvement with foreign 
traders in the early 17th century is discussed'in some detail in 
Luukko (1956). 

13. The other three estates were comprised of representatives from the 
nobility, the clergy, and the peasantry. 

14. In some instances, particularly along Finland's west coast, peasants 
became active participants in the sea trade with Stockholm. The 
importance and o~ganization of these activities ia discusaed in 
Kaukiainen (1971). 

15. These relationships between farmers and burghers are discussed in a 
North-Ostrobothnian context by Aunola (1965). Despit.e its regional 
specificity, this article provides interesting background to such 
dealings in Finland during and after the period of mercantilisme 

16. Adaptations ensuing from the incorporation of reindeer herding into 
seasonal cycles are presented in somé detail in Siuruainen (1976:54-
55). See also, Nickul (1977); RelIe (1966) and ItkGnen (1948). 

17. Although Finland was never characterized by feudalis~ in its classic 
sense, discussions found in Hilton (1978) and Brenner (1977) are useful 
in understanding elements whicn are fundamental in the transition to 
capitalism. 

18. The continued threat posed by Napoleon meant that a defeated country " 
as close to Rus~ia's capital as Finland, warranted some pacification. 

1 

19. More detailed information pn'the consequences of this border closure 
,is provided in Itkonen (1951:41). 

20. It is important to note that this internaI conflict was significantly 
complicated by the somewhat clandestine involvement of the U.S.S.R. 

( 

21. RaumQlin (1979:166-168), describes the reasons for Finlandis compara
tively successful dealings with difficulties resulting fram international 
rescession, and discusses the unique circumstances affecting Firrland 
throughout the inter-war periode 

22. Although Nickul's 1970 work has been tra~slated into English {see 
Nickul 1977 irr the bibliography),the translation used in this thesis 

~ cames from Siuruainen (1976) and has therefore be~n quoted as such. 
1 • 

1 
i 
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23. This area was leased to the Soviet Union, as a naval base, 'tor 

titty years (cf. Wu6rinen t965:379). 

24. Wuorinen (1965:388-392), provides more detailed information on var 
reparations and estimates the rinal cost of SUCht8Yments at n'well 
over $700,000,000." Puntila (1975:208) suggests hat by 1952 war 
reparations had swollen to $550,000,000. 

25. In 1945, the term for payment was extended an additional two years 
(Wuorinen 1965:388). 

26. This latter obligation arase as a result of the introduction of a 
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bill to 'Parliament 'on August 23, 1945 which stated that those persons 
"who had deeisively influenced, in the government, Finland 1 5 involvement 
in the var of 1941 ••• or had acted during the var ta prevent the re
establishment of peaee shall be sentenced ta a jail term of not more 
than eight years or, if the circumstances are especially aggravating, to 
hard labour for a specified term of years or for life." The day before 
a vote vas taken the Allied Control Commission had issued a statement 
contending tl:).at the category of "var criminals" mentioned in the armis
tic~and the preliminary peace treaty of 1944 included persons belonging 
ta t~ group outlined in the above citation (Wuorinen 1965:451-452, cf. 
PuntiIa 1915:206). -

Il 

27. Intangible elements of culture include extra-economic attributes such 
as language, folklore or ceremonial traditions and costume. 

---~------------
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CHAPTER TH'REE 

CULTURAL TRANSITION AND THE CONTRADICTIONS OF 
, 

STATE-MONOPOLY CAPITA4ISM 

. , 

In the preceding chapter t~e ongoing nature of Sami cultu:t"al transition 
, 

and its 'subjection to the dominance of successive hegemonic systems has 
" ~ 

been establishe'd. ,Under the m,ost advanced stage of' capitalisID, the pro-
, 

cess of cultur8J. transition approaches something of a climax beca.use the 

very concept of cultural identit.:( must be questioned. With the Sami on 

the brink of total integration il'\to the dominant system, the relevance of 

cultural solidarity and the importance of. cultural preservation. must be 

re-evaluated. 

To appraise the future prospects of the Sami culture effectively it 
,.,f> 

is essential to understand the prevailing hegemonic system which prescribes 

the course of current and, to' some extent, future transition. One of the 

primary purposes of this chapter therefore, 'is to descri"'e the ba.sic 

charatteristics and contradictions of state-monopoly ~apitalism in an 
'\ . .' 

effort to illustrate the hierarchy of fac.tors whi~h ultimately ~nfluence 
e . 

the process of cultural transit10n among the F-innish Sami.. By eiamining the 

internationalization of capitalism.in thê pÇ>st-war era, it will become. 
- . 

possible to show how FinlandIs position in the global economic system has . , 

restricted state management of ~nteriDal development. An understa;nding of 
. 

state functions will, in turn, permit the evaluation of de~elop~ent policies 

which have been influential :m determinin.g Lapland f s role in thé national . , 
economic< structure. 
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Only by wo~king through this comp~ex hierarchy of economic forces 

and political motivations does it become possible to perceive accu~ately 

the nature and degree of Sami social and economic integration on both 

regional and national levels. An appreciation of the form and extent of 

integrative processes will allow for the discussion of current cultural 

status and of the potential for future transitjon. 

Finland an~~: Post-War Expansion of Capitalism 

Throughout history~ the world has been characteri~ed by both a rising 

hegemonic system of production and the vestiges of its predecessors. For 

the, Sami, each of a succession of such systems has forced changes in the 

traditional mode of production and, subsequently, in the soc~al orgpniza

tian which evolves around it. In, this respect, advanced capitalism has 

been no different, but because of its inherent need for self-reproduction 
. 

through expansion, it has left li~tle room for the maintenance of a dis-

·tinqtive Sami economic system. Sinee the retention of social attributes 

without their formative 'material conditions"'~eriously underm~ne!? the c.1aim 
> 

of cultural difference,'the analysis of Sami cultural transition must 

include an examination of advanced capitalist expansi~n. The fact that 

this expansion within Finland was largely prescribed by the country's 

peripheral integration into the world capitalist system means that the . 
examination'o! influential factors ~ the transition of the Sami culture 

must begin at the international level. 

1 

1 

1 , 
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~The Internationalization of Capitalism 

, At a most basic level of analysis, capitalism ~~ht be described as 
\ 0 r 

~economic system created and perpetuated by a process of'capital accumu-

lation which is founded on the exploitation of one segment of society by 

anothe~. The competitive and incessant drive ta accumulat~ capital ascribes 

this system with a highly dynamic and inevitably expansionary nature which 
/ , . 

has made it an influential sculpting force of the modern world (cf. Mandel 
1 --

1970:37-41). Under capitalism, 'the penetration of~aPital into new sPhere's 

of activ~ty, the creation of new social needs and aspirations, and the 

expansio~ of labour supply and rm:rket s , are means of improving the scope for 

accumulation via intensification (Harvey 1975:11). This form of expansion 

co-exists with the spatial extension of capitalism, which operates through 

the increase of foreign trade, the export" of capital and the internationali

zation of productive processes (Harvey 1975:11, cf. Palloix 1975, 1977).1 
J 

Throughout the evolution of the capitalist system these basic means of 

ensuring continuous capital accumulation have been refined or their foci 
, , 

shifted according ta prevailing circumstances. Followingyhe Second World 

War, such refinements occurred as advanced capitalist countries attempted 

to adapt to s~gnificant changes in the international situation. The' 

emergerlce of the United States as the'sole hegemonic capitalist power, the 
j 

temporary demise of Europe and Japan; and the establishment 'of Soviet, 

dominance nad altered the global balance of power and necessitated the 

restructuring of internat~onal relations. To secure the stabilization of 
J'J' , 

western É~rope and Japan, and to reconstruct capitalist relations within. 

these countries, the United States imple~ented massive financial aid 

programs (Gough 1979:69). In àddition, th~ U~S.A. acted as the prime mover 

-, 
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in the establishment of an institutional fr~ework within which inter

national trade and specialization could develop (Gough 1979:71).2 

While th~ first of these developments contributed to the increased 

internationalization of financial flows, the second sought to avoid a 

repetition of the inter-war slide to protectionism and stagnation by 

ensuring sound trade relations and encouraging specialized roles in pro-

duction. These developments assisted in"placing international acc~mulation 

processes in a new position of prominence; this tended te link most nations 

more closely to the international division of labour (Palloix 1971:1). For 

less developed ceuntries there was a marked increase of foreign investments 

in productive facilities. For some comparatively developed nations such 

changes. were accompanie~ by more extensive penetration of foreign capital. 

For all countries, particularly those in subordinate positions, the inter-

nationalization of the forces and relations of capitalist production made 

.~J _ 

it increasingly difficult to follow independent economic strategies. As 
~ ; 

this global economy ~olved, specialized prod~tion replaced diversification 

and strong export orientation came to characterize numerous economies. ~ 
r 

'entrenchment of financial and trade dependencies stimulated growing balance 

of payments difficulties and increased external determination of development 

within polit~ally independent countries • . , 
During the post~war era, the basic inequalities asseciated with ~ap-

it~list expansion achieved'a global dimen~ion; this contributed to increased 

disparities on national and regional levels (cf. HYmer 1975: 48-56, cf. 

Walker 1978}. In a similar ways competition increa~ed the conceqtration 

and centralization of capital on an international level while simultane-

Qusly- intensifying these trends ~it.hin nations. 3 
,,-

1 

As the primary economic 
r 
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motive for ca~ital accumulation, competition has also undermined economic 

stability through the stimulation of mechanization and the subsequent re-

structuring of labour forces (cf. Braverman 1974). For Many nations, 

these develop~nts meant that the international movements of commodity, 

financial and productive capital were accompanied by the large-sc ale migra-

tion of population. 

The manifestations of all"~is ex n had a significant impact on 
~, ' 

the post-war world. Tne growing i;':ernat:on;ttzation of the forces and 

relations of capitalist pr9duction tieâ. nations to a global economyI forcing 
\ . 

the subordination of national policies and natio 1 development to inter-

national demands. 

. ,/ 
Peripheralization of the Finnish Economy in the World Cap~list System 

As the inequalities of c.,apitalist relatio globally manifest 

in the international division of labour, 

in the role of a single-export producer; in the as~ciated character-

istics of trade and financial dependencies. 

linkages which Finland developed during the post-war expansion~f capital-

ism will clarify this process. 

Integration in the i~ediate post-war era: 'Î'!ie pattern of Finland-' s post-

war integration into the international econo~ was established through two 

major developments of the ;immediate post-war years. First. 'Fi~land had to 

obtain financial credits to construct the new industZ:,ie~ requited for war 
" 

reparation production. To do 50, barriers to economic penetration were 

,,' .-..... --
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lowered, and thè potential for industrial diversification and self-

reliance which Finland's closed,econo~ had offered, was reduced (ct • 
. -

Puntila 1975:206). Second, the expansion of forestry exports increased 

Finland's involvement in the international market. The value ot timber 

reserves was magnitied tremendously in Europe where reconstruction hëêds 

created a vast demand for wood based products, and pushed ~xport priees 

to comparatively high levels {Raumolin 1979:169Y. Despite this suceess' •. 
~ ~~ 

the forestry industr~ was vulnerable to fluctuations in international 

demande This vulnerabi~ity, combined with financial obligations to both 

the east and the west, initisted Finland's dependent integration into the 

global eCE>nomy., 
\ 

For a t"ime, however, Finland' s scope for more extensive invol vement ':::'< 

iq international developments remained limited by the exigencies of the 

post-var sitqat~on. Soviet influence vas particularly restrictive: in 1 

~: 

addition to "var l'eparat.ion demands, military proximity and the 1948 

Agreement of Friendship, Cooperation and Mutual Assistance reduced Finland's 

ability to act independently. Until the ties to her eastern neighbour were 
,Jje 

d ' 

loosened, Finland remained preoccupied with the revival of the national 

economy and the restoration of internal stability. 

The end of post-var isolation: Finland's post-var isolation gJr~dually ... 
, 

ended through the completion of var reparation pay~ents in 1952, and the. 

vithdraval of Soviet military presence in 1955. While the former granted -• •• (J. 

Flnland more freedom ln natlnnal econ~mlc pl~nning, the latter gave the 

country licence to greater independence of expression in international 

) 
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affairs (cf;,Hyvarinen 1968:61)., Together~ these developments provided 

Fin1and vith considerable potentiàl for self-reliance, but this possibility 

vas grrdUallY undermined by subsequent 

&l."ation into the world economy. 
1 

events which predestined full inte-

Membershi~ ifi interna~nal institutions, such as the Unit~d Nations . , 

and the Nordic Ministerial Council, increased FinlandIs exposure to 

development ideology which favou~ed economic specialization and extensive 

trade. The prominence of these ideas was reasserted through the lending 

policies of the World Bank. While this organization refused to fund 

Finland' s metal industry on the grounds that it vas unprofitable, extensive 

support vas granted to forestry operations which vere tryinl:li to s~cure a 

competitive position in the world market (Kiljunen 1979:292). The rein-

forcement of Finlantl's traditional economic structure - based on the 

specialized production of vood based products for export ta the west - was , 
/ 

preferable ta the development of industrial dive~~ificatio~. 

, As Finland overcame the palitical and econo~l.c restralnts of the 

immediate post-war era, it faced new challenges of grawing international 

invol vement • The maintenance of sorne import tariffs- lent some support t~ 

economic divèrsification, but external pressure for specialization and 

internaI lobbying for market liberalization created preconditions for 

FinlandIs full integration into the vorld economy. 

Market liberalization: The decision to implement a pOlicy of economic 

l.iberalization
C 

dealt a severe blov ta Finland's newIy established Metal 

and engineering industries which had been produeing for a protected 

1 
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however, the dec ision vas advantageous. The fact that liberalization vas 

introduced vith a drastic devaluation of the Finnmark, combined 'lith the 

earlier initiation of a massive investment program, granted this industry 

the capacity to exploit Finland 1 s forest reso?rce potential to the full. 

At the Same time, these developments enabled the industry to maintain its 

favourable position in the expanding international market for pulp and 

paper products. 

,\, In 1960, Finland's groving commitment to mono-cultural export pro

duction vas further entrenched by a decision to open the country ta 

transnational corporations (cf. Kiljunen 1979:295-296). The subsequent 

expansion o~~~eign ohare. in the national market fUrther ve"ened th, 

position of omestic enterprises, but it lent credence ta the propriety 

of forestry' . vestment in wood-processing plants throughout the world. 4 

In 1961, this trend toward commercial integration'with the west was in-

tensified by the conclusion of a trade agreement vith the European Free 

Trade Association (EFl'A). 

For a time, Finland's international economic commitments appeared to 

be vell - founded. Exports from the f6rest industry had a strong multi-

plier effect on the national economy; inducing continuous and rapid 

industrialization in the early 1960s. Although these trade relations 

retained a higH potential for economic imbalance, this vas temporarily 

obscured by the expansion of markets in Scandinavia and the Soviet Union. 
v'':; 

This alloved Finland's never industries.to overcome the disadvantages 

previously mentioned and to contribute to the country's increase and 

diversification of exports (Kiljunen 1919:292, Raumolin 1919:112). As .... 
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Finland's growth rate, became one of the highest in the world, it appeared 

as though industriel utopia was at hand. 

1 

The entrenchment of Finland's peripheral position in the world economy: 

The air of economic euphoria which characterized Finland in the early 

19605 was soon challenged hy the reality of vulnerability to fluctuations 

in the global economy. When the development of the international economy 

slackened in the mid-196os, Finland's high inflation rate undercut the 

competitive position of the forestry industry and its exports confronted 

aerious difficulties on the world market. At the sarne time, importa 

continued to climb: the level of diversification within the Finnish economy 

was insufficient to meet the new challenges of the open market. As 

FinlandIs balance of trade worsened, a restrictive monetary policy ~s 
reluctantly implemented to reduce demand. Investment activity dec~ned 
and unemployment rose (Husu 1972:259, Raumolin 1919:113). 

Efforts to alleviate these domestic economic problems focused on the 

stimulation of the forestry indus~ry. To this end, production processes ~ 
""""" 

vere rationalized and in 1961, the Finnish currency ~as devalued (Husu 

1972:259). These pOlicies successfully revived export-induced growth 

within Finland, but they did 50 at the expense of internaI economic diver-

sification, stability and self-reliance. At the same time as rationaliza-

tion eliminated hundreds of jobs in forestry, devaluation pushed vavering 

industries into bankruptcy; rising unemployment vas accompanied by the 

increased concentration of capital. 5 Finnish industries which withstood . ~ 

devaluation had generally dbne so by virtue of their capital intensive 
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.. 
organizatiob. This meant thQt urban industrial centers became less and 

lese capable of absorbing the influx of rural migrants triggered by 

, changes within forestry. Finland' s inab~lity to de al .ef:rèc,tivelY vith 

restructuring led to the disproportional expansion of the tertiary sector 

(Table 1), and net population losses through international emigration. 

In effect, the temporary revival of forestry represented both an expres-

sion of Finland' s cpmmitment to the world capitalist system and the 
\\ 

reinforcement of its dependence upon it. 

Table 1 - Tbe employment structure ln Vinland, 1810-1915 (~l 

Sector 1870 19to 1940 1950 1960 1910 1915 

Prllnary 85:0 10.0 60.0 45.8 35.5 20.2 14.0 

s..condary 6.0 12.0 22.0 29.3 31.8 35.8 36.0 

Tertl&ry 9.0 18.0 18.0 24.9 32.1 44.0 50.0 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100~OO 

Source: KiljW1en 1979:291 

In the 1970s the reality of Finland's growing dependency vas wit-

nessed by the entrenchment of an economic poliey whieh subordinated 

domestic needs to considerations of the countrY'<{l status in the inter-

. . . .. J . natlonal economlc system. ThlS became manlfest ln the expanslon of 

trading relationships, and.in the procurance of international loans' and 

expanded credit. In 1972 ~ Finland ratified a Free Trade Agreement ifÏth 

the European Economie Community (EEC), and soon after, it establishèd a 

program of1trade ~nd technical coopera~ion vith the CMEA (Kiljunen 1979: 

289)6 By 1~74, Finland had established numero~s,trading relationships; 

vith almost haU of its exports going te EEC cc>untries, a total of 75 
, 0 
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percent going to members of the Organization for Economie Cooperation 
t " 

and Development (OECD), and about 17 percent~ going to COMECON countries 

(Koskiaho 1979: 339). It is important t,a note, however, that this diver-

sity of export, destinations was not para11eled by a diversity of export 

products: the wood-processing industry provided almost half Of Finland~s 

exports. 

This narrow export base, combined with growing dependence on imported 

goods, forewarned of imbalance in the domestic economy. When thé Soviet 

Union linked the priee of its oil exports to the international market in 

_~he mid-1970s, Finland began ta suffer serious domestic inflation.7 

Slackening international demand weakened the country' s expart base and. 

as a result, foreign indebtedness grew almost exponentially (Raumolin 1979: ,-
178). By 1916 FinlandIs balance ~ payments difficulties required the 

restraint of domestie demand and thïs contributed to the continuous rise 

of unemployment. 

As Finland sank into economic crisis it became difficult to deny that 

international integration based on specialization had intensified the 
, 

national econoBY's susceptibility to èrisis in the global system. Never-

theless, international involvement had become essential to continuous 

capital accumulation, and political commitments to this end Were entrenched 

by restrictive financial obligations and trade agreements. Finland had 

become inextricably tied to the world economy as an ·interface peripheryM 1 
,i 
! 

between east and west (cf. Alapuro 1980), and its options for future 

, development were limited by external circumstances and :t"equirements .. ,/ 
.1 
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Advanced italism and the Role of the State in Finland 

Like Most nations vhich vere incorporated into the post-var expansion of' 

capitalism, Finland experienced a growth in international inyolvement vhich 

engendered the extension of the role of the state. Theoretical explanations 

of this tendency are the source of considerable controversy. Nevertheless, 

a brief outline of the role of the capitalist state makes it possible to 

understand the logic of ste.te efforts tô deal vith Finland' s position in 

the world capitalist system, 'e.nd with the internal manifestations of this 

position. 

Once again, this sect,ion will not deal explicitly with the 'Sami. The 

state, however, represents another in the hierarchy of factors which have 

influenced the nature and degree of indigenous socio-economic integration. 

As an integral part of the capitalist system, the Finnish state is a power-
. ) .,. 

fuI representat1ve of the dominant societ~ which has forced Sami cultural 

tran~ition; but it is simultaneous'ly responsible for ensuring minority 

rights. This obvious contradiction in sta.te functions has been central to 

the' evolution of the Sami situation. For this reason a brief examination , 

of the sdvanced capitalist state, and of its role within Finland, i5 

essentiàl to an .sccurate analysis of the current position of the P'iooish 

Sami. 

J. 
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The Role of the State Under Advanced Capitalism 

In general, the post-war expansion of the state vas simultaneously 

a cause and an effect of the internationaliza~n of the capitalist 

system (Gough 1979 :71-72). As capite:lism matured, its inherent tendency 

to generate inequality grew and nations were forced 1:0 adapt thei~ state 

apparatuses in an attempt to deal with the repercu~ns of growing 

contradictions. The inevitability of such an adaptation is dictated by 

elements of the relationship. between the state apparatus and the system 

within which it functions. In the capitalist system the state's role 

might simply be expressed in terms of two basic responsibilities. First. 

the state must maintain conditions conducive to the perpetuation of the 

capitalist mode of production. Second, it must ~imulta,neously give the 

impression that ln fulfilling its first res~onsibility it is working in 

the interest of aIl members of society. 

Within advanced capitalism, state attempt5 to, satisfy the se basic 

, responsibilities have heightened the barriers ta their subsequent ful-

fillment. This i5 because cspitalist expansion has become increasingly 

dependent on the growth of both the ~tate sector and state expenQitures, 
.J 

for the stimulation of furthèr expansion in the economy (cf. O'Connor 

1973, ~. Holmes 1978). As the state's raIe 1n ensuring continuous 
. 

capital accumulation and profitability grew, it became more intimately 

involved in prod~ction processes. With the capitalist mode of production 

rounded on, and perpetuated by, the exploitation of one segment of society 
li 

by another, it became more atl9 more difficult for the state ta uphold the 

concep~ of universal benefit. 
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To reconcile these contradictingofunctions of the capitalist state, 

tvo basic strategies may be ~mployed. First, both the persons intent' on 

" 
expressing the vill of the dominant segment of society, and the institu-

tions through vhich that will is expressed, must appear independent and 

autonornous in their functioning (Harvey 1978 :82) • Second, by establishing 

a connection bet'ween ideology and the state, the interests of e. specifie 

elass ean potentially be transformed into an illusion of genera! societal 
J 

interest (Harvey 1978:82). The success of this second strategy is 

dependent on the ability of the dominant elass to univ:ersalize its ideas 

and establish them as the directives for the betterment of society. 

In practice, neither the determination of the role of the state, neir 

the implementation ot such "'Strategies", are the product of collus;on. 

Rather, they are simply other manifestations of att~mpts to secure the 

continuation of capital accumulation, which is the driving force of capi-

talism. While the historical manifestations - in terms of poliey - may 

differ, governments.must act within thi limits' of the capitalist syptem 
Q • 

and its state 1 s corresponding obligations. 

state Efforts to Deal vith Finland' s position in the World Capitalist 

-~~ \ 

W~th forestry-representing Finland's most dominant link to the inter-

nationJ economy, it is not suprising'that the 

'/Ik.. '0 

shoul oncentrate on thls industry 0 The most 

state's role in aecumulati~n 

obvious example of state 

actions in this rega~d vas the adoption of a liber~l economie policy in 
',' 

accordance with the wishes and purported needs of forestryo. This predilee
\." . 
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-
tian for the forestry industry satisfied international. pressures for-

lt 

economic specialization, while providing Finle.nd vith' a gen~rator of 

internal expansion. Un fort unately, forestryt s vulnerability to fluctua-

tians in global demand meant tha.t periods of rapid export-i~duced growth 

vere countered py serious recession. The centrality of the forestry 

indu,stry to Finle.nd' s eeonomic structure meant that it had ta be con8is-
o 

tently"revitalized if national economic stability was to be restored. 

Responsibility for this revitalÏzation was frequently ascribed to the 

state and devaluations of" the Finnish currency were implemented to improve 

forestry's competitive posit:t.9n; allowing for renewed capital accumulation 

(Kiljunen 1979:293). 

In fulfilling its accumulation function, howèver', the ,state inadvert-

ently exacerbated the difficulties of. legitimation. The combination of -

'mal'ket Hberalization and devaluation had made it increasingly difficult 

for Finnisli firms to compete with foreign imports. 8 As the number of 

domèstic enterprises declined, foreign shares in the national market in-

• creased and Finland' s balance of payment s defie i t grew. The state' s 

options for rectifying this situation'were circumscribed byexisting 

obligations arising from forestr,y's position in the international economr. 
, """ 

Since the prominence of forestry could not be al~ 'o4thout instigating 
1\1: /'.,. ':. 

national economic collapse ~ the instability which de~endence on modo-

cultural production had generated, could not he eradicated. Consequently, 
"o. 

state eff~rts ta improve stability fo~used on the mitigation of external 

,industrial a.nd trade dependence through the sectoral diversification of 
~ 

domestic industrial produet~on. Iii' ,doing 50, howeV'er, short-term deficits 

were filled by importing f'oreign ce.p~ta.l: any redùction in industrial or· .. 
l, 

1 , . ~ 
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trade dependence vas countered by an increase of' foreign financiai 

control (Husu 1972:261,.Kiljunen 1979:293). In this-way, the Finnish 

state became entrapped within the cotrtrradictions 'Pf its l'ole in the 
~' ' 

capitalist system. ..,.-s' j 

1 7 

In effect, Finland 1 s· position in the world capitalist system 
- '\ 

die"i~ted the course of state attempts to fulfHl its accumulation and 
~ 

legitimation functions. The post-war potential for greater self-reliance 

was virtually eliminated by market liberalization, and subsequent devel-
l , 

opments solidified international dependency. As a result, the state/ 

became more active on the international level, but its 'functionai '!icope 

'-, 
was limited by Finland'!l position in the global economy. with the state 
l ' 
unable to effectively alter that position, it attempted to work within it; 

, \ 

molding internaI policy decisions around the restrictive pressures of trade 
i 

and financial obligations. 

State Efforts te Deal witb InternaI Manifestations of Growing 
Contradictions 1 

-
Thro~ghout the post-war era, the inherent inequalities of' the capital-

ist system became increasingly apparent within nations in the form of 

regional dlsparities. 9 Growing concern about this uneven development 

heïghtened the contradict,ions in the role of the state. Thi~ was becEiu$e 

the state was simultaneously responsible for eliminating inequality and l 

tor :racilitating the\ accumulation prQcess Whi~h generated it. 1'he restric-

tions arising from this inco~sistency meant that state effort s to deal 1 

wit~ .regional disparities could only seek to miiigate inequality: ~hey 

•• 
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could not eradicate it within the confines of tpe capitalist system. 

By briefly reviewing post-war economic polie ies in. Finland, it "ill, 

become clear that these .innate reJtrictions effectively dictated the 

70 

COurse of nat ional development. In doing 50, they also influenced the' 
f 

Course of Sami cultural transit ion (see chapter four). 

Post-W~r dev~lopment polieies: When Finland's first post-war government 

took office in r945, immediate action was required on several domestic 
~ 

fronts. The first m~jor poliey decision to be made,' focuseft on alleviat- , 

ing the problems of a massive displaced population, mounting unemployment, 

d · t h - . f 10 an serJ.ous food shor ages, t rough the expansl.on 0 rural settlement. 

This décision allowed many displaced persons to retain their pre-war iife-

style and it satisfied the desire of ex-servicemen to acquire lanêl. 

Furthermore, an agricultural population relieved pressures of a limited 

food supply while providiqg manpower fore reconstruction (cf. Jaatinen et al. 
, j 

1972:7). The second major decision of the immediate post-war years, vas to 

concentrate var reparation production in southern Finland. Advocates of 
IV / 

industrial de-centralization were overruled by the ~eed for'expediency. 

Although both of these decisions improv;ed national stability, serious-;

problems prevailed. By the mid-195ûs, northern'cultivation, remained 

stymied by poor clima.tic conditions, while for the nation as a vhole ~ the 

. ul d • d~b d t' 11 agrJ.c tural sector ha become characterJ.ze y over-pro uc lon. More 

seriously, the reliance on export-indu~ed growth vas beginning to have 

negative repercussions. As the forestry industry sought to improyé its 

competitive position, timbering operations vere rationalized and,pulp and 

paper production became highly capital-intensive. ;rhis meant that the 

1 

1 

t 
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traditional labour force of peasant-horse teams was replaced gy modern 
• 'l' >1 

machinery and professional fore&try,~orkers (Raumolin 1979:173). Where 

the viability of small farms vas dependent on th; eombination of small-

scale agricul~re and vage employment 'in forestry, rationalization in 

timbering effectively destroyed the regional economic base. As tbese 

diseconomies materialized, t~e state w~ foreed to revise its internaI 

development pOlieies. 

4 
J 

Subsidies and financial incentives -

scale agriculture: Betveen 1955 and 1966 attempts to revise FinlandIs 1 

development policies were .complÏcated by pbliti,bal in~tability. 12 The 
~ , j 

more basic reason for revisionary prob~ems, however, was the ditficulty 

of balancing state commitments to ineongruous interests. To maintain 

forestry 1 S internaVonal status (and thereby ensure i,nternal ~cc,umulati n), 

" 'rationa.lization was essentia.l; but this threat'ened the break-up of a' 
'0 

\ 
va.luable politieal support base in the countryside (Raumolin 

cf. Matheson and ~ë.nkiaho 1975:219). Furthermore, FinlandIs 

structure was incapable of aqsorbing the migrants who would be 

declining rural viability. 

Ta reconcile these contradictory needs, two basic str~teg~es 

implement-ed. The first sought to restore rural economic st'abi'H,;ty - and 
~. . 

so stezn emigration - by encouraging farm expansion and providtng 

, 'd' 13 't' agrlcultural SUbSl les. Addl lonal land grants were seen aS a o:f 

improving agricultural productivity and rur~l self-sufficiency; ,vhil 
~ 

subsidies vere designed to help overc~me high p~aduction C?S~s 

\ 

'\ 

. 
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the competitive statu~ of agricultural produce on the-Jnternational 
'0 

market. Although these pOlicies successfully rejuvenated the rural 

economy and pre'Vented emigration, they did so by expanding the state 

budget; not by creating conditions conducive to independent and stable 

regional growth. 

The second major o sirategy of this period involved the expansion of 

the state's role as,'an industrial investor. In this capacity, the Finnish 

state participated actively in the national economy and by 1960, rsome 

45,000 persans were employed in industrial enterprises under state control 

(Kiiskinen 1965:98-99). This provisio~ of industrial ~mployment was 

important but most state "enterprises remained oriented toward capital-· 

intensiv~ production. In addition, profit considerations overshadowed 

the need for regional development and thus, most of tliese state controlled 

concerns were located in areas of advanced industrialization (cf. Kiljunen 

1979:293-294). 

As the state actively contributed te growing ~egional disparities 
\ 

through the centralÏzation of production, it also sought to give the 

impression of reducing inequality. In 1960, Finland was divided into 
• 

"developmellt zones" (Fig. 9-), and in 1963, a ~tate committee was estab-

lished to draft a program for ,a more deliberate and coordinated 'policy of 

regional economic growth (Kiiskinen 1965:91). Token attempts at improving 

the nation's industrial balance focused on providing incentives which 

~) 
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efforts to ensure continuous capital accumulation vere consistently 

legitimized through the extension of state functions and the expansion of 

state expenditures. At the same time~ regional disparities continued te 

viden. 

Transformation of agriculture and expansion of the velfare state: In 1966 

a Center-Left coalition came into pover, promising ta radically alter 

Finlandis development policies (ci. Lemberg 1968:230-231~ Te combat the 
) - , 

preblems of agricultural over-p,!.oducti,on. programs fOf the reduct~on,of both 

cultivated area and the nu~ber of cattle vere introduced (Jaatinen 1978:14, 
l, 

Varjo 1974:22), These measures vere accompanied by an ~ctive manpower 

poliey which sought to acc~lerate structural transfbr~ation of the economy : . 
through rural emigration. Urban are as verê~qually affected by revisions 

in business legislation which favoured ~~pital-'intensive production ~over 
", " 

that which vas labour-intensive. 

r. 
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r 
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Bf implementing these reforms, the state attempted to improve 

conditions for internaI capital accumulation while maintaining support 
. 

for export-oriented forestry operations. Although 

~o perpetuate export-induced growth, restructuring 

devaluations vere made 

and state subsidies 

:. helped domestic industries to compete more effectively vitô rising importa. 
1 

These attempts to satisfy both accumulation and legitimation were further 

advanced through strengthening of the velfare state. Wide-ranging reforms 

led to expansion of the public health system, the establishment of a pension 

insurance program, increased labour protection, and numerous legislative 

revisions (Lemberg 1968:232, Raumolin 1979:114, Stoddard et al. 1974:51-66). 

B,y implementing these changes the concept of universal bene fit was re-

vitalized while privat~ capital was-freed for further invèstment. 
Q 

In accordance with government intentions, radical changes in agricul-

tata! policy and active promotion of structural transformation ended the 

artificial retention of a rural population (cf. Sankiaho 1971:33-35). 

Unfortunately, FinlandIs capital-intensiwe industries could not absorb the' 

tnousands of labourers who emigrated from the countryside. Similarly, the' 

countryls industrial centers were un~ble to house aIl of these rural mi-

grants. These pressures were gradually eased by international emigration, 

but relief turned to concern vhen the country experienced n~t population 

decline in 1969-70 (OECD 1972:22). As fias-been shown ear~ier, efforts to 

rectify t~~s situation wêre hindered by FinlandIs Iimited capacity for 

industri~~ e~loyment: attempts to cre~te jobs led to disproportionate 

• ..t" • 
expans~on of the serV1ce sector. 

~ 

, 
With the symptomatic problems of escalating urbaniz~tion demanding 

immediate att.ention', the root of Finlahd 1 s internaI crisis l:emained largely 

j 
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unattended. In rural areas, reform policies had undermined traditional 

eeonomies based on small-seale ~arming; vithout providing a viable 

alternative. As a result, regional disparities increased and the state 

vas faced vith rising welfare payments in addition to its growing 

expenditures for unemployment and for economic subsidies. 

The move tovard centralization,and inereased efficiency: Following the 

1970 elections, Finlan~ts New Left rapidly disappeared from the political 

scene, but the change in government did not significantly alter the 

direction of national development programs. 15 FinlandIs economic ~olicies 

continued to cater to the needs of the country's dominant ëxport sector, 

vhile attempting to satisfy the largely incompatible requirements of the 

domestic situation. The obligations and restrictions arising from 
/ 

f:orestry'à in'terMttonal involvement meant Ithat domestie industries had 

to be highly efficient if they vere ,to eompete vith imports. This need for 

capital-intensive enterprises vas somevhat countered by the groving demand 
-' . / 

for employment in urban center.s: basic economic considerations demanded 

that the pressures of urban concentr~tion be relieved. 1 • 

. 
To achieve this; the government sought to curb mounting emigration 

fr9lli the countryside through the revival of support' for agriculture. In 

doing 50. hovever, concern for profitability remained a priority. Accord-

ingly, the rejuvenation of rural self-sufficiency focused on repla~ing 
1 ..,.." 

traditional small-scale farming vith more efficient - capitalist -

agricultural production. This vas undertaken through "early retirement lf 

and t'pension" schemes which were designed ta acce~rate, and ;thereby facil
~ 
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itate • the process of expansion through consolidation (cf. Jaatinen 1918: 

26) • The land of retired farmers was used to restructure other farms. or 

was transferred to younger farmers vho vould conceivably be more villing 

to adopt 'lIlodern agricultural technology and methods. 

As these pOlicies evolved, they vere paralleled by the creation of a 

coordinated national program for dealing with regional disparities. Basi-

cally, this program led to the refinement of development zones and the 

establishment of designated growth centers (Fig. 10). Financial incentives 

were gradually indexed ae C ording to regional development requirement s, but , r 
measures for economic improvement continued to focus almost exclusively on 

industrialization. With the exception of a fell state companies, however, 

'/ 
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Finnish firms shoved little interest in investing in development zones; 

consequently, structural imbalance remained (Kiljunen 1979:298). Further-' 

more, attempts at national de-centralization simply transposed the proplems 

of centralization ta regional and local levels vhere existing infrastruc-

tures could nat deal vith resultant increases in concentration. 

Although government policies created conditions conducive to equaliza

tian, they could not overcome the competitive concerns vhich govern the 

accumulation process. The effectiveness of national development programs 

vas consistently undermined br. obligations arising from Finland's inter-

national integration and by the capitalist system's inherent tendency ta 

generate soc"ial, economic and geographical inequality. For 1;.hese reasons, 
, / 

Finland's development policies could not alleviate regional disparities 

and the country vas forced to content itself vith artificial equalization 

based on growing sta~ expenditures. 
/ 
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NOTES: Chapter III 

1. Palloix 
process 
Marx in 

(1975, 1979), sees internationalization as a 
in relation to the three circuits of capital 
Capital Vol. II. -. 

three stage 
analysed oy 
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2. These institutions included the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 
the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the Organization 
for Economie Cooperation and Development (OECD), the Northern Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO), and the United Nations (UN). 

~ 

3. At the pre'sent time, the Most prominent indic€Lt ion of increasing 
concentration and centralization i5 the global dominance of trarrs
national corporations which thrive on foreign' investments. 

J' 

4. B,y the beginning of the 1970s, exhaustion of Finnish fore st reserves 
placed serious restrictions on further e~pansion. In addition to 
importing raw timber, particularly from the U.S.S.R., Finnish forestry l, 
firms expanded by purchasing and setting up production sites aIl over ' 
Europe, ia North and South America, in,Africa and in the Middle East 
(Kiljunen 1979:294). 

5.' B,y the early 1970s, Finland' 5 30 largest corporations employed -4-6% -of 
the industrial labour force while accounting for 60% of, total indus
trial investment and 72% of manufactured exports; The 100 largest 
corporations accounted for 82% of investments and 93% of manufactured 
exports (Komiteanmietinto 1972: 191-192 and 210-211 as quated in Kiljunen 
1919:301). ' 

6. The squrce which ·uses the abbreviatian "CMEA" does not explain what 
these:letters stand for, and subsequent checks have proven fruitless. 
It is likely, hovever" that this organization i s related to metal and 
engineering industries. Similar problems arise vith the other eastern 
organization, COMECON. In Scandinavia this is referred to as "SEV", 
an abbx-evlated form of "Sovjet Ekonomit~eskoi Vzaimopomo~tH", while 
in North AIilerica it is used to depict "Communist Economies". The impor
tant point is that Finland established extensive trading relationships 
vith bath the east and the west. 

7. Fi~land' had previously been protected f'rom the so-called ail Cl"~SJ.S 
(cf. McCullum et al. 1977), by virtue of its controlled oil imports 
from the U. S.S:R.-(Raumolin 1919: 178). This t combined vith the high 
priee of forestry products, had delayed FinlandIs incorporation into 
the prevailing international. recession. ' 

." 
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8. Some authors (e.g. Husu 197..2:261), have suggested that deva.luations 
improved the-posi~ion of, domestic industries vis-â-vis their foreign 
eompetitors because of subsequent increases in import priees. Hovever, 
when it is recognized that Finnish industrieA vere dependent on foreign 
inputs, it becomes apparent that domestic production costs wOuld in
crease. Furthermore, any competitive advantage derived from devaluation 
would be limited to the national market, and on the international level 
competitive capacity would be reduced. 

9. Bolland (1976:chapter two), places regional theory within the context 
of the system within whieh regional problems occur, and in doing so 
provides a useful survey of theories of regional imbalance and an 
extensive discussion of factors basic to the generation of regional 
dis~rities • 

1Q. These resettlement policies were enacted through the Land Acquisition 
Law which encouraged settlement in previously unoccupied areas. 

11. Agricultural settlement programs had been based on the suecess of 
northern cultivation during the inter-war period, which vas characterized 
byan extremely warm climaticlphase. By the late 1940s, however, the 
situation had changed, such that new farmers were plagued by destructive 
night frost even before land clearing had been completed or cu1tivation 
properly established (Var je 1978). \. 

12. This period of political instability is discussed in some detail by 
Lemberg (1966)' and Tornudd (1969). 

.. 

13. These policies first found e~pression in the 1958 Land Utilization Act 
which led to the creation of designated "settlement areas" (Palomâlti li 
1976:121, Siuruainen 1978). It was believed that by building farms 
closer together, the costs of road construction and service provision ' 
vould be reduced, while at the same time these activities would provide 
wage employment for the inhabitants (cf. Jaatinen et al. 1972:9-10). 

14. These incentives came to include the following: extra payments to o~~i
cials in remote areas; subsidies to municipalities in serioue economic 
troubles; price subsidies by regions to agriculture; subsidies for 
extending eleetricity to distant rural areas; loans for small industries; 
establishment of state-ovned enterprises in developing areas; loans for 
œaintaining employment; state-bac}{ed loans; subs idies for crops produced 
in northern Finland; subsidies for transportation; public investments for 
infrastructure in order ta maintain employment (Komiteanmietintô 1969: 
B 46 as quoted in Kultalahti 1979:443). 

15. These 1970 elections are discussed by SBnkiaho and La.asko (197'1). Arlal
yses of subsequent elections may be found in Matheson and Sankiaho (1975); 
Pesonen (1972); Suhonen (1976); and Pesonen and Oksanen (1979). 
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16. The implementation of such programs began in 1974 with the Retirement 
Pension Scheme and a Generation Change Pension Plan. In 1976, all 
previous rural settlement lavs were replaced br the.Farm Act. Unlike 
its predecessors, this act did not create new farma, but r.ather it 
concentrated on"improving the structure of farming by: 1) enlarging 
existing farms; 2) improving the siting~f-f{rms; ,3) promoting coopera-

-.tion between f~rmers; and 4) preventing excessive inheritance divisions 
(Siuruainen 1-978 :76). 

17. The decision to introduce these programs was likèly related to pre
vailing enthusiasm for Myrdal's development concepts and perroux's 
work on growth poles. 80th of these theories are discussed in,Rolland 
(1976:47-50).- -< . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DEVIi!LOPMENT POLICIES AS AN AGENT OF· ECONOMIe INTEGRATION 

AND CULTURAL TRANSITION 

In the preceding chapt,er, the importance of FinlandIs international integra';;' 
, 

tion as a determinant of national development strategies has ~een established. 

Also, by exploring some of the contradictions of capitai'ism, the inevitabil-

ity of inequality has becomf: ev:i:dent. For Finland, dependent integration 
, \ 

into the world economy exacerbated regional dispàrities, by subordinating 

national development to the exigencies of the international situation. For 

Lapland, efforts to balance internal needs wi th external demands resul ted in 

the undermining of region&! economic structures and peripheral integration 

into t'he national economy. 

As inhabitants of Lapland, the Sami have been caught up in this inte-
.1 

grative process. For them, however, the transformation of the northern 

economy has brought more than economic marginality: it rhas also involved 

the 10ss of a distinctive production system. As this chapter will show, 

such a loss marKed the c~lmination of Sami cultural transition. 

Based on preceding discussions, the fiTst seotion ot this chapter 

will examine the way in ~hich deyelopment policies induced ~plandl~ 

dep~ndent integration into the nat,ional economy. The second section will 

discuss the impact of these same policies on the Sami. In' addition, the 

emergence of cultural solidarity w~ll be ,examined as an indigenous respo~e 

to pressures of integration. After presenting both the factors working , , 

toward acculturation and the attempts to avoid it, an evaluation of the 
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'relationship between economic integration and cultural transition vill 

becomë poss"ible ~ In evaluating this relat ionship, the current sta.tua 

of' the FylniSh Sarni will be clarif"ied, 

future/iU be opené~ to appraisal. 

and their pro~pectB t'or the 

,.-. , 

The Evolution and Impact of' Development Pa1ides in LaplAAd 

J 

I-"iJ 

Througbout the post-var e~a, Lapland has f'igured prominently in, national 

deve10pment pp1icies. Nevertheless, the cent~ality of international 

concerns and the sta.te's commitment to this sphere have. caused this region 
.. 

to becçme characteri zed bl" dependencl". 
, . 

Hanng recogIllZed that this in-

equa1itl" is generated by the competitive pro~ess 'of'accumulation (vhich is 
"il 

partial1y mediated by the state), it 'is useful ta eXà~ine deve1opmen~ 
, , 

policies as ancillary determinants of regional economic status 0' - As will' 
a 

\ 

become evident, such pOlÏcies haye been the purveyors of Lapland' s aconomie 

marginapzation': the establishment of ,pre-conditions for capitalist expan

sion ha~ not automatically ,resulted in this kind of growth/ Con~equently, 
. regional infrastructure has becqme aliena"ted from local .conditions and 

pQverty based on suliristence has' sim~~;' been 

based on state assis~ance payments. . 

replaced by that which 18 
/ 
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Lapland' s -Integratioh into the National Economy 

, 
Lapland' s prolliin~,nt raIe in many of Fin;I.and' s post-var develOplnènt 

policies stemmed largely from consequences of ~egional iavol].velnent in the , 

latter stages of the Second World War. Through the evacuat ion of Lapland' s 

entire civilian population (~-.oOO), a;'d the devastation innichd b;y 

retreating German troops, the boundary of settlement shifte'\;.about 300 

kilometers to ther-kbY the end of the war (Nickul 1950:58. Palomâki 

1976: 120). This established Lapland as something of' an unoccupied frontier' 
<6 

and made it < ideally suited ta state-sponsored programs for resettlement and 
i 

reconstruction. As such, Lapland's initial function in post-var develop
.-. 

ment policie-s was ta provide food and shelter ta r~fugees, while the state 

subsidized their incomes by providing employment in reconstruction. 

These policies stim~fted continuous immigration to Lapland and pro

vided the rnanpower to expand transportation and communicat ion networks. 

This in turn permitted growth in activitie's such as timber transport and 

the establishment of services 1.n regions of both ald and new settlement. 

In this way reconstruction and resettlement progra~~~instituted the devel-

opment of a northern economic infrt;Lstructure vhile simultaneoufily fostering 

growth in social services. Under existing cOircumstances this marked a 

significant achievement. It is important to recogni~e, however, that Most 

" of these manifestations of development ve~e the product of state invest-

ments which could not generate further economic ~rowth in themsel ves. Not 

'" 
only vas wage employment in reconstruction tempor~ry, it was also intrin

sically tied to resettlement based on small-scale agriculture. Even vhen 

• 
the po~ential for part-time work in forestry is considered, Lapland' s 
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economic structure did not extend.beyond<the realm ~primary pra4uction 

or token involvement in services,. 

As tes suggests, the~ fact that Lapland was central to many plans 

for settlement, forest improvement and the like, does not indicate that 
1 

these plans were introduced to promote balanced d'évelopm~nt in the north. 

Whil.e this was advanced as part of the reasoning behind Finland ,'s post: . , 

var development policies, the need for national economic improvemént 

consistently overruled: Lapland was confined to supplying raw materials' 
- C 

for industrial growth elsewh~. This new alignment of northern Finland 

vith the rest of the country became partlcularly apparent in 1949 when 

complex hydro-electric projects along the Kemijoki (River) were initiated 

(Fig. 11). As southern Finla.nd intensified product ion to supply war 

indemnities, the industrial ~emand for energy. escalated. Tt vas purport

edly in respons: to these grow~ng needs that the harnessing of the Kemijoki 

vas expanded to incorporate the eonstruction of numerous power plants and 

tvo enormOUS reservoirs (c f. Asp and Jarvikoski 1974: 4) • Little mention. 

vas made of the fact that Many of these projects rould only be completed 

after the ,war reparation obligat ions had been me-t. 
" \ 

this pQst-war er'a, economic developmej}!i~wfth~n Lap!al'ld had Prior to 

evinced a trend toward a mixed economy which combined., subsisten.ce a!ld vage 

o~ li~elihoodS focusing ~rr-primary P~oduction. Re~~ttl~ment and 

_C? Irecon.str~i~n pOlicie~ did not change th~s situation, but they did replace 
"\:;$ 

regional independence with e. subordinate role in th~}lat~nal economic 
~ ,-, 

structure. As the northern vage economy expanded to inc~ude limiteci 
, 

industrial activity, growing needs for elaborate capital facilities and 

skilled labour wer.e supplied primarily by southern Finland. While this 

., 
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t . 

form of expansion also provided emp~oyment for sorne ltorthern inhabitants, 
., 

these jobs usually expired with the complet~6n of any gi ven project' s 
;" 

c~nstruction phase (cf. Freeman 1973:6). Most of' the products Jand con-' 

sequently the' weal th), of resource extract ion and hydro-~lectri~ develop-' 

ment were transported ta southern Finland: the north was left to cope /" 

with growing pràblems of econornic marginality (cf. Jarvikoski 1979: j72). 
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v Where Lapland had prev;ously been primarily peripheral ~ Finlan4 t e 
ft • 

. national economy it became incorporated as a pe:riphera.l reglon within' 

the national economic hïerarchy. To supply the needs Or national c~pita.l-

lst expansion, Lapland became subservient to southern ,Finland. Froml this 
J 

.:! 

time·on, both renevable and non-renevable production in the north vas 

conducted within a framework of technology and institutions vhich vere 

created and controlled by external interests. 

The Transformation of Agricultural Production 

Historically, Finlandis internal expansion focused on rural settIe-

ment, which supported small-scale agriculture and lent prominence ta a 

, s.ubsistence economy. During the ~ate 1950s and early 1960s, erf?rts to 

stabilize the northern eeonomy retained this focus, but ~s other ele~ents 

of Finlandis internaI situation changed, the feasibilit,Y of traditional 

pOliey lines was reduced. 

In the post-:war era the vage eeonomy had expanded continuously 'and. 
/' . 

by the 1960s, the people lzorn immediately after the var had begun to 

competXor the lÏmited job opportunities avaiiable in the north •. Lapland 

became ehar~cter~zed by growing oecupatidnal speei~lizatio~ and increasing 

unemployment, the latter being exacerbated by meehanization of forestry 

,t and, agriculture as weIl as declining laboult' demands "in reconstruction and, 

hydro-electric projects (Jaatinen et al. 1~72;32'). On ~the provincial 
, , 

level, these developments,led to.emigration (Fig. 12). As w6rking age 
o 

peo~le possessing some educatidn migrated toward more industrial~zed ' 
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regions, those vith lesser qualification drifted toward communal centers 

.', where employment opportunities for unskilled labour vere sometimes avail-

able (cf. ~lund 1972:25). Gradually the population struèture of Lapland's 

remote areas became biased toward older age groups, and smal~ centers were 

beginning to burgeon with working age people for whom jObs,vere scarce 
!). 

(Siuruainen and Aikio 1977:17). 

In the late 1960s the position of Lapland's rural and farming popula-

tion was further undermined by government attempts to combat r~sing agri-

cultural production eosts and the exyense of subsidizing surplus export. 

The pereeived need to reduce agrie~ltural production on a national seale 

led to a drastic shift in the emphasis of related legislat~n. Under theseo 

circumstances the historieal concentration of economic expansion in agri

culture vas phased out, and vitbdrawal from the periphery vas no longer , 

ô' 
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, counteracted by lawa favouring growth in this sector (Palômaki 1916: 122-

130, Sânkiaho 1971: 36 ) • 

This reversal of agr~cultural policy was first manitested in the 

Field ~servation Act of 1969-, which allowed farmers vith arable holdings 

of two ta fourteen hectares ta withdraw their entire plowe~ field area 
" 

from production in return for state compensatiop. (Var jo 1978: ~O). The 

'1' 
lIlitial ineffectiveness of this legislat.ion prompted amendments in 1970: 

eligibhity for subsidies was extended to include far ma èomprised of lDore 

than fom:-teen hectares of arable land~ as well as those which were company 

owned. In addition, restrictions on the use of "contracted lands vere 

relaxed, and more importantly, measures for providing state compensation 

for the slaughter of dairy cattle were introduced (Jaatinen 1978:14, Varjo 

1971 :60 and 1974 :22). ,These latter measures were particularly suceessful, 

" bqt this was somewhat oversh~dowed by the unforeseen impact of the combined 

subsidy programs. 

Contr,ary to governrnent expectations field reservation activity ",as 

very high in the _ sarne regions where post-war pioneering had been the Most 

intensl ve. In these northern areas the prevalence of subsist encé produc- , 
, 

tion and the general unreliability of agriculture made it advisable for 

small land holders to accep~erhment subsidies. In the south, however, 

where the surplus of Mricultural products was centered, comparati'v.ely few 

farmers took advantage of the government's offer (Jaatinen 1978:14, Varjo 

1978: 80) • Thus, the continued expansion of agriculture in the south 

rendered the field reservation legislation largely ineft'ective; -while at 

the sarne time the north experienced 'growing problems of inactivity, and 

sUbsequentIy, unemployment. 

r 
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~~g.tive impact of this legislation vas magnified by correspondi'ng 
• 

efforts tG restructure :rarming:- Mechanization and improved culti vat ion 

techniques' irl~reased produetivity vhich - to~ether vith the restrictive 

measures - brO~ght a drop in priees and a dec'hne in the profitability of' 

agriculture dominated by small farms' (Varjo 1978:80). This reduction'in 

viabili ty was compo~ded by the rationalization 'of forestry: as labour 

d mands decreased, émigration. from rural areas grew,' The unified impact 

vas the destruction of Lapland' s traditional economie structure. 

is development marked the successful supplantation of subsistence 

agricult re by c~p~talist oriented prOduction, and the achievement of much

.dè~ired st ctural reforms. Unfortunately, these accomplishments were 

seriously un rmined by·a lack of coherent planning. The distinct elements 

F ' ,\ . . " d of ~nland s na~onal reform pohcy were not effect~vely coordlnated an 

their cornpounded \tfect s distracted f'rom localized successes. Thus, as the 
\ 

nation struggled tO\C,connnadate expa~ding urban populations in the south,( 

~land suffered ,eri~s neglect. 

\ 
~ 

The lm act of Centralization and Increased Efficienc 

iii> 

ThrQughout the 1970s, the innish state was compelled ta deal vith the 
. 

nega.tive repercussions of reforma ive development polieies. In doing 50, , 
hovever.,' the structural changes aid' ng c.apit,alist 'expans~_ were perpetua-· 

ted. Attempts to mitigate rural emig ation led to revised support for 

agriculture, but the focus of this assiàtance 'continued to be farm ,expan-
, \ 

\ 

'sion and increased pro'ducti vi ty. Altbough these efforts vere harnpered 'by 

the long-term nature of many field reservation agreements t agricul tural 
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restructuring vas ad~anced through the pension a~d retirement schemes 
,'1 'i 

previously mentioned. In Lapland, hovev~, the '~ombination of these 

programs continued to precipitate the abandonment of sparsely populated 

district s because there was no other source of li~elihood for persans 

released from farming (cf. Varjo 1974:24). 1 

In the early 19708, this trend toward rural à~p~pulatîon vas 

intensified'by attempts to improve Lapland's servi~e and administrative 
;1 

structure through the designat ion of growth centers (Fig. 13). To 

~crease efficiency, social and economic functions b~me h~vilY con~ , 
centrated in small commune centers; while more rural areas vere deprived 

of their limited but essential services. As rural access to institutions 

and faciliyies declined, the bal\nCe of involvement in both the natural 

and the wage economy vas upset. his reduced the feasibility of rural 

habitation and so stimulated emigration f~m Lapland 1 s 'peripheries, 'tovard 

-centers 

1973:43 

further 

which could not accommodate their expanding populations (cf. Brox 

and 1974;245-24~j~Thi' population exodus inadvertently lent 

support to centrali~t~on by decreasing the viab~~ity of remaining 

rural services. In part this vas because of a, simple decline in numbers 

but it vas a1:so due to emigration's selective nature: those left behind 

': often had lov monetary incomes and correspondingly limited demands for 

services (Jaatinen' ~ al. 1972:32, Varjo 1978:81-83).-
. 

While the move tovard centralization undoubted;t::f reduced the costs 

of providing services, these savings vere counteracted b~ drastic inçreases 

in sociâl assi:;;tance payments. Without an économie base c~pable of sup

portîng a concentrated pmpulation, centralization only served to exacerbate 

-the social and economic instability of ·Lapland by- increasing its dependency 
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on the state.' In effect, this expansion of state expenditures and the 

corollary of growing dependency have been the Most basic results of post

war development policies in Lapland. As prevailing economic structures 

were undermined to satisfY the needs of capitalist expansion, state in-

ve st ment s became the backbone of Lapland t s economy. Over t ime, such 
t 

investments directed the creation of communication an4 transportation 

networks, the course of agricultural ,development and the establishment of 

'" a regional socio-economic infrastructure. In' j,ts ~upport for .the north, 

the state attempted to create conditions conducive to the regional ex-

pans ion of capi talism so that Lapland éould eventually develop economic 

Sfillf reliance. 

Despite these intentions, however, support for the national e~onomy 

as a whole remained Finland's primary concern. Under these circumstances 
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it vas deemed economically unfeasible,to locate ndustry in the north. 
1 

Without induàtry, Lapland cd'uld not generate sta le economic growth; and, 
1 ~ 

thus it was left vith a moribund economy which s alienated from its ' 
\-

bighly efficient but essentially ineffective in This lack 

of ~nternal copl;ence furtber exacerbated Lapl d's inability to engender 

v '" , /' economic expansion; so reinforcing the regionls reliance on financial 1 

assistance from the state. Although Finlandis evelopment policies 
" 

attempted to overcome the inherent contradictiops 'of capitalism,'the en-
, 

trenchment of economic marginality and externa~ dependence 

bore witness to their inabllity to do so effed~ivelY.' • 
\ 

in Lapland 

/ \ 
, " 

Development POlicies as an Agent of Cultural Transition 

"'" 

As Mediators of transformation in Lapland's economic structure, development .. 

pOlicies also generated cultural transition among the Sarnia In aChievi 

the integration of Lapland into th~ national-economic system, sueh pOlieies 

undermined rernaining elements of pre-eapitalist production. ,In doing so 

they virtually eliminated the formative base of the Sarni culture. As the 

·process of integration proceeded, its implications for the Sarni became 

clearer, and a movernent promoting cultural solidarity and preservation 

began te' ernerge. By examining these tvo phenomena of integration and 

resistance it will bec orne evident tbat the former has focused on economic 

factors, while the latter has been confined to predominantly social con-

cerna. With culture being comprised of both economic and social elements 
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.~ 

this development obV~UalY veakened the position ~f the Sami. When it ia 

recognized, however, that the economy conditions oeial organization, the 

potentlal ~or cultural preservation becomes even ess auspicious • 

.. . ~ " 

The Impact of Development Policies on the Sami 

For the Sami, post-var transition began when resettlement and re-, 
fi' 

construction poHcies induced the continuous immigration of, Finns; plac.ing 

the indigenous population in a minority position. At th~·time, most 01 

Lapland' s Sami populatlon continued to engage in natural. resource be.sed 
, 

occupations, often in conjunction vith 'agriculture .. , Taxation statistics 

from .1948 C onfirm this trend (Table 2), and illustrate that vage employment 

opportunities vere acquired almost exclusively by the Finns (Nickul 1952: 

41-43) • Only vhen the 'expansion of road netvorks and the associated influ-
~ 

ence of an "external" culture made it something of a·requirement, did the 
~ 1 

Sami begin to appreciate the use of ,money in daily interactions (cf. Eidheim 

1971:25-37, Siuruainen 1976~46). As such, post-var expansion established 

JI" the n~ed for a source of monetary incorne and provided job, opportunities' 
1 

'through vhich it could be obtained. 

The need for this' form of income vas compounde~ a growing desire 

.~~ ~i to acquire some of the commbdities ana. matez:ial goods to 

which they vere inc-reasingly exposed. For some, these desires vere so 
)- ~ V' 

great that they vere prepared to sell f'ood ·reserves in order to satisfy 

ma.~ial aspirations ,(Siurua",~nen 1976:46). Sami incorporation into the 

vage economy vas further reinforced by their graduaI adoption of the 
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Table 2 - Gro .. incOIMI .8 shown b)' taxation documenta (19~8) , 

/ 
SAMI rIIIIIS '1'O'l'AL 

I1\CO_ Sources Miu. Peraona MIll. l'craons Mill. 
PelSOlla FIIIk •• Fmk •• F1IiIr. •• 

~ 
, 

8\11&11 hold .. r. 1.81 1020 2~.08 1389 31.89 ;!~09 

r .. in<l: ... :- breedinl 8.82 10t3 ' 1.55 384 10.37 ,~ 

fishing 3.54 814 2.36 397 5.90 1211 
hunting 0.62 202 0.11 129 1.33 33' , 
trad. '.31 58 16.18 160 17.49 218 
handlc rafi.. 0.48 93 0.51< 17 1.02 110 

adJlI1nistratlve lIoTk 2.51 36 29.43 281 31.94 323 
ca.ual work 35.62 1281 154.85 2881 190.41 4174 

MAL 60.70 4'23 229.70 5650 290.40 10113 
number ot lnborbitanta 2260 4852 7112 

SoUTce: '-Rickul 1952; 4 

district reindeer herding system, and by the fact that mounting pressures 

had seriously reduced fish and game reserves. - -

In these ways, the post-war policies advocating settlement and 

re.fonstruction inr>,Lapland led to the disruption of the natural. balance 

upon 'which the Sami were tradit~onallY dependent. This reduction in the 

viability of natural incarne sources combined .vith growing "quality of life" 

expectations, encouraged Sami conformity to the market economy and in come 

structure of the dominant Finnish culture (E.!. Epstein 1969:33). The 

latent impact of this integration was the replacement of relative self-

sufficiency with increased dependence.on socio-economic linkages which 

extended well beyond local systems. 

Settlement legislâ.tion of 1958 marked the end of organized coloniza-
, ' 

tion among the Sami, but by Othis time their traditional pattern of land 

use and occupancy had been\ irrevocably transforrned through the transfer of 

over six million hectares to new owners (Varjo 1978: 72). As the potential . ,,}\\ ... 

for maintaining a diversifi~d Bubsi,stence economy declined t competition 
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-ror jobs made i't increasingly difficult to secure stable wage employmen't. 
" - -

In general, the Sami represented the segment of the pdpulation leaàt 

likely to succeed in the intensifying competition. In addition to being 

the Most rurally s.â.tuated inhabitants of Lapland, the employment quali-

-ricatians of Many Sami were limited by minimal proficiency in the Finnish 

language and a lack of experience vith in the vage economy. 'For a time, 

seasonal employment ~n forestry, farming and reindeer herding provided a 
'\ 

monetary supplement to subsistence activities. Gradually~ hovever, the 

feasibility of sueh income structures vas reduced by the need for capital-

ist expansion and the implementation of concomitant, structural re:forms. 

As has already been-illustrated, Finland's national rèform-policies 1. 
, )' 

" ~ of the late 1960s leq to the destructio? of Lapland's historieally domin~t 

economic structure. The artifieiat restriction of agricultu~al production 

combined vith the rapid mechanization of forestry eliminated the two most 

fundamental components of the existing eeonomy; vhile failing to -equili-

brate the 105s in any way. For the Sami, these developments ,vere partic-

ularly debilitating becau5e the dec'line in demand for farm and forestry 

labour occurred at a time vhen they were just becoming adjusted ta the 

vage economy. Furthermore, their comparatively limited education and 

minimal employment skills made it difficult ta pursue the option of migra-

tian toward the south. For many, the mainte~ance, of tradi~,ally strong 

ties' to families and to the land made this latter alternative totally un-

desirable. 

Pressure on the Sami vas further intensified when mechanization VaS 

introduced into reindeer herding practices (Snell and Snell 1915: 169-173). 
\ 

Although the use of snowmobiles and motorcycles acceler~ted and simpiified 
\ . 
\ 
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the work, the increase ln costs 

\continue this. activity (Lenstra 

forced many small-scale ~~s ta dis-

1978:48, Pelta 1973, Si~inen 1976:60-

62). In 1969, a Reindeer Farm Act was introduced in an effort to improve 

the iivîng and working conditions of herders~ but this vas of little help 

ta those who ~ad been forced ta g~ve up herding. 

ay the begipning of the 1970s the indigenous people found themselves 
1.. 

stranded betveen declining traditio~al livelihoods and a stagnating waJe 

economy. While many Finnish inhabitants of Lapland's rural a;r~fJêriftrated 

to avoid groving impoverishment, much Of the Sami population vas neither 

able nor villing to pursue tRis option. Instead, their attempts ta reduce 

pqverty came to involve increasing dependence on social assistance pay-
r r' 

ments. Although this arrangement did little to inspire indigenous self-

• 
esteem, it did allow for the maintenance of token participation in renewable 

resource based'livelihoods. 

Once again, S'ami compromises were only ternporary: when the 'l''êpercus-

sions of growth center policies beca~e apparent,further transition becarne 

~nevitable. The centralization of essenti~l services contributed to the 

unbalancing of Sami income structures. To retain even minimal access ta 

social and administrative services, the Sami were obliged ta abandon their 

rural lif~style and the vestiges of independence which it had includ~d. 
~/ 

As the Sarni joined in the rural exodus toward commune centers, the position 

of those who remained behind continued to weaken (cf. Thiberg 1974, 'cf. 

Karlsson 1914). In areas surrounding communal centers the struggles of 
" 

transition became blatantly apparent in the high intensity of welfare, 
... 

unernployment and related social problems which arase with the loss of 

customary lifestyles (Siuruai~en and Aikio 1977:42). 

\ 
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Through economic expansion of the post-war era, Lapland became 

dependently integrated into the national economy. The consequences ~f 

this development were especially serioue for t~e Sami, because they 

undermined any possibility for self-reliance based on their own produc-
. . 

tion system. This meant that the entrenchment of economic dependency 

was accompanied by the loss of the Sami culture's formative economic 

base. With this loss, the potenti:l for continued cultural vitality 

was eliminated. 

The Movement Toward Sami SOlidarity and Cultural Preservation 

Although the origins of the Sami movement in Finland can be traced 

back to the early 1900s, it was not until the post-war period that the 

Sami became actively involved in efforts to strengthen cultural salidarity 

and promote cultural preservation. As the potential for cultural disinte-

gration increased, earlier reliance on a few eminent pami personalities and 

concerned Finnish benefactars gave way ta indigenous involvement in the 

advancement of their own cause. The stimulus for this development arose 

largely from experiences Of war-time evacuation which brought Sami from 

different areas together for the first time and instilled a new awareness 

of their common interests (Nickul 1950:59). In April of 1945, this dis-

covery of shared concerns became manifest in the creation of the all-Sami 

"Lappish League"', which sought to unify support and assert indigenous ..needs 

and aspirations. 
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As Finnish migration into Lap1and inqreased, Sarni anxieties about 

the future vere intensified. To express these fears they worked in 

conjunction vith the Society for the Promotion of Lappish Culture to 
(;, , 

prepare and submit a brief to the Finnish government in 1947 (Niekul 

1950:60). In response to this petition aState Committee (1949-51) vas 

formed to examine the Sarni situation and to provide recommendations for 

po1icies concerning t~eir future. The resultant report condemned the 

state's benign neg1ect of the Sami and defended their'right to social and 

economic deve10pment as a distinct cultural group (Nicku1 1952:4,4, Müller-

Wille 1977:239). In addition the commission proposed that an Office for 

Sami Affairs and aState Sami Fund be established; through 'financial 

assistance from the state (Nickul 1952:60).1 These suggestions vere 

difficult to imp1ement because of the complex changes they required, and 

because of the potentia1 for such changes to infringe on the ~ights of 

other Finnish citizens. As a result, fev p01icy changes vere made, and 

the committee's work remained largely an academic exercise. 

Despite its practical ineffectiveness, this report perpetuated 

discussion of the Sarni situation; sa influencing the eventua1 formation 

of additional supportive bodies on both local and international 1eve1s 

(ef. Eidhe im 1971, Mül1er-Wille 1977: 239 ) • In 19'56, the second int er-

nordic meeting of Sarni ?rganizations resulte~ in the formation of the 
,; 

"Nordie <8ami> Council", whieh gradua11y attained official recognition as 

a public forum and politica1 voice of the Sarni ("cf. Nicku1 1972:108-109). 

The activities of this council vere complemented by the creation I~~ 

sma11er Sarni organizations, and the movement vas fUrther reinforced by 

growing su~ f~om non-Sami groups. While these developments did not 
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establish any Sami authority in Finland, they worked toward this end ,. 
t.ç'\' 

by ~essuring for the re~lval of state dealings with the indigenous 
1 

populati6n. 
, 

In an attempt to refute claims that it ~as reluctant ~o aet on 

behalr of the Sami, the Finnish gbvernment eonvened a Second S~ate 

Committee '''on Sami Affairs in the early 1970s. The proposaIs of this 

99 

committee, alang with the growing pol~tical stature of the Sami on the 
~ . 

• international scene, led to the establishment of a structure of politiea~ 

representation. In October 1of 1972; the Sami Parliament was elected, and 

in late 1973 this organization was officially reeognized as the represen-

/ 

tative body of aIl Finnish Sarni (Müller-wille 1977:241). The establishment 

of this parliament represented a major achievement: it assured SamL consul-

tation in matters related to socio-economic and political developments 

within the Sami area. While this p~vided the Sami with a valuable forum' 
1 

for sel'f-expression, the actual influence of the Parliarnent W8S limited 

by its confinement to an~advisory position and by its dependence on the 

Finnish government. 

With national support for Sarni Affairs somewhat revived, international" 

cooperation and recog~i'tion continued to expand. In 1973, after two 

decades of deliberation, the Nordie Ministerial Council approved the estab

~ishment of a Nordic Sarni Institute.
2 

This institute works in close 

consultation with the 

gUide~e de:elopment 

Nordic Sa~i Council and other Sami institutions to 

of language, education, culture, law and econorny; 

"ithin tj Sami area (Aikio 1973, Sara 1973: 1'-2). The strengthening of 

international contact and cooperation led ta the orga~ization of the 

"Arctic Peoples' Conference" in late 1973, and this in turn fostered the 
< H 
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establishment of the "World Council of Indigenous People" in ~975. All 
Q 

of these institutions cqntributed te growing international avareness of 
o 

indigenousopeople and the~ provided a stronghold of support for develop-

ments within individual natrons. 

As these highlights in the emergence of the Sami'mbvement suggest, 

the indigenous activism of the post-var era did much to improve Sami 

visibility and to reactivate pride in Sami identity. The suCcess of this 

movement granted the Sarni-a more active role in th~ir own iffairs, but 

this cannot be eq~ated with the achievement of self-determination. In the 

first place, the survival of aIl Sarni organizat~ons is dependent upon the 
, ,~I 

corttinuous provisi?p of state funds, and attempts ~o advance the indigenous 

cause must work within the bureaucratic structures of the majority popula-

tion. Thus, efforts to assert the existence of cultural distinctiveness 

and demands for greater independence are immediately counteracted by thè 

need for political integration and financial assist'ance. Second.ly, the 

expansion of Sarni involvément in their own affairs has been confined almost 

exclusively to advisory positions, which leaves final decisions in the 

hands of the Finnish state (cf. Snell and Snell 1975:169). Preceding 

discussions of the role of the state have made it clear that capit~l ex-

pansion must be perpetuated and thus, indigenous proposals related to the 

maintenance of natural incorne sources'have b~en subordinated to national 

needs and aspirations (cf. Brox 1974 :253-25'4). Under the se circumstances, 

the prospects for maintaining pre-capitalist production modes become 

essentially non-existant. 
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The state's reluctance to implement indigenous epQnomic recommenda

tions in their original form indic~tes the p~imacy of its éommitment to 

ensuring continuous capital accumulation. This commitment restricted the 

state's ability to fulfill its responsibilitY'for Sami vell-béing: social 

demands could be considered, but economic demand could not. This meant 

that the preservation ~f Sami social attribute paralleled by the 

preservation of their formative economic ba Without the latter, the 

attainment of indigenous se and the maintenance of a 

distin~tive culture, beco 

The final ~actbr limiting the e~fectiveness of the Sami movement has 
, 

bean govepnment procrastination. While questions related to the minority 

culture underwent prolonged de~iberation, policies stimulating the economic 
/ 

and demographic transformation of the north vere implemented vith little 

hesitation. This exacerbated the impact· of other factors restricting self-

determination, by intensifying cultural attrition. As Lapland's economy 

vas transformed and integrated into national structures, the basis for Sami 

claims to cultural distinctiveness vas destroyed. 

The Relationship Betveen EcOnomie Integration and Cultural Transition 

During the post-var era, the course of Sami cultural transition Mas 
, 

directed by the process nOf economic integration. The Sami movement 

emerged to challenge this course of change, but it vas unable te ~lter it 

fundamentally. Although advances vere made to guarantee language rights, 

educational opportunities, and the retention of social traditions, efforts 

j 
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to ensure cultùral p~~ervation hever penetrate~the sphere ot economies. 

As li. result, economic integra.tion' ~tinu~d,' and the basia tor mainte.inine; , .. 
cûltural distinctiveness was lost. 

,\ ~ 
When this period ot Integration began, th~ Sami continued to derive . 

/' 

a. large proportion of their incame from the natural resources which had " 

traditionally formed the economic base of their culture. This mesnt that 

Sami social orgsnization retained so~e ties to the economic base which 

had initially shaped it. • Thus, even though the adual components ot the 

Sami income structure were identical to those of many Finns in Lapland; 

the indigenous culture remained coherent and distinct. 

This situation began to change when Lapland's Integration into.the 

national economy was intensified through resettlement and reconstruction 

programs. Although the emphasis on small-scale agriculture maintained 

the subsistence orientation of Lapland's economy, the repercussions of 

Finnish immigration increased the urgency of Sami efforts to àssert and 

protect their cul~ural identity. Th~ expansion of L&pland's Finnish' 

populati~n pl~ed the Sami in a recessive minority position. At the same 

time, the stability of diversified Sami income structures was thrêatened 

by growing pressure on the natural resource base. 1 As these developments 

increased the potential for Sami absorption into the dominant society, 

thè movement promoting their cultural preservation co~tinued to gather 

momentum. 

Gradually~ the Sami created an institutional framework through which 

their movement/could advance: but this took time. Thus, even though 

. &wareness of the Sami situation consistently; grew, actual support did not 

materialize until the early 19708. By this time, Lapland's dependent . 
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integration into the national economy vas essentially complete. The 

region's economic structure'had been irrevocably transformed through the 

ratibnalization of forestry and agriculture, and by the move tovard,cén-

tralization and increased efficiency. 

Through prbcrastination, any potential for indigenous slowing or 

capitalist expansion in the north was eliminated. Even when the demise 

of the subsistence economy became inevitable, however, ~he Sami continued 

to be ostracizèd from economic decisions by their confinement to advisory 

positions. This restriction of indigenous power was partially counter-

acted through state support for Sami claims to language and education 

rights. These concessions vere of incontestable value for the Sami, but 

they vere not an adequate guarantee of cultural survival. This vas because 

they only protected Sami social attributes, and,did?othing to stop the 

erQslon of the culture's formative economic base. 
\ . 

Although the Sami movement did much to èrase the social stigma which 

had long been associated vith the indigenous culture, it did not alt~r 

the course of cultural transition dictated by economic integration. In 

part, this limited success vas due to t~e slow generation of support: more 

fundamentally, it was the product of the dominant society's commitment to 

capitalist expansion. As Finland's obligations to the global system inten-

sified, the scope for internàl development programs vas reduced. With the 

/state committed to maintaining conditions conducive to capitalist expansion, 
.. 

it became impossible to retain pre-capitalist production modes in the north. 

The dependency of the Sami movement on governmental support made-it impos-' 
... 

sible for the indigenous population to keep the state from fulfilling its 

accumulation function in any vay 'This 

.( 
financial control assured the 
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state of pover over northern economic development~ It also enabled the 

state to ~noeuver ita concessions to the Sami away, from demanda, related 

ta the economy. The"subsequent destruction of Lapland's subsistence 

economy eliminated the potential for c~lete c~ltural preservation. 

Whère cUlture is seen as a combination of'sociàl and economic elements, 
-~ , ./ 

the 10ss of distinctiveness "in either regard must be seen as a threat to 
" 

cultural survival. While the importance of bath elements must be recog-

nized, the means of securing a livelihood i6 primary because it conditions 

social organization. For this reason, the destruction of the Sami economic 

system marked the culmination of their cultural transition, Although the 

'Sami move!llent 'succeeded in retaining sorne indigeno~s social attributes, 

this vas done artificially: social organization vas no longer vitalized by 

its formative economic base. 3 

With tbeir remaining 'social attrioutes tenuously tied to Finnish 

society's material base, the Sami can no longer be considered a distinct 

culture. Instead, they must be seen as an ethnie minority existing within, 

dependent !pon,'and subservient to, the political and economic structures 

of Finland. 
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NOTES: .Chaptel" IV 

1. The English translation of thls report on Sami Affairs (Nickul 1952: 
44-60), provides more detailed discussion of the Commission's 
recommendations for f~ture policies. 

2. This institute lS funded by al1 full members of'the Nordic Ministerial 
Council: Denmark, Finland~ Ice1and, Norway, and Sweden (Müller-Wille 
1977:243) • 

3. Inte~esting variations of this idea are provided by Snell and Snell 
(1975: 167-168). 
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CHAPTER FlVE 

THE PROCESS OF CULTURAL TRANSITION ON A MICRO-SCALE: 

A CASE STUDY OF THE LOKKA RESERVO!R AREA 

In the preceding chapters, cultural transition among the Finnish Sami has 

been examined on a macro-level through a historieal review of i~tegration 

irtduced by successive hegemonic systems) and through a general theo'retical .. 

discussion of integrative processes of the post-var era. By examining the 

evolution of the current Sami situation from both of these perspec:t;ives, 

the close relationship between economic integration and cultural transition 

has been elucidated, noting the tendency for the former to ultimately pre

clude the latter. In doing so ;/d'hcussion has remained focùsed on the 1.; 

international - national - regional hierarchy of influen~e, in ,an effort to .... 

indicate the complexity of factors and processes which affect the natùre of 

indigenous cultural tran6It~~. It°îs now possible to substantiate'these 

generalities at a national levèl, by examining the impact of identical 
.~ 

factors and processes locally. 
, 

Using the case study of the Lokka reservo~r area, this chapter vill 

provide a detailed examination of the manner in which cultural transition 

has proceeded within one small region of central Lapland. Through a brief 

historical review, the do~ance of successive hegemonic systems will be 

reasserted ~ and the sUb:,rent development of intercultural rela.tions wi,thin 

the study region wi~l bé explored. Once '~gain this discussion is designed 

to illustrate the nature of cultural evolution and to set the stage for a 
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closer ex~mination of this process during the post-var era. B.1 presenting 

one example dt-~~vanced capitalist, expansion and its impact on a small 

community, the'historical and theoretical evidence40f eeonomic intègra-

tiçm' s centl1ality to this evolution will be substantiated by detailed 

empir~cal information. In doing 50, it will become possible to illustrate , ' 

how the Lokka reservoir projeet has contributed to the achievement of 

broader regional development objectives: those which were fOrmulated iq 

complianee with the needs of the dominant economic system. This case study 

is, therefore, an e of capitalism 1 s supplantation of pr~-capitalist 

modes of production, the reservoir project cao be 

viewed as a loeal generator of indigenous culture. 

The Lokka Reservoit Area 

Before discussing cultural transition in a small-scale context it is 

useful ta explain why this case study was selected, and ta present som~ 

basic geographical information about the region. To provide the back

ground for a. brier' historieal review of' cultural transition wthin this 

area, and to allow ,for comparison with the present situation} thie section 

viII discuss the Lokka region as it was, prior to reservoir'construction. 

.. / 
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,Factors in Site SelecÜ~n 
J 

., "" . In select~ng a~ appropr1ate area for the exam~nat10n ot cultural 

transition on a micro-scale, primary~n8i~erations vere the pattern and 

degree of ifltercultural contact and the levelof incorporation into the 

processes of economic integration during the post-var period. The Lokka 

reservoir'area fulfilled both of tbese requirements. In addition to 
having experienced a long and represèntative history of cultural inter-

) 

action, the site lies close to the southern border 'of the "Sami Area" of 

Finnish Lapland, and .~ thus signif'icantly affected by the northvard 

advance of current integrative processes. The attractiveness of this site 

vas increâsed by the development of' the Lokka reservoir itself, vhich rep-

resents an exarnple ofl the way in whiC;:h economic integration can accelerate 

acculturation. By examining the local impact of this project, it lS pos-

sible to tllustrate the effectivene:s of economi~ integration as an agent 

of Sami c,ltural transition. ~-. 1 

The initial appeal of the Lokka site was reinforced by the satisfac-

tion of several practical concerns related ta' the potential for obtaining 

information. The availability of bath general and regionally specifie ' 

literature, easy access to primary sources, and. the development of valuable 

personal contacts within both local and academic circles, cont;ibuted to 

the feasibilityof conducting research wIthin this area. ~ese factors, 

combined vith the relevance of the site to questions sUl!'rounding the 

relationship between economic in'tegration and cultural transition, vere 

decisive elements in the selection of the Lokka reservoir area as an 

appropriate case study. 

" 
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Loéation and Description of the Case.Study Area 

The area which constitutes the object of discussion in this chapter, 

i8 located wi,thin the commune of SOdankyl.a., which is i11 turn situated 

within Finland's northernmost province of Lapland. The actual region of 

study.is limited to thé Lokka reservoir basin proper, but discussion vill 

include th~areas in the immèdiate vicinity which have been affected by 

various _ as~s of thii. s devel.opment' (Fig~ 14). 

-rood .o "'lVate land 

~ ",",,*,tl'" wea 

•••• Ihcn ""'_ of laservoor basn 
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Cha.racterized by gently sloping lands, this ares. is one of low 

relief; averaging between 150 and 300 meters above sea level (Grano 1952: 

87, Varjo 1974: 11). Although the reservoir-basin is not characterized by 
• 

outcrops of bedrock~ that which exists within the outlying region is 

composed of schists, and to a lesser extent, granite, granite gneiss and 

diorite (Varjo 1974:7). The qurficial deposits consist of tills vhicn 

contain essentially the saple mii'leral material as is found in the under-

lying bedrock (cf. Ohlson 1969:18-19, Varjo 1974:7). 

Although much of the Lokka area lS covered with ground moraine and 

associated deposits of sand and gravel, the most prominent feature of this 

site is bog, which comprises an area of almost 400 km2 (Havukkala 1964:7).1 

" 

The uniformi ty of open sedge-bog is broken only by stands of fore st which 
~ , 

are most frequently situated along s,andy river!' banks (cf. Auer' 195~213). 

In general, these are coniferous forests, comprised primarily of pine and 

spruce (Aario 1960: Map 10/18, Kujala 1952:213). 

Within the study area, water bodies eover less than one percent of the 

total s'llrfac e area. Thel Luirojoki (river) and" it~ numer~us tributaries 

represent the main hydrologie al element of the regi~rr, but Sompiojarvi ..:..._ 

(lake), located on the northern boundary of the study ares"" retained greater 

economie importance as a superb fishing site. with much of ~he marshland 

not easily traversable, waterways and lakes 'aehieved additional significance 

a~~)Ocal transportation and conutlunication network. 
, 

Like that of northeastern Fenno-Scandia as a whole, the clÏmate of 
\ ,/ 

. the Lokka reservoir area i8 tempered by the proximity of the Atlantic 

Ocean and the Gulf Stream. The mean annual temperature ranges around -2° C 

while seasonal means are approximately -120 é in the winter and +140 C in 
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the summer (Kera.nen and Korhonen 1952: 111, Siuruainen 1976 :24, cf. Kolkki 

2 
1960: Maps 5/2 and 5/9). Precipitation within the study area varies .. 
between 450-500 mm per annum (Keranen and Korhonen 1952: 119), and a perma-

. 1 • 
nent snow coyer usually forms ln late October and melts by mid-May (Simojoki 

1960: Hap 5/6). Increased radiation during the long summer days improves 

agricultural productivity, but the short gro',ling season (ca. 125 <laya) 

heightens the threat of early night frosts. This, combined vith the general 

unreliability of climatic conditions, Ieads to ""ide fluctuations in annual 

harvest yields. 

Although the physical and ecological f'eatures of this area are not 
, 

central to a discussion of economic integration and cultural transition, 

it is important to recognize that they do influence local developm~nts to 

a certain degree. As will become evict-ent in the following pages. the 

è natural environment of the Lokka reservoir area has affected the historical 

pattern of settlement and conditioned the limits of' an economy based on 

renewable resources. This influence ',las obviously more important before 

the advancement of a technological society and wage economy, but even during 

the post-war era the physical characteristics of' the case study site played 

a role in the decision to construct the Lokka reservoir. While this pot en-

tial for environmental influence must not be considered determinative, 'its 

acknowledgement, combined with the provision of basic geographical inf'orma-

tion enhances the perspective with which the process of cultural transition 

is viewed. 

! 
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Historical Review of Cultural Transition in the Lokka Ares. 

Il the second chapter, above, the historica1. evolution of the relatio~s~ip 

between economic integration and cultural transition has been examined by 

tracing the impact of Finnish development on the Sami people. Through 

this discussion, the varying influence of successive hegemonic systems has 

been established. It now becomes possible to employ this knowledge of 

national trends as background to a more detailed investiga1:iion of the manner 
FI 

in which indigenous cultural transition has pr6ceeded on a micro-seale. As 

such, this section will explore the breakdown of one Sami ecosystem' and 

illustrate how subsequent inter-cultural contact stimulated the mergence of 

economic systems and the development of a Di -cultural communi ty. By examin-

ing the degree and form of maintained cultural distihctiven~ss in the mid-

19005, a comparative discussion of the impact of the Lokka reservoir project 
~ 

will become possible. 

De-Localization of the Sami Ecosystem 

The original Sami population of the Lokka area belonged t~~ group 

commonly referred to as Forest Sami (Nickul 1977), whope subsistence li ve-

lihood v~ derived from the seasonal exploitation of various renevable 

resources. During the spring and Bummer, fishing and gathering constituted 

their economic mainstay, and in the autumn and winter subsistence activi

ties focused on hunting and trapping; often employing collective techniques. 3 

Like that of other Sa.mi, the local pattern of annual migration culminated 

• , 
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with a reunion at a winter village site where the solidarity of the 

"community" was reinf'orced through communal discussion and decision-

making. With the natural environment constituting an a.dequate ba.sia for 

subsistence, and the "sildll council working to ensure sO,cietal preserva.-

tion through controlled exploitation, the local Sa.mi culture rema.ined 
\ 

self-reliant - or localized - through several centuries of internal evo
./ 

lution. 

The first e.x:terna.lly induced transition' within this so,~jety 

genérated by the demand for \taxes, in' the 1200s (Nickul 1952:6). 

vas 

This 

development weakened the indigenous socio-economic system by intensifying 

pressure on renewable resource,s and by adding obligations incongruous to 

the existing soc ial order. Where time had previously been spent exclu-

sively on communal subsistence, it came to be partially used for sa.tisfying 

-
the needs of an external society: one which did not reciprocate the con-

tribution in any way. The disruption inherent in this expenditure of time 

for no returns was compounded by the decline in fish and game reserves, 

and by the subsequent need for alteration in nomadic patterns. 

The commencement of taxation marked a decisive turning point 1n the 

history of the Sami culture, for in addition to delive'ri~g the first (and 

lasting) blow to t~igenous economic structure i t opened the door to 

further incursions~ Whic~ould pe,rpetuate the process of de-loca.lization. 

In the .15005, Sodankyla, Sompio and Kemikylë. were noted as sites of Sami 

;habi tation (Fig. 15; Havukkala 1964:8). but the Swedish quest for terri tor

ial sovereignty soon terminated indigenous domination of this area.. Follow-

ing the Pea.ce Treaty of Tayssina in 1595, the Lokka. area remained part of 

the common territory between Sweden and Russia. This made the region a 
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Sou.-ce. W'llhlenberg 1804 a QUÇlted by H8Vu~k.1a 1964.11 
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focus of the Swedish drive ta establish control by virtue of occupation. 

During the é"arly 1600s a Finnish settlement was established near Kemijarvi', 

l, 
l' 

l' 
, 1; 

, 
l 
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, / 
and by mid-century the Sarni regions previously mentioned had been infil-

trated. The indigenous populations of Sodankyla~ Somipo, Kemikyla and 

Kuolaj arvi banded together against tpis Il foreign" penetrat ion by charging 

Finns with illegal entry into an area granted to the Sami by past Swedish 
1 

kings (Havukkala 1964:9). The courts upheld Sami rights, and violators 

were evicted from the territory, but the value of this success was greatly 

o~tweighed by the fact that the Swedish-Finnish juridical system had bsen 

used to achieve it. 
J 
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Where submission to the pressures o~ taxation had lent support to 

emerging Finnish dominance, reliance on external le gal mechanisms rein-

forced it~ the Sami became locked in a dependency over which they had no 

cohtrol. 
/ 

This new subservience became blatantly apparent in the late 

1600s, when legal obligations to·the Sami were compromised by efforts to 

satisf'y the needs of the Swedish Empire. In 1673, deci'sions concerning 

land rights were com~licated by the promulgation of the Kalmar Poster 

which not only permitted Finnish settlement within the Sarni area, but 

actually en~ouraged it by providing incentives related to taxation and 

conscription (Siuruainen 1976:19). Despite expressed government inten-

tions that the new residents practice land cultivation and cattle raising, 

many.Jsettlers were reliant on hunting and fishing as the mainstays of 

f 

1 

1 

i 
their subsistence. This obvious violation of Sami rjghts prompted numer- i 
ous disputes and legal appeals, but success in court could do little to 

" 
improve renewable resource supplies or ta control wilderness paaching. j 

As Finnish settlement weakened the indigenous econamic base, it simul- 1 

taneously invalidated the "siid" systèm of justice and undermined communal 1 
control aver resource e:llocation (C;f. Nickul 1977: 12). In addition, colo:- l' 
nization braught with it an expansio~ of missionary activity which reas- i 
serted Finnish dominance by outlawing indigenous religious'practices. 4 For 

the Lokk~ area, the church established its strong influence in 1688 when 

the prominent villages of the region were combined to form the administrative 
~ 

unit of a parish (Havukkala 1964:8). with new social and economic forces 

dominating, taxation enduring, and trade networks expanding, the b+eakda~ 

of the Sarni "sHd" system became imminent: the indigenous population was 
1-

farced to adapt ta the de-localization of its cultural ecosystem. 
1 
i 
~ 
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The repereussions of Finnish settlement in the Lokka area demanded 

changes in the Sami lifest~le, but this did not include the abandonment of 

a renewable resouree based economy or the traditional values which had 

arisen from ±ntimate ties with the natural environ~ent. Instead, the pre

dominant r~sponse to g~owing pressures involved the reorgani~ation of the 

natural eeonorny: reindeer herding was gradually incorporated into the pre

vailing pa\tern of(subsistence. When wild reinde~r (peura) were abundant, 

semi-domestie reindeer (poro) had been used ~olely as harness and pack 

animaIs for family rnigration~ and as hunting decoys. As traditional com-

ponents of the natural economy decreased, hawever, it becarne necessary ·to 

raise these animaIs fcor food (Nickul 1977:5). In sorne instances, the 
, 

ad~Ptian ff reindeer herding led ta exclusive concentration on this source 

of livelihood, and ta satisfy the needs of their animaIs, the Sami re-

treated toward the north where conditions were more conducive to trans-
~ 

humance. 

The graduaI èonversion to full-scale reindeer herding inadvertently 

weakened the Sarni strong'hold in the Lokka area because it left traditional 

hunting grounds vulnerable to settler occupation. As continuous immigra

tion intensified environmental pressures, the position of those who (ad 

developed herding to harmonize with their semi-nomadic lif'estyle, was 

~ seriously undermined. Althougn evidence is scanty, the graduaI establish-

ment of' Finnish dominance may be illustrated through demographic ~tati$tics 

:from Sompio village, which encompasses most of the casp study area. Tax \ 

records from 1696 indieate that Sami comprised 23 out of a total of 31 , 
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families; by extrapolat.ion, the total population may be estimateli at 

around 186 persons (Anderson 1914).5 During the 1700s ~ colonization in 
~ 

this ares. expanded considerably, and br 1804 it is lÏkely that Finnish 

settlement ~ad penetrated as far north as Korvanen and Mutenia. At this 

time, the Finnish population of Sompio had grown to just under·300 per

,sons (Wahlenberg 1804), but there lS no record of corresponding develop-
o __ • • • 6 

~/ 
ments wîthl.n the Saml populatlon. 

.7' 

/ 

This lack of' information is indicative of' ,another indigenous re-

Ispopse to ~rowing pressures; particularly that which attached a social 

) stigma to Sami ancestry. Of those who did not retreat with the adoption 

of relndeer herding, many tended to obscure their original descent by 

establishing farms and passing themselves off as Finnish settlers (Havuk

kala 1964: 11).7 The subsequent inaccuracy of information makes it difi'i-

cult to trace transitions within Sami society, but according to Branch 
>1'\ 

(1973: 103), the Sompio Sarni dialect became extinct soon after Sjogren 1 s 

visit to the area in 1826.
8 

On the basis of this linguistic evidence it 

might be assumed that between the indigenous responses of retreat and 

absorption, the ~iginal Sami population of the case study area had 

virtually dissipated by the mid-1800s. 

state Subvention of Sami Rights and Renewed Cultural Interaction 

As has been discussed earlier. the transition to Russian rule in 1809 

precipitated the final usurpation of Sarni land ownership by denying the 

indigenous popUlation the legal means to defend their rights. In actuality, 
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this process had begun several decades earlier with the development o~ 

inconsistencies in the juridical code. With the transfer of control over 

legal matt~rs, however, it blcame possible for subsequent legislation to 

correct contradictions in favour of the state and ta firmly establish the 

canc,ept of Crown property. 9 The position of the state continued to 

strengthen throughout the 1800s, and in 1886 this entrenchrnent of power 

was embodied in the Forest Act which rescinded past guarantees to the Sarni 

by officially placing their territories uùder state control (Siuruainen and 

Aikio 1977:21). 

For the Finnish Sami as a whole, the solidification of the state' s 

role during the 19th century was most strongly manifested in the subversion 

of their land rights, but for the inhabitants of the Lokka are a other 

political developments of this period had a more immediate impact. When 

the Russian-Norwegian border was closed in 1852, the Mountain or Reindeer 

Sarni of Enontekiô were denied access ta traditional grazing lands. To 

acconnnodate for this 1055, many of them moved to the northern part (Sompio) 

of Sodankylii where only a few of;. the original inhabitants - the Sompio Sami -

were still living (Nickul 1977:54). 

This infiux of Nomadic Reindeer Sami re-established the bi-cultural 

character of the Lokka area, but it,simultaneously intensified competition 

for resources and thereby generated numerous inter-cultural disputes. 
t 

Gradually however, cultural interaction based on conflict gave way te co-

operation, and internaI divisions were relaxed through mixed marriages and 

the mutu~l adoption of what had once been culturally distinct economic 

practices. As the Finns began to supplement agriculture with reindeer 

herding, the Sarni established permanent dwellings a.nd began ta diversify 
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their income structure through cUltivation and livestock raising. 

.-
For a time, the Sa mi lifestyle retained its semi-nomadic nature, but 

when tpe dis.trict herding system was introduced in 1898 the widespread 

practice of seasonal migration'was forced into obsolescence (cf. Lenstra 

1918). This development undermined a major economic basis for cultural 

distinct'iveness and stimulated the further mergence of productiv~ àctivities 

within a framework of Finnish dominance. As their economic base was altered, . 
the Sami soci~l structure evolved accordingly: as individual herds and ~arms 

were established, concepts of co~unality lost relevance and fa~ily units 

became the principal element of the social order. 

Northern Expansion and the Development of a Wate Economy 

During the 19th century, the components of Finnish and Sami natural 

economies were drawn into closer alignment, but toward the end of the 18005 

this tendency was somewhat counterac;ted ~the expansion of a wage economy. 

With much of the Sami population m~~~taining a serni-noma~ic, subsistence 

lifestyle, it was the Finnish settlers who were the rirst to exchange labour 

~or money. When the family herding system was replaced. however, sorne Sami 

acquired positions as paid herders; ~ situation which induced p~rtiçipation 

in the wage economy but allowed the retention of elements inherent to the 

traditional way of life. 

This desire to maintain involvement with the natural environment was 

proba.bly intrinsic to local inhabitants of both Sarni and Finnish origin, but 

for the former. close interaction with nature rep,resented one of the few 
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remaining links to their cultural heritage. Over time. the interest in 

preserving these ties combined with minimal education and f.ew marketable 

skills to control the degree of indigenous participation in the wage 

economy. This tendency g~nerated a new economic basis for cultural dis-

tinctiveness, but it remained one based on degree rather than forma Thus, 

even though the Sami lifestyle focused on the natural economy to a greater 

extent than that of the Finns, ~he actual components of both income struc-

tures were essentially identical. 
, 

This situation continued to characterize the Lokka area until the post-

war era, but as the wage economy expanded, the need for money increased, 

and greater variations in local incomes emerged. These devel~pments began 

to materialize with the complet ion of a cart trail and footpath b~tween the 

villages of Vuotso and Lokka in 1927 (cf. Havukkala 1964:42). In aqdition 

to undermining the rationale fèr settlement along rivers, the creation of 

new communication and transportation networks disadvantaged autlJl',ing vil-

l . '\ 
lages while providing nearby areas with easier access to larger c nters 

where opportunities for shopping and employment were more abundant. 

The importance of this new route was magnified in 1937, when it was 

upgraded to highway standards (Havukkala 1964:42). As a Midway point along 

this road, Korvanen gradually achieved a leading position within the Lokka 

area; ~n a few instances families moved nearer the highway ta improve their 

access to the facilities of both this village and more distant centers. For 

a time, the residents of the neighbouring village of Ri~~to were content to 

remain entirely isolated, but as the significance of the road became apparent 

( they began to lobby for the 'construction of a highway to their village 

(HaVUkkala 1964:42). The initial application for such a project was rejected 

J 
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by the Ministry of Transport and General Labour in 1939, and vith the onset 

of the Winter~ a few months later, the matter fell into abeye.nce (Havuk-

kala 1964:42). 

Throughout the period of military unrest between 1939 and 1940, the 
. . 

Lokka are a was comparatively untôu~hed, but repercussions of the war vere 

felt in the interruptiop of infrastructural development. During the Continu-
, 

ation War (1941-1944) direct local involvement in military activities " -

increased: Lokka village was destroyed and a number of residents vere ki11ed 
• 

by Soviet commando parties (H~kala 1964:43). Folloving the 1944 armistice 

vith the U.S.S.R., the Lapland WarOagainst Germany began and the Lokka area 

was eV8cuated. ." . As the Germans w~thdrew, previous advantages of proxi~ity to 

the vuotso-Lokka road vere reversed, for it was only isolated areas which 

es~aped destruction. When the var waS finally over, the population returned 

to reconstruct their homes and the lifestyle that went with them. 

Post-War Reconstruction 

within the Lokka a:re~, the main thrust of ~ost-war acÙvity vas tovard 

reconstruction rather than resettlement. Almost 75 pE:rcent of the homes in 

this region vere bui~t after 1945: a remarkable 'figure considering the in

significant lével of immigration (cf. Havukkala 1964 :43). This reconstruc-

tion of pri~ate holdings was paralleled by the reparation pf pUblic facili-

ties and service buildings. During this period, the local centrality of 

Korvanen vas re-established through the renovation of a primary school, two 

shops, and quarters for border coptrol personnel (cf. H&vukkala 1964:22). 
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The recreation of the local infrastructure coinciÇied with a generai 

effort to reorganize and stabilize economic situations. Involvêment in 

the reconstruction of' public facilities provided some inhabitants with a 

source of monetary income~ but Most were primarily concerned with reassem-

bling reindeer herds and repairing tbeir" f'arms. By 1950, the LOkka ares. 

had attained a. character simÏlar to that which had prevailed prior to t~e 

war. Although reconstruction efforts .continued. reindeer herding and 

farming provided the economic mainstay of Most of the population. Over 

baU of tbe inhabitants maintained s.ignificant involvement in the natural 

economy but. as before t both this income source and reindeer herding enjoyed 

partieular prominence among the Sami.*' 

Despite these similarities to the pre-war situation, subtle transitions 

continued to alter both the Lokka are a and the position of its Sami in habi-

tants. The introduction of motor boats improved local transportation while 

providing new iqcenti ve for partie ipation in the wage economy (cf. Havukkala 
'"Ii 

1964: 15). As the need for money inereased. the desirability of paid labour 

grew, but on average, the Sami obtained only 20 ~percent of their income from , 

this source. Although this did represent an increase, the fact that the 

corresponding average for Finns was 40 percent, suggests that the proportion 

of various components in the incorne structure still constituted a reasonable 

measure of cultural distinctiveness. 

Another !'llight alteration in local Sami praetice!;l after the war involved 

seasonal divisions in the family, It remained common for men and womèn to be 

* - This information has been tabulated from raw data obtained through 
interviews condueted by Hannu Wikinen and Matti Luostarinen in 1978. 
In the fOllowing pages, statlstical evidence which is not otherwise 
documented, has been calculated on the basis of this raW' material. 
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separated during winter rejndeer herding excursions, but rathe~ than 

-
staying on the tamily farm during this time, women often moved to one or 

the villages (Havukkala 1964: 19). Although this did not transform their 

Sami lifestyle, the move from predominantly Sarni ~o predominantly Finnish' 

communities did represent an increase i? social integration. 

Bath the expansion of a wage economy and increased social interaction 

introduced moderate transition within the Lokka area; pàrticularly among 

the Sami. .While these developments were indicative of the ongoing process 

of integration (both culturally and regionally), th~ir impact was' subtle 

and gradual. Transition associated vith integration continued in this vay 

until the mid-1950s, when the Finnish government intensiried Lapland's role 

in strategies for national development. For Most of the north this came to 

involve the rationalÏzation of agriculture and a move toward centralization. 

For inhabitants of the Lokka area, however, such changes came about through 

" 
a single development projec~ rather than successive pieces of legislatiô'n. 

The decision to create a regulated lalte in this area accelerated local in-
~ 0 

tegration into national economic structures and inst~gated the demise of • 

Sarni cultural distinctiveness. 

The Dévelopment of the Lokka Reservoir 

For Finland as a whole, the creation of man-made lakes in Lapland was seen 

as both ~ indication. of technological progress and a key to social and 

economic advancement. For the inhabitants of these project sites, however, 

the priee of such projeets was often exorbitant and the dividends vere of 

• t 
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questionable value. In both of these respec~s, the Lokka reservoir project 

is representative: it was created to contribute to the achievement of 

/ national goals for economic" expansi~n and it demanded major c:ncessions .. and 

adjustments from the local population. To clarify succeeding discussion of 

the impact of this proj~ct, this section will place the development in 
" ~ 

perspective by p}oviding backgroUnd information on the circ~mstances of its 

conception and on the details of construction. 

Development Ideology and the Rcle cf the State 

As has been discussed earlier, the impetus for post-war hydro-electric 
-----------__ <{r1 

development 'rn-Pinland was provided by the expanding needs of indust~s 

producing to meet war reparation demands. Through subtle changes in rheto-

rie thist~Anitial motivation W6 exploited long after its relevance had 

expired: even when the satisfaction of indemnitie6 was assured, people were 

asked ~o sacrifice for the good of the country and the people. This concept 
c 

vas integrated with emerging development ideology, based on industrial ex-
. 

pansion, to provide reasoning and support for the exploitation of hydro-

.electric resources in the early 19506. 

By this time the harnessing of Finlandis longest 'river - the Kemijoki -

was well un,der way, but the' use of rapids remai'ned limited by high varia-

tions in the availability of water. During the worst floods following 

swift snowmelt in the spring, it was impossible to use aIl of the water for 

energy production, but in the winter water shortages made it difficult to 

7 fulfill the highest seasonal requirements for energy (Asp and Jarvikoski 

1974:5).10 
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To overcome these quantitative disparities, planning for the regula-

tion of the Kemijoki was initiated. The first of these plans focused on 

Kemijarvi (lake), but with natural lakes unable to satisfy storage volume 

needs totally, it was decided that reservoirs should be constructed. 11 

It was at this point that the Lokka area became an intrinsic part of national 

policies geared toward resource development and economic expansion. 

For local inhabitants, this incorporation into national pOlicies opened 

a new era of involvement with external institutions; particularly with the 

state apparatus which constituted the sculPti?g force behind virtually aIl 

post-var development in Lapland. In the Lokka reservoir project, the state's 

role was pervasive. Its first achievement was the entrenchment of prevailing 

ideologies' as the directives for the bette~ment of society. With much of 

Finland convinced that technology and industrial expansion were the key to 

future prosperity, the local population could hardly refuse to make the 

sacrifices demanded of it. 

The state's second contribution to the successful completion of the 

Lokka reservoir project came in the forro of legislation which led to the 

formation of a state-owned power company and sanctioned the regulation of 

.. . 4 ' . h "-the KemlJokl. In July 195 , a lav was passed WhlC transfe~~ed state vater ,.' rights over the Kemijoki and its tributaries to a newft formed stock company 

- Kemijoki Oy - in which the government owned a majority of shares. Six 
1 

years later, this law was complemented by a second piece of legislation 

which granted the state the right to regulate the flow of water in the Kemi 

river system (Kemijoki 1971), While the main function of these laws vas 

obviously to legalize the reservoir projects, the grounds for their enactment 

provide an' interesting illustration of the importance of udderlying ideology. 

J 
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This ia particularxy true of the prologue to thè 1954 law which reads as 

follows: 

Taking into consideration the vital importance of the 
water power resources of the Kemi River to the counttl ~d 
the magnitude of the task, which includes in addition to 
power stations the regulation of the system of water 
courses, as weil as the substantial capital investments 
involved, an effort should be made in the general interest 
to carry out this construction work on a unified baaia 
with the atate participating effectively. 

(Kemijoki Dy 1971; emphasis added) 

In a similar way, the state's legal role in the reservoir project 
~ 

complemented its financial involvement as an investor. The transfer of 
( 

water r~ghts ta Kemijoki Dy was, in effect, the transfer of wealth in the 

form of property. Furthermore, the creation of a state-owned power company 

was a legal means of overcoming financial barri ers to hydro-electric devel-

"-
op~ent. With private enterprise unable~ or unwilling, to put up the large 

initial investments required for the construction of man-made lakes, the 

state intervened by: providing "social investment expenditures". 12 By 

establishing itself\as the main investor in water':egulation projects the 

state sought tà provide power to private and public enterprises ~like; 50' 

stimulating further expansion in the national economy. Once again, these 

objectives include a hint of legitimation, for to the northern inhabitants 
, 

hydro-electric undertakings were presented as a means of improving the 

régional eco?omy through the provision of employment opportunities. 

1 In addition to the major investments which financed ~he ~tion of 

the Kemijoki, the state provided funds for preconstruction research con-

cerning the potential impact of the development. These studies covered a' 

wide range of physioal phenomen~, but the social conséquences of reservoir 

1 
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construction remained largely'unexplored (Asp et al. 1981:6). While the 

predictions resulting from the research which was conducted proved ta be 

fairfY accurate, the failure ta consider human impacts ultimately demanded 

additional, and unanticipated, expenditures from the state coffers (cf. 

Jârvikoski 1979:172). 

The staté's role in ~Lokka reserV01r project began with the entrench-

ment of capitalist development ideology, long before plans for regulating 
• 

the Kemijoki were initiated. Through legislative and financial arrangements 

the project was carried through ta completion, and today the state continues 

its involvement in the form of technical maintenance, and assistance pay-

ments to sorne former inhabitants of the reservoir area. The local jobs in 

construction soon expired, but the benefits of hydro-electricity continue to-

be enjoyed by industries which rema1n concentrated in southe~n Finland. As 

this oregional discrepancy became more apparent, particularly in 

sacrifices made, Lapland became characterized by discontent and 

the state is now fac~d with renewed challenges of legitimation. 

Construction Details of the Lokka Reservoir Project 

light of the 

mistrust\and 

By the end of 1963, final plans for the construction of the Lokka res-

ervoir - on the upP,er reaches of the Luiro River - W'ere completed. Work 
, 

began with the clearance of'valuable timber from the basin area proper, in 

front of the dam site, along inhabited shores and on fut~re wood-floating 

channels: in of forest,clearing was c~rried out (~ehtonen 

1971 : 68 ). 13 vas followed by the construction of three ~ams; the first 

was the 
, \ 

lation dam located at the village of Lokka, ~nd the 
\ 

\ 
\ 
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- the ~hiëa dam - was situated abo~t seven kilometers west of the 

first • The thi:rd dam was buil t in part of the basin near Vuot so but \is 

designated for removal when the ~anal running through this village is 

completed in September of 1981 (cf. Lehtonen 1911:69, Kemijoki 1979:19).14 

With the'necessary construction ~ork completed and the basin area 
\ 

readied for inundat ion , the Lokka reservoir was filled in July of 1967. At 

its upper regulation level of 245 meters above sea level, the lake has a 
" 

surface area of 417 km2 and a. mean depth of 5.0 meters; while the~lowest 

l~vel of 240 meters above sea&level reduces its surface area~~6 km2 

" and its mean depth to 2.3 meters (FriinssiHi and Jarvi 1976:6-, r-tenonen 1974: 

610) • 

As the size of the reservoir indicates, the local ecosystem was sub-

jected to rapid and widespread transition: both environmentally and socially. 
, 1 

In general, changes in the natural make-up of the area have not been serious-

ly harmfu~ in themselves. The lake has not had any significant effect upon 

the mean annual temperature although s~mmer maximums have decreased slightly 

and winter minimums have experienced corresponding increases (Friinssiia and 

Jarvi 1976: 10 and 27). Water in the Lokka basin i5 polyhumic and ac idic 

(Vogt 1978: 16), and the most notew&thy factor effecting its quality is turf . 
(Nenonen 1974 :,610 ) • As such, the wJter colour is dark.er, and i ts humus 

content somewhat higher J than in the natural lakes of Lapland in g~eral. 
During the first years after damming, the water quali ty of the refrvoir . 

consistently improved, bu~ this will likely be followed by entrance into a 

less desirable stage of prolonged erosion (cf. Vogt 1978:18). 

---' 
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Within the'reservoir area, vildlife has obviously diminished, and 

while fish populations have grovn dramatically the advantages to fishermen . ) 

have been counteracted by declines in the most valued species. In the 

watercourses downstream, negative repercussions of vater regulation have 

been more pronounced. Water quality has declined considerably and complete 
~ ,-

losses of dissolved oxygen have been recorded in areas 30-50 kilometers avay 

(Vogt 1978:20-21); a development which has caused reductions in both the 

number of fish and the variety of species'. 

While the importance of environmental changes must pe recognized in 

themselves, the profundity of transformations associated vith reservoir 

construction is most clearly evidenced by their impact on the ecosystem's 

human component. In an area vhere much of th~ population was involved in 

a natural economy, the alteration of the environrnent resulted in the destruc
• 

tian of basic cornponents of local incarne structures. This process vas rooted 

in the 10S5 of land: in total, approximately 41,800 hectares were flooded to 

construct the Lokka reservoir (cf. Havukkala 1964:22). Of this area, 23,100 

hectares! or 55.3 percent, belonged to the state and 18.700 hectares, o~ ~4.7 

percent, vas under private ownership (Havqkkala 1964:22, cf. Kemijoki 1971). 

Surface area not cornpriseü of bog or vater equalled some 2,936 hectares and 

of this land, 262 hectares were cultivated, ,',320 hectares were meadowland, 
\ 

and the remainder consisted largely of forest land (cS. Kemijaki 1971) • 
. 

The economic disruption assoêiated vith the 1055 of land vas compounded 

by the social upheaval resulting from forced evacuation. To create the Lokka 

reservoir, sixt y-six families were forced to ~eave their homes. The irnpound-

ed water inundated the settlement areas of Riesto, Kuukkeli) Kurujarvi and 

Korvanen; and vhile the dornestic centers of holdings in Mutenia and Lokka 
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remained above water, a consid~ble part of surrounding fields and meadow-

J 
land were completely submerged (Havukkala 1964:5). Although the residents 

of these areas received compensatio~ for the loss of their land and d~e11ings, 

little cO~ide~atio~ was 

and economi~ s~tuat~ons. 

1 
f 

given to the cost of forced adjustment to new social 

Lokka Reservoir as an Instrument of Socio-Economic Transition 

In the preceding sections of this chapter, basic information about the Lokka 
G 

area has been presented as a means for evaluating the impact of reservoir 

construction. Detailed analyses of this project have formed the basis of 

numerous other studies, but for the purposes of this work, attention will 

"' remain focused on those repercussions which have induced economic integration 

and cultural transition. 15 Discussion will begin with a brier description of 

.' the population which was forced to move as a result of plans for reservoir 

construction. An examination of the procedure for awarding compensation will 

then be "presented as the first main integrative force which the local popula

tion encountered. This will be followed by~a discussion of transition in 

economic and social structures. ~B,y examining the direction of the se changes 

it will become possible to illustrate the way in which the Lokka reservoir 

project has generat~ the same form of cultural transition among the Sami, 

as have national policies for northern development. 
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Initiation of the Reservoir Project and Compensation,Proc~dures 

ln 

• 
~ the mid-1950s, news of the plans for reservoir construction had 

reached the Lokka area, and 300n a~ter, it became apparent that sixt y-six 
J 

households would have to move. It, is these households which form the basis 

of the following analysis and discussion. Although transitions experienced 

by these households as an a~gregate population illustrate increased economic, 
, 

integration, this work's concern with cultural transition has prompted further 

division~ based on ethnicity. Accordingly, the sixt y-six households involved 

have ~een placed into one of four categories: 1) Finnish (F); 2) Forest Sarni 

Descendant (FSD); 3) Nomadic Reindeer Sarni (NRS); and 4) Mixed (M). 

The first of the se categories includes those households of only Finnish 
1 

ancestry. 
1 , 

The second, and large st category, is comprised of hoUseho~) which 

1 

have d~scended from the original Sarni inhabitants of the Lokka area. In most 

instan~es this descent has not been pure and it is likely that this segment 

of the: population has been considered "Finnish" or "Finnici~ed" in pr~vious 

t d " 16 s u l.es. For the purposes of this work however, the distinction of Forest 

Sami Descendants provide~uable ~ndicator of past integration. 

third category includes those ~u'seholds which either migrated 

The 

to the 

Lokka area in the early 19005, or descended from families whi~h made this 

migration. It is this group which comprises the most distinctly Sami mem-

bers of the local population. This is evidenced by a high levei of involve-

ment in reindeer herding and ga~hering, and by their comparatively remote 

locations within the Lokka area (Table 3). The final category inclùdes 

households i~ which the existing marriages art mixed: four of the se are be-

"!=:<>D.1) " " tve~n Fl.nns and Forest ~ .. ~ Descendants and the ~ema1nl.ng two are between 
1 

FijPs and Nomadic Reindeer Bami. 

J 
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Table 3 - Ethn1e cotnpo51tion of vill"l!e& 
(bj' householet) 

ln the Lokka reaerVOlr area pnol" to construction 

Ethnie ~tj' 

Previoui Village Finnuh For.sc Sui Descendant Nomadie Rl!inde~ SamÎ Maeet TOTAL 

Korvanen ~ 15 3 , 3 25 
Ri .. to 5 T 13 
Mut.nia 2 10 12 

Lekka ., 6 2 9 
Vuotso 

PiUiranta 2 2 

ïl1-Luu'o 2 2 

PurnumuJcka/Tankaplrttl . 1 

Kuruji!.rn / 
TOTAL 12 38 10(' 6 66 

1la1l DatapSource Miklnen and Luostarlnen 1978 

The reaction of these households to the realization that a move was 

inevitable varied widely, often regardless of ethnicity. For those who 

wanted to live in more densely populated areas, the decision to construct 

the Lokka reservoir presented a rare opportunity ta sell land at a reason-

able priee. For others, howev~, there was nothing positive about the 

prospect of forced ev~cuation from their land. 

Compensation procedure: These various reactions to the prospect of moving 

undoubtedly influenced each household's approach to compensation procedures. 

Even -for the most willing, bb"ev~~, the newness of such negotiations intro-

duced an element of complexity,rrn:to existing lifestyles '. In the first pl.ace, 

news of the reservoir project was not effectively distributed by those re-

sponsible for the development. Most people first he~ of the project from 

other villagers or from surveying crews. and many did not learn until later 

that reserVOlr construction would affect them personally (Table 4). 1 

i 
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Table ~ - Firet Itnovledse of the reserVOlr project and that. IIlOvinl! vas require. 
(accordln, to ethniclty) 

t . 
lIhe" People "'vll lIay l'he Construction Project lias F.rat Heard or l'hey lIould HAve To Move 

·Ethniclty vorkenl oth.r .... cha company eam'lot 
TOTAL 

lame 
Later ~annot 

TOTAI. .urveyors vlllagera sources buy.r say hm. .~ 

P'innish 2 3 12 6 5 12 

Forest SanIÎ Descendant 12 14 2 3 7 38 16 14 8 JIl 
Komadic R"ndeer Sami 4 4 10 6 4 10 

Kixed 2 6 2 6 

TOTAL 17 26 1 ~ 12 66 25 21 14 66 

Rail Data Source. MÈÜunen and Luostar Inen 1918 

The lack of official notification created a pervasive atmosphere of une er-

tainty within the Lokka area and many people experienced increased feelings 

of fear and insecurity. In sorne instances, building was prohibited and 

bank loans were denied; even though no agreement on the sale of land had 

been reached. On average, tnis waiting time lasted for a little over two 

years, but for sorne the uncertainty continued for as much as'eight years. 

For those who were most anxious to sell their land and move, the process 

of agreement was accomplished quickly once the company was prepared ta com-

mence negotiations (Table 5). According ta one Kemijoki representative~ many 

people were sa, willing to sell, that they approached the company in an attempt 

to hurry transactions (KemiJoki Interviews 1980). In over 60 percent of the 

cases, the compensation procedure was completed without any legal or other 

knowledgeable assistance. At times, the presence of Kemijoki's lawyer vas 

taken by households as a guarantee that dealings would be conducted fairly: 

they did nQt realize that the lawyer was bargaining for Kemijoki alone. 

Despite these disadvantages, the local population was not unduly abused and 

initially wany wer€) happy simply to have sold their farms. 

1 
1 

l. 
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Table 5 - Sale proe.aI and evaluatioll 

(according to "thnicit)' l 

Ethnieity <. 

Finnhh Forait Sami !Jo_die Mlxed TOTAL D .. ceMant Re inde.r BarAi 

Wiîat Wall Sold 

all of tar= , bUlldlngs T 25 5 16 1&1 
part ot tara • bUlldlngs 4 11 4 20 
p ... rt ot ta..., 1 
building. <1 ~ 
no information 

TOTAL 12 3& 10 6 66 

Vuit. Il)' COMpany Buye,\ 
1 

, 
1 

tev 9 6 3 3 
\ 

21 

~ 1 ma.ny 3 19 3 2 21 , 
no information 13 4 18 J 
TOTAL 12 3B 10 6 66 1· 

Proe ... Of Açeement 
1 
j 

h ... tily done S 5 ",. 4 3 20 
took 1IIIIIl)' )'II ...... 4 22 ~ 2 32 
no lntor ..... t lon 11 2 1 14 

TOTAL 12 38 10 6 66 

Assistance Wlth Sale 

no as!ustance 8 24 8 42 
:~ 

2 
pero ona1 1 .. wyu 
personal expert/authorlty 2 8 
frlend, rel .. tlve etc. 1 
comp&ny lawyer or expert 1 4 
other· 6 7 
no ln format 10n 2 4 

TOTAL 12 38 10 6 66, 

Overllll EstulI&tlon Of Sale 

very poaitl ve a 
positive ~ 6 1 9 ! neutra1 3 9 2 14 
negatlv. 2 10 3 4 19 
very negah ve 5 12 3 2 22 ; 
no lntor ..... tlon 1 2 ! 
TOTAL 12 38 la 6 66 

• This lB one man who asslsted some people wlth the sale ot thelT property. Sallie 
8&id that he vas he1pfu1, IIh11e other. accused hlll1 Of <Norking for Kemijoki Oy. 

Rav Data Sou.rce. MÏÜtlnen and Lu.o.tarinen 1918 

For those vho did not want to move, the compensation procedure was , , 

much more of an ordeal. NegotIations vere drawn out, and although the 

final agreements adequately covered the cost of land and dwelling places~ 

there was no means of compensating f.or the sense of 10ss thât accompanied 

forced evacuation. To the,se people, the se11ing process vas never con-

sidered. positive .• 
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Forms of compens&tion and level of satisfaction: In general, the overal.l 

estimation of land sales and compensation became closely -linked vith the 

form of compensation received. The avâilable alternatives included money, 

replacement land or bath, but the former was by far the most common (Table 

6) . For Kemijoki Dy, monetary compensation ",as pref'erred because ot its 

easy distribution. For many ~ouseholds, the prospect of acèessibility to 

large amounts of cash presented an unprecedented and irresistible opportunity. 
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Unfortunately, the lack of experience in handling money bt!ceJne blatantly 

apparent shortly after the compensation had been awarded. Approximately 20 

percent of the households lest or spent aIl of their compensation (Table 7). 

Other people found it difficult to pu,rchase new land which could adequately 

replace that which was lost: in many instances the previous diversity of 

natural resources dia not exist. As the problems of using monetary compensa-

tion became apparent, the level of satisfaction decreased. In retrospect, 

on1y thirteen households whieh had originally desired monetary compén~ation 

would request the same again if given another chance. Land Is now considered" 

a preferable form of compensation by twenty-seven households, and thirteen 

believe the combination of both land and money to ,be the most advantageous. 

Armed with a ten-year perspective, less than half of those who moved feel 

satis fied wi th the- compensat ion they rece i ved (Table 6). 

Table 7 - 'oisy or unns compensatlon 
(aceording tQ ethniclty) 

'oIay or Uung Compensatlon 

EthniClty 
present pre •• nt + present - lost/ 

land/h~se ~nveltment8 debts/spendlng spent 

Finnish - 6 

Forent Saml eescendlUlt 23 6 Ij 3 
lIolll&die R. indeer SUll 2 2 2 2 

Mixed 2 h 2 

TOTAL "\ 31 10 8 12 

Raw Data Source: Mâklnen and Luostarinen 1978 

no 
TOTAL information 

12 

2 38 
2 10 

6 

5 ii6 

Through the compensation' procedure, most of the inhabitants of the 

Lokka area entered a peried of rapid'transition from a natural to a wage 

economy. For those who received replacement land, this transition was 

somewhat smoother. Similarly, those whose occupations had familiarized them 

",ith the monetary economy, were able ta adapt te changes without much dif-

ficulty. These people were, however, the exceptions. For most hauseholds, 

. \ 
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the economic transition which began with comp'ensation p~esented bewildering 

experiences and demanded painfuladaptations. Although physica1 needs for 

success~l tra.nsition were satisfied, most of the popula.tion le.cked the 
, 

mental or\emotional preparedness to malte the required"changes easily. The 
\ 

.compensatio~ process did litt le to overcome this .han~icap. 

Transition of the Local Socio-Economie Structure 

The process of socio-ec,onomic tra.nsition which began with compensation 

procedures has become most clearly manifested in the transformation dt lo~al 
income structures. As the following discussion will illu~trate, changes in 

local. economic organization which ensued fram reservoir construction, cor-

responded with the objectives of national policies for development through-

out Lapland.' Through increased involvement in the wage economy and the 

commencement of agricul'tural reorganization, the inhabitants of the Lokka 

area became more closely integrated with Finnish ~ociety as a whole. 

"- '" , DeCline of the natural \conomy: 
\ 

For local economic integration into 

national structures ta occur, the relative independence which the natural 

economy provides first had ta decline. 
o 

It is this type of de61ine which 

.constit~ted the most important, consequence of the Lokka reservoir project. 

To document declining involvement in the ~tural economy statistically, the ~ 

following discussion will compare the situation prior to reservoir construc-

tion (ca. 1955) vith that which existed ten years after'ward (,1978.). 

o 
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In the ten years sinee the Lokka reservoir was completed many of the 

inhabitants ~f this ares. have ~~com\ eligible for old-age pensions. Inevi-

tably, this fact makes it dÏfficult to perceive changes in economic organiza-

tion accurately, but it does not obfuscate the three most important indic a-

tions of declining involvement in the nature.l economy. The first of these 

J<', 

\" indications is a reduction in the amount of food which is self-produced 

(Table 8). Where over half of the population once deri ved over 50 percent 

of their food from their own farms, less than a quarter of these people do 

50 now. In every household, this percentage has decreased. 

Table 8 - Pereentage or rood derlved fram 0"" faTm, before (B), and arter (A) reserVOlT construction 
(according to ethniclty l 

Pere"ntage Of Food Den ved From Own Farm" 

1-19 20-39 40-59 
Il A B A Il A 

Finn18h 2 - 1 - 1 

l'oreot 5"",i Descendant - 5 1 2 11 1 

lIolll&dic Re indeer Saml - 3 - 1 3 -
Mixed - 1 2 1 

TOTAL 2 8 1 5 16 

• includes aU fOOd derivl!d frcm nature 

Rav Data Source: MiJ<wen and Luostannen 1976 • 

60-79 BO-l00 cannot say no lnformatlon 
B A Il A Il A B A 
7 - 10 2 

19 1 26 ~ 3 

3 - 1 - 3 

3 - 1 - 4 

32 1 2 0 4 43 9 6 

70TAL 
B A 
12 12 

38 38 

10 10 

6 6 

66 66 

As has been mentioned ee.rlier, one mB.ln feature of the nature.l economy 

which previously characterized the Lokka area was the diversity of incorne 

sources. Accordingly, it must be expected that a drop in the number or' 

income sources would indicate a weakening ln the position of the natural 

economy. Tables 9 and 10 indicate that a significant reduct ion of this type 

did occur after the move which was required for reservoir construction. 

Once again 3 the increased number of p;nsioners must be acknowledged, but 

even withi'n the twentyJone households which do not receive pensions, a11 but 

four experienced a reduction in the number of incorne sources. 
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Table 9 - lIu!llb~r of inèome .ource. berar. and arter reservoir construetlon 
(aeeording to ethnie i t;tl 

lumber or IncoIIIe Sources 

one tllO thr ... four rive TOTAL 
Defare After Defore Artel' Be for .. Artel' Defore After Before Artel' II- Befor. Arter 
Il 
, n , n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n % Il J Il % 

Finnhh 9 75 4 33 3 25 1 56 1 e 0 12 99 12 100 

Forest sud Desc .. ndant 14 20 55 10 28 11 31 12 33 4 11 a 22 1 3 3 2 38100 38 100 

1I0lll&dio Relndeer Saml 2 22 2 22 5 56 5 56 2 22 2 22 10100 10 100 

Mix~d 1 4 67 ~ 67 2 33 233 0 6100 6 100 

TOTAL 8 e. 35 56 16 25 18 29 28 44 8 13 13 21 1 2 2 0 0 3 66100 66 100 

• no lnt'ormatl0n, 

Ra" Data Source' H1U<lnen and Luostannen 1918 

1 

Table 10 - Changes ln the number of lncome sources 
(accordlng ta ethnic lty) 

Degree or Change 

lnCre&Se of t\lO 

increase or one 

no change 

decrea~e of one 

decrea .. e Dt evo 

deC!~ease of t~ree 
no information 

TOTAL 

Finnlsh 

6 

6 

12 

\ 
For"st Saml 
Descendant 

'" 
" 

38 

Ethmclty 

NOIlladlC 
Relndeer Saml 

2 

5 

2 

10 

Rav Data Source' MàJ"ne. And Luostarwen 1918 

MlXed 

3 

TOTAL 

II 

24 

22 

4 

66 

The third indicatiop o~ th~'in, of the local natural economy is 

the change in proportional importance of ~ncome componehts (Fig. 16). For 

aIl ethnie groups, the economic importance of farming and hunting, fishing 

and gathering vas reduced. Reindeer herding a1so experienced significant 

decline (cf. Aikio 1978, Jarvikoski 1979, Lenstra 1973).17 Excepting the 

"Mixed" segment of the population, marked' decreases in this açtivity\ vere 

"-
universal: the Nomadic Reindeer Sami being the Most harshly affected. 
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Declining involvement ~n renewable rèsource based acti vities lias 

para.lleled by an increased dependence on morretary income. For all ethnie 

groups this was manifested ~n the r~se of pensions, but among the Forest 

Sami Descendant s and the Nomadic Reindeer Sarni it a1so occurred through 

growing involvement in paid labour. Initially, work on the reservoir project 

provided almost half of the households with a source of morretary incarne 

(Table 11). However, over 50 percent of these jobs were in fore st clearing 

a.nd only 9 percent were in actual construction. More import,antly, the average 

duration of employment was approximately ten rnonths, with 50 percent of' the 

jobs lasting for lesa than half a year. 
, 

While reservoir construct ion did not provide permanent wage emplbyment, 

it did create a growing need for rnonetary incorne. This was particularly true 

for those who had given up farming and herding,1 but this tendency lias also 

. , 
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Table 11 - Jucber ot people/bo"sehold who worked on th. Lol<ka reserVOlr proJl!ot 
(acoording to ethnidt)') 

( 1 

1 
TOTAL 

1 

Il''lIIber JOba/Hounhold 

o 2 3 5 no inf'crmat ion 

l'innuh 7. 2 2 12 1 
38 

1 
10 

6 -J 

, Forest S&IIll Descendant 21 8 2 2 -, 

Romadie Re ,nd.er 5...,\ 3 

5 

MiXed 3 2 

'!'OTAL 34 16 6 66 

Ru Data Source Malnnen ond Luc.tarlnen 1978 

prevalent among those who had attempted to maintain their pr;vious lifestyle. 

Where the diversity of incorne sources at the new dwelling place did not ------r 
match that of the old, Many ~le became incr"easinglY dependent on ~ . ! 
This implies a g~owth in income but in Many instances this has no~een the ~ 
case (Ja.rvikoski 1919:173). Thus, even those who hav~not abandoned renew-

able resource based activities have often been forced to seek a paying job. 

Centralizat ion and increased effic iency: The rnove away from a natural 

economy towards a wage economy advanced ongoing attempts of economic restruc-

turing throughout Lapland. Increased involvement in paid labour was paral-

leled by growing centralization: the greatest opportunities for wage employ
} 

ment existed in rural service centers or larger towns and cities; For inhab-,-
(--itant,;;'r the Lokka area, the, mo~e toward centralization and increâsed 

efficiency was greatly accelerated by reservoir consz!;uction. One example of 

this was the rapid expansion of Vuotso 1 s position as a designated rural 
, 

service center (Fig. 17). Although this village had already ach~eved local 

prominence through inclusioJ;l in the national system of functional centers, 

its rOl~ increased when it ~as selected as a resettlement area. The subse-

quent influx of people hastened, and lent credence to, the concentration of • 

1 
1 
1 
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iii brod\le Blfutlild 

lilI YIIOO'k camp B""""""'Sl...-.! 

C :. re~ftlernent Brea Â C8i'"f1llO'OU"l 

• hou5e • go. puo'\"p 

o hou ... ..-der <Il P<bIoc .elephone 
constructlO"l 

~ Sam handlcrafts ç 1«0 
&art exhibition 

services and facilities in Vuotso. 

In a similar way, reservoir construction facilitated agricultural re-

structuring. Although the 1055 of land through inundation made it impossible 
~ if 

to enlarge existing farms, forced relocation offered the chance to establish 

• . ' . 18 R t t . . 
larger and more prof1table holdlngs ln new settletnent areas. es rue, url.ng 
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efforts were a1so assisted by the rapid decline in the number of farmers. 

Of those households which have remained active in farming, average are as of 
1 

-waste and forest land have declined, but meadow area has remaine,d constant 

while field area has increased (Table 12). Given the seale of envirQnmental 
. , 

transformation these figures do indicate that a move towards greater agricul-
1 

tural efficiency wàS achieved through the reduction of active farmers and 

the expansion of farm S1ze. 

Table 12 - Farm Sl ze before and after movil\g 
(according to et.hnlc 1 ty) 

" 
gthnlCl.t.,y 

Forest Saml NomadlC Finnuh Descendant Re\nc!eer Saml Mnee! 

=~J Fleld Area • Before 
no. of farma vlth fIelds 10 31 9 4 54 
average S12e (hectares) 2.6 2.9 2.0 1.9 2.4 
total no. of hectares 25.7 88.9 18.4 7.6 140.6 

Field Area - Arter 
1 ~1 no. of farma vlth tlelds 2 12 5 2 

average Slze (hectares) 6.5 3.7 8.0 5.0 5.8 
total no. of hectare. 13.0 44.9 40.1 10.0 108.0 

Meadov Area - Betore 
no. ot tarma vlth meadov. 7 28 8 4 41 
average 8l2e (hectares) 9.5 12.9 6.4 6.8 9.4 
total ~o. ot hectares 66.4 361.9 67.3 27.3 522.9 

Meadow Area - Arter 
no. of tarms W1 th meadovs 1 4 1 5 "-average size (hectares) 1.7 11.0 9.4 
total no. of hectares 30.7 11.0 41.7 

Forest Area - Before 
no. of farals vith torests .9 29 8 5 51 
average size (hectares' 148.3 152.8 61.1 55.2 il 104.4 
total no. ot hectares 1335.0 4432.0 489.0 276.0 6532.0 

Forest Area - Arter 
no. of farms vith forests 2 12 8 3 25 
average size (hectares) 75.5 107.3 90.1 40.7 65.8 
total no. Dt hectares 151.0 1287.0 721.0 122.0 2281.0 

Wa.te Land - Before 
no. ot farms vith vaste land 9 28 9 4 50 
a ver"se aize (hectares) 143.2· 198.0 <'5.7 74.3 115.3 

tal no. of hectares 1289.0 5545.0 411.0 297.0 7542.0 
\ 

land 2 

f 
12 6 1 21 

118.0 32.2 55.8 31.0 59.3 
236.0 386.0 335.0 31.0 988.0 

• Mâklnen and euostarinen 1978 
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Another indication of increasing efficiency - and ce1tralization - in 

agriculture is the change in the number of fields and meadows (Table 13). 
:t 

Prior to moving, thirty-one households had two or more of these land areas, 

but after the move this figure had diminished to three households. Further 

evidence of transformation in agriculture iB provided by declining distances 

from dwelling places to cultivated land. Before moving 30 percent of the 

population with farm land travelled an average of one kilometer or less to 

reach it. Today, 82 percent of lanq, owners live within this distance of 
l 

their property. 
..1 

'" Table 13 - Numb~r of Clalds and meadow. before and after movlng 
(accordlng ta ethnle l ty) 

lfumber or Fleld. And Meadow. 

Berore Arter 
Ethnlcity 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7· no lnto. TOTAL 0 1 2 3 5 6 T· no. lnto. TOTAL 

'umuh 1 3 1 1 1 1 - - 4 12 9 2 1. 12 

Forest Saml Descendant 4 5 7 4 3 - - 12 38 24 9 2 - 1 2 38 
lomadic Relndeer Ssml - 3 - 1 - 2 4 10 4 1< 2 10 

M1Xed 1 - 1 3 1 6 3 2 - - - - 6 

TOTAL 5 ,10 7 11 6 5 - 2 2D 66 40 11 2 0 1 0 Il 0 6 66 

Rav Data Source' MBklncn and Luo.tarlnen 1978 

Through changes broüght about by the Lokka reserVOlr project, the 

local population experienced rapid and extensive integration into national 

economic structures. The natural economy was largely supplanted by the wage 

economy of the capitalist s~stem. In keeping with the needs o( this system, 

centralization increased and agricultural production entered a period of 

reorganization. Unfortunately, the people of the Lokka are~were largely 

unprepared to function effectively under these new conditions, and as has 

been shown earlier, Lapland vas incapable of assisting or accommodating them. 
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Transition in the local social structure: As the income structures of the 

Lokka area inhabitants \lere drawn into close" alignme~t vith those whieh pre

dominated nationally, social structures began to change accordingly. For 

many households, the need or' desire for increased involvement in the vage 

econo~ prompted a move to rural service centers or larger urban areas (Fig. 

18) • In most instances, this kind of move increased accessibility to ,neigh-

vith the natural environment. It is also important to note, that while most 

of the population experienced an improvement in the quality of services, al-

most one third of these felt that such services had only become necessal'y ") 

after moving (Table 14). As changes ensuing from reservoir construction led 

to increased dependence on the vage econo~y, the need for commercially pro

duced food and other soc ial services also increased. In this vay, economic 

integration effectively induced the social integration of many households 

into the type of society which characterized Finland at large. 

7 
ROVANIEMl o 

o Orovlnclill capital 

*~çenter 0 

• J(X:aI servICe center 

MUTENtA LOKKA VUOTSO 
12 , 1 

1. , 1 1 

SOOANKYL;tI. 
• 

IVALO LOKKA SILTASALMI ASKA 

'* * • 
• ~ of hou5ehOlds "''''''''11 
o ~ of households "'''''ong 

1 
SlURUNMAA 

1 
TOAVINEN * 
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Taille 14 - Quality or lerVlces berQre and arter IIIOvin& 

r~ 
Caccording ta .~hnicity) 

QIlality Of SerV1C .. Beror. Monni 

Ethnicit;y 
Good Neutra! Poor l'Il* TOTAL 

rinnish 2 Jo 12 

lorest Saml Descendant 14 16 1 38 

Jomadic Rej;nd.or SUl 2 3 2 10 

MlXed 6 

TOTAL 5 26 22 13 66 

leI/ Data Source; MiUdn"n and wostann"n 1918 
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Qual1ty or s.rv~c •• Alter Movl.r.& 

Good Relltral Poor III- TOTAL 

26 

7 

2 

5 

8 

2 

5 1\ 

t2 

18 
10 

6 

66 

For Most of the Lokka inhabi tante this transition was not easy. 

Feelings of alienation arose from difficulties in adjusting to a nev d"'ell-

ing place an~/or lifestyle. In sorne instances problems focused on changes 

in livelihood, but in others, they ",ere rooted in the sense of 105s associa-

ted vith separation from old friends, rela~ives and known environments. 

Severa! households were di vided at the t ime of the move: a possible indic a-

tian of differing aspirations but also of changes in the basic social unit. 

The individuality of wage labour or of highly mechanized fa't"~g 'las not 

conducive to the maintenance of extended families. 

with the decision to construct the Lokka reservo~r, inhabitants of the 

area vere forced to undergo a rapid period of social, and economic transition. 

The direction of this change 'las identieal to that "'hieh occurred throughout 

Lapland? but its speed was much greater. This abruptness of transition 

combined 'with the general inability of the population to deal with sueh 

profound changes greatly magnified the negative repercussions of integration 

iJlto national socio-economic structures. TOday, Many formér inhabitants of 

the Lokka area have become well adjusted to their new situat,ions, but this ,

has not altered the feelings of mistrust which are harboured against the 

étate. In other cas~s, the difficulties of adjustment have prevailed and 
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the costa of unorganized northern development are being paid through govern-

ment assistance. Although the Lokk.a reservoir vas completed vith minimal 

public resistance, the negative repercussions vhich it generated haYe aroused 
; ! 

an avareness vhich promises to challenge future developments. 

The questions of propriety surrounding the LoRka reservoir proje~ are 
. 

not simple. To much of the local population; the demand for sacrifice vas 

unjustly placed entirely on them. They &ave up their homes, left their 

friends and vere often forced to adjust quickly to an alien soc io-ecollomic 

system. To the state and it's' hydro-eleëtric company hovever. reservoir 

development vas an essential undertaking vhich vould benefit all of Finland. 

The \OPulation affected by the project vas adequately compensated, 

obtained employment in construction and all would e~joy the easier 
f 

of electric i ty . 

some had 

provision 

In effect, these conflicting perceptions of the reservoir project 

epitomize th~ different values of two separate econoroic systems. The outcome 

of their interaction illustrates the priority of the need for capitalist 0 

expansion. Through the Lokka development, the.se needs of capitalism vere 

satisfied by expanding the vage, econoroy, increasing centralization and effi-

ciency, and by alloving for reorganization in agriculture. It is these 

changes which mark the demise of the natural economy and associated social 

structure which previously characterized both the ILokka area and Lapland. 
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Economic Integration and Sami Cultural Transition in the Lokka Area 

In discussing the impact of the Lokka reservoir project, dividins the • • 

population according to ethnicity has revealed two basic points. The tirst 

ot these is, that mergence in the components of Sami and Finnish incarne struc-

tures vas well advanced prior ta reservoir construction. If the proportional 

importance of incorne sources among the Finns and the Nomadic Reindeer Sami 

is compared, one finds that the former were more dependent on paid labour, 

l and the latter on reindeer herding and hunting, fishing and gathering. 

Despite this difference of degree, however, bath groups were dependent upon 

exactly the Same combination of income sources. As an indication of earlier 

integration of this type, it is aiso interesting to examine the incame composi-

tion of descendants from the Lokka area's original Sami population. The pro-

portion of Forest Sami Descendants' reliance on various incarne sources vas 

always between that of the Finns and the Nomadic Reindeer Sami. Again, the 

actual components of their incorne structures vere identical to those of a11 

other groups. 

The second major point revealed by the preceding discussion is that the 

type of changes which occurred as a result of reservoir construction have 
e 

made this mergence essentially complete. In other wards, the degree of 
~ 

differ{ng dependencies on various incorne sources has declined significantly. 

The income structures of all previous inhabitants of the' Lokka area have now 

become almost id~ical in terrns of both proportional impor~anc; and com~on-
ents. 

For the Sami, the actual impact of the Lokkg project differed little 

rrom that experienced by the rest or the population. Although they were 



(' 

among the MOst remotely situBted and the Most reluctant to move t the Sami 

experienced the sarne compensation procedure as a11 other inhabitants. 

Similarly, everyone affected by the project was faced with a change in envi-

r6nment, economic transition and social upheaval. 

Despite these similarities however. the implications of such changes 

were very different for the Sam1 than for the rell18.inder of the population. 

To the indigenous people. declining involvement in the natural econo~, an 

increase in centralization and -the reorganization of agriculture meant more 

than the disruption of a satisfying lifestyle. For the Sami, these changes 

a160 meant the 10$9 of any remaining economic basis for ,cultural distinc-' 

ti veness. It is this loss which marks the complet ion of economic integra-

tion and the culmination of cultural transition. 
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NOTES: Chapter V 

1. In fact the Lokka reservoir was built on Posoaapa~ the large st solid 
peatbed in SC$11dinavia. This is considered somewhat ironie siven the 
recent concern for the preservation of peat as an alternative energy 
source (cf. Asp and Jarvikoski 1974:7). 

2. Seasonal means. are given for the coldest winter I)lonth of February and 
the warmest swnmer month of July. Il 

3. According to Anderson (1958), the "communism" which characterized the 
"siid" system was primarily the result of hunting techniques rather 
tban the product of underlying social principles. This idea ia a 
reassertion of the tendency for the economic base to in:l'luence social 
organization, and thereby lends support to the contention that tbe 
mode of production is the formative base of culture. 

4. This d~~nancé was vi vidly manifested in 1779, when th~ use of Sami drums 
in Swea.~-Finland became punishable by death (Siuruainen and Aikio 1977: 
55) • 

a 
5~ information comes from Havukkala (1964: 10), who quotes from the work 
( of Anderson (1914). 

6. Once again. th:Î.s information is provlded in English in Havukkala (1964: 10) 
who quotes from Wahlenberg (1904). It i5 interesting to note that dir
ficulties in estimating the S.ami population were like;Ly caused by seasonal 
fluctuations associated with their migratory cycle. , 

7. This information is corroborated by statisties collected from SodankyHi' s 
P~iSh records. This mateHal indicates that the tendency ta hide 
et nic identity vas perpetuated well into the 19005. In addition ta 
pe ons ehanging their mother tongue oetveen "census periods", there were 
num ous discrepancies in this regard within nuclear families. 

8. Anders Johan' Sjogren (1774-1855) was a historian who employed language, 
o~omastics and ethnography to illuminat'e the ancient history of the Finnic 
Peoples. In June 1824, he began the five year journey whieh took him to 
the Sompio region and then through northern Finland to Norway and Russia 
(cf. Branch 1973). 

9. Ion this WAY, the Swedish courts el,iminated sorne of the ambiguity inherent 
in their simultaneous support for, colonization and for Sami rights. 

10. According to Asp and Jarvikoski (1974: 5), discharge during the worst 
floods was 45 times as great as during the' driest periods. 
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11. Lake Kemijiirvi lias enlarged by damming in 1958; This was fo1lowctd by 
the regulatlon of Olkkajarvi (la.ke), and then by the construction o~ 
the Lokka and Porttipahta ma.n-made lakes in the late 19605 (Asp!!.!:!. 
1981: 2). 

12. Soci~ll investment expenditures idvolve state financing of projects and 
services which can raise the rate of profit" through increased labour 
productivity (~. O'Connor 1973, cf. Holmes 1978:81-82). 

13. It is worth noting that only the valuable timber was removed from the 
rese;rvoir basin and that the rest was left standing. This has deprived 
the water body of a.ny natural appearance and i5 genera.lly considered a. 
serious aesthetic flaw of the project. . 

14. This canal will be twenty-one kilometers long at its complet ion, and 
will connect 'Loltka reservoir wi th the Porttipahta man-made lake. Water 
trom Lokka will, be channeled through Porttipahta and discharged into 
the Kitirten J1iver (Kemijoki Interviews 1980). 

15. other studies on the impact of the 'Loklta reservoir project include 
Asp and Jarvikoski (1974); Asp et al. (1981); Jarvikoski (1979). 

16. It is likely that Havukkala (1964) has included these 'Fore'st Sami 
Descendants in the Finnish population, and that Asp (1966) ha.s identified 
them as "Finnic ized Sami". 

17.' As a result of reservoir construction, many reindeer paths "and grazing 
areas were totally destroyed. Reindeer fled to other herding districts 
and a number of animats had to be slaughtered. According to Peklt& ~.Aikio 
(personal communication), the compensation received for these'losses 
only covered those which were suffere<\, in the first three years after 
reservoir construction: it did not come clos~ to compensating the disrup
tion of a viable renewab'1.e resource bas~d li velihood. .' 

18. This proveâ to be more difficult in practice than in theory Èlecause many 
people were reluctant to gïve up diversified economic activities ror 
concentration on agriculture. Thus, even if new farms had the' capacity 
to be more productive than the old,' the people remained unsatisfied 
because new locations did not corr.espon~ to cU,stomary environments' (cf. 

, Asp et al. 1981: 24-25') • 
, .. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding pages, the relationship between economic integration and 

cultural transition has been examined from historical, theoretical and 

empirical perspectives. The historical analysis of this ~elàtionship 

established two basic points. Fi;st,'that Finnish dominance over the Sarni 

only materialized when the f~:~ became incorporated into the Swedish 

Empire et the end of the 10th centur-y. This alliance generated social and 

economic distinctions within Finnish society and created new needs: needs 

WhlCh were met through penetration into Saml areas. Encrbachments in the 

form of trade and taxation demanded changes in indlgenous economic organl-

zation, which ln turn, altered the culturels soclal structure. In this way, 

dominance - based on economics - instigated externally induced transition 

among the Finnish Sarni. 

The second basic point of Chapter Two, is that this type of dominance 

continued to be the central determina~t of the course of Sami culture change. 

As Finnish society evolved, c,hanging economic needs altered"the manifesta- ' 
1<.. 

tiok~ of dominance over the Sami. Under mercantilism, the focus wes on the 

expans:i:on of trade, and the Sami were, forced to exte'lld subsistence produc-

jtion and participate in exchange. Under capitalism, land and labour became 

\essential to Finnish economic growth. Accordingly, Sami land ~ights were 

supp1anted, and as exploitation of the rratural envirénment decline,d, partici-
1 f\ 

pat ion in wage labour became necessary. Where earlier manifestati,ons of 
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Finrldsh dominance had weakened the economic base of the Samf culture, those 

of the post-war period destroyed it. This development cj~stitutes a climax 

in the process of cultural transition atdtherefore warlants more detailed 

examination. 

Chapter Three contributed to this examination ~ introducing the 

characteristics and contradictions of the hegem9nic system which has pre-

vailed durihg the post-war era. Theoretical discussions of the internat ion-
1 

alization of capitalism and of the state's role in thi~ system, have illus-

trated the complex hierarchy of factors effecting Sami '~ltural transition. 
l' , 

As Finland became dependently integ;fated into the world economy, international 
\ 

obligations placed restrictions on the management of internal development. 

This situation led to the expansion of the role of the state, but it also 

exacerbated the inherent contradictions of this role. The state became in-

creasingly involved in the capitalist production process, but it was also 

responsible for aXleviating the inequalities which this process generated. 

Attempts to reconcile these conflicting interests were hampered by the 

centrality of export performance to national economic stability. With the 
) 

state unable to alter Finland's position in the international economy, it 
~'CI 

was forced to work within it. As a result, policies for national development 

were consistently'subardinated to exigencies of the international situation. 
J 

The repercussions of this situation on Lapland and the Sami was the 

facus of Chapter Four. For Lapland, efforts to balance national needs with 

international obligati?ns ~ecame manifest in development pOlicies which 

undermined r~gional economic structures and induced peripheral integration 

into the national economy~ This process began immediately after the Second 

World War, when Lapland WaS incorporated into policies for national stabili-
• 
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zation as an area of agricultural resettlement and as a süpplier of materials 

for industrial production in the south. 

Althougp Lapland retained this,focus on primary production throughout 

the post-war era, the structures which supported'it were weakened by subse

quent attewpts to maintain conditions conducive te capitalist expansio~. To 

improve forestry's competitive position on the international market, tirnber-

ing operations were rationa1ized, undermining Lapland's traditional incorne 

structure which combined.smal1-scale farming with wage labour in forestry. 

The dec1ining viability of Lapland's economy was intensified through field 

reservation schemes which reduced,involvement in agriculture. When this led 

to problems of massive emigrati~n, development policies were revised to re-

activate support for agriculture and to create a centralized and efficient 

infrastructure in the north. Th~ough such policies, conditions which could 

assist the regional expansion of capitalism were established, but this did 

not guarantee industrial development. Considerations of profitability 

discouraged industry from locating in the north and the region w,as left with 

a moribund economy which remained alienated from its highly efficient but 

essentially ineffective infrastructure. The entrenchment of economic margin-

" ality was paralleled by growing re1iance on state expenditures: Lapland had 

become dependentl~ integrated into the national economy. 

As inhabitants of Lap1and, the Sami were caught up in this integrative 

... 
process. For them, however, changing economic,organization implied more 

than regiona1 impoverishment: it a180 meant the 10ss of a culturally distinc-
1 

tive production system. The supp1antation of the natura~ economy by the wage . . 
economy severed the ties between Sami social organization and its formative 

economic base. The result was the demise of a distinct Sami culture~ As the 
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second section of Chapter Four has shown, ~he efforts of the Sami movement 

to alter this course of cultural transition were largely futile. The pri

macy of the need for capitalist'expansion, and the atate's commitment to 

fulfilling this n~d, guaranteed that pre-capitalist production structures 

would be destroyed. 

This,reality is ClearlY.illus~t~d by t e 

Chapter F he. In this chapter, basic el~ts :r ... ~eceding historical and 

theoretica~ discussions were 5ubstantiate~ thr Ug~ application to one ~~11 

region of central Lapland. Like Lapl~nd in general, he Sompio area exper

ienced a long history of inter-cultural contact and' was incorporated 

into post-war integrative processes. Unlike much or apland, however, local 

'" ;ntegration into national economic structures was 

development project rather tran successive pieces 

ac~ eve(;.hrough a single 
l' -

of legis ation. Through 
./ 

the creation of the Lokka reservoir, local involvement 1n the natural economy 

was reduced by the 1055 of reindeer grazing land {hroUgh inun-

dation. The subsequent increase in dependence 0 economy was 

accentuated by the prevalence of monetary theJdesignation of 

Vuotso as a resettlement area. A decline of farmers made it 

easier to incorporate those who wished to remain active in farming into re

structuring programs. Similarly, greater invol vement in the wage ec-onomy 

increased the demand for services, while the population growth in Vuotso 

lent support to the concentration of such amenities in this village. 

The decision to construct the Lokka reservoir bore witness to t~e prior-
, 

ity of capitalist expansion. ~ike the development policies which Sfaped it 

this project contributed to fulfilling the need for continuolls capital 
" 

accumulation. It did 50, by providing power for industrial growth, but also 
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by acce1erating the local replacement of a pre-capitalist mode of production 

by that of the capitalist system. 

For the Sami inhabitants of the Lokka area, the actual impact of reser-

voir construction vas similar to that experienced by the rest of the popula-

tion. Once again, howeYer, the implications of changes brought about by the 

reservoir project had a special significance for the Sarni. F9r them, the 

destruction of the local subsistence economy marked the comp~tion of a long 

process of acc~uration: their culture vas no longer vitalized by its forma-

tive economic base. Instead, remaining elements of Sami social organization 

became tenuously tied to the material base of Finnish society at large. 

Under the se circumst~nces, the indigenous population cao n~ longer·be consid

ered a distinct culture. Rather, they must be viewed as an ethnie minority 

existing within, dependent upon, and subservient to, the political and 

ecoriomic structu~es of Finland. 

Given this situation, 'it must be concluded that the relationship between 
~ 

economic integration and cultural tr~nsition is an influential one. The 

process of economic inte~ration direc~ed the process of cultural transition, 

and the achievement of economic integ~ation marked the demise of a distinctive 

Sami culture. Thi~conclusion d~e~ ndt rnean that the Sami have hecome Finns, 

but it does demand that the realltleslof indigenous integration into Finnish 
1 

society be recognized. As an ethnie rinority, the Finnish Sarni possess a 

unique histo~ical consciousness and i4entity, but this does n~t alter their 

dependence on Finnish econornic and institutionsl structures. Given the 

complex -nierarchy of factors which condition the present and future status of 

the Sami, it is unlikely that this dependence will change. 
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This means that goals of cultural preservation must be replaced by 

those which focus on the more realistic prospect of maintaining ethnie 

identity.(The distinctive mode of production vhich gave rise to the Sami 

culture has been q.estroyed and its reconstruction cannot t and will not, be 

alloved vithin th~ capitalist çstem. If this is acknow1edged, attempts 

to improve the situation of the Finnish Sami May become more effective. 

Rather than pursuing the impossibility of economic self-re1iance, efforts 

can_ be directed toward devellOping a st rang ethnic identity and enhancing 

ethnic sOlidarity. This may be accomplished through ongoing attempts to 

expand language and education rights, and through the establishment of 

"a1l- Sami" economic concerns. Also, instead af expending energy in futile 

attempts ta stop capitalist expansion, the Sami can contribute more construc-

tively to ~lans f~r ;:itigating the negative ~mpact of nort~er~ transi~ion. 

As th~s thes~s has shown, the repercuss~ans of economlC lntegratlon on 

the Finnish Sami pannot be reversed. Efforts to 

must recognize indigenous dependence on n~tional 

ad~ce the ~ami cause 

soc~o-economlc structures 

and formulate objectives vlthin the restrictions which it c,reates. If this 

can be done, the Sami will secure a stable pos,ition within Finnish society 

and contribute to improving conditions of human existence in the north. 
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